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TheRegionalAtmosphericModelingSystem(RAMS)withmesoscaleinteractivenested-gridsandaLarge-
EddySimulation(LES)versionof RAMS,coupledtotwo-momentmicrophysicsandanewtwo-stream
radiativecodewereusedto investigatethedynamic,microphysical,andradiativeaspectsof theNovember
26,1991cirrusevent.Wu(1998)describestheresultsof thatresearchin full detailandisenclosedas
Appendix1.
Themesoscalenestedgridsimulationsuccessfullyreproducedthelargescalecirculationascomparedto the
MesoscaleAnalysisandPredictionSystem's(MAPS)analysesandotherobservations.Threecloudbands
whichmatchnicelyto thethreecloudlinesidentifiedinanobservationalstudy(Maceetal., 1995)are
predictedonGrid#2of thenestedgrids,eventhoughthemesoscalesimulationpredictsa largerwest-east
cloudwidththanwhatwasobserved.
Large-eddysimulations(LES)wereperformedtostudythedynamical,microphysical,andradiative
processesin the26November1991FIREII cirrusevent.TheLESmodelisbasedontheRAMSversion3b
developedatColoradoStateUniversity.It includesanewradiationschemedevelopedbyHarrington(1997)
andanewsubgridscalemodeldevelopedbyKosovic(1996).
TheLESmodelsimulatedasinglecloudlayerfor Case1andatwo-layercloudstructurefor Case2.The
simulationsdemonstratedthatlatentheatreleasecanplayasignificantrolein theformationand
developmentof cirrusclouds.ForthethincirrusinCase1,thelatentheatreleasewasinsufficientforthe
cirruscloudstobecomepositivelybuoyant.However,in somespecialcasesuchasCase2,positively
buoyantcellscanbeembeddedwithinthecirruslayers.Thesecellsweresoactivethatthe risingupdraft
induceditsownpressureperturbationsthataffectedthecloudevolution.
Verticalprofilesof thetotalradiativeandlatentheatingratesindicatedthatfor welldeveloped,deep,and
activecirrusclouds,radiativecoolingandlatentheatingcouldbecomparablein magnitudein thecloudy
layer.Thisimpliesthatlatentheatingcannotbeneglectedin theconstructionof acirruscloudmodel.
Theprobabilitydensityfunction(PDF)of w wasanalyzedtoassistin theparameterizationf cloud-scale
velocitiesin large-scalemodels.Forthemoreradiatively-driven,thincirruscase,thePDFsare
approximatelyGaussian.However,in theinteriorof thedeep,convectivelyunstablecase,thePDFsof w are
multi-modalandverybroad,indicatingthatparameterizingcloud-scalemotionsfor suchcloudscanbevery
challenging.
Theresultsof thisresearcharedescribedindetailinapapersubmittedtotheJournalof Atmospheric
Science(WuandCotton,1999),whichisenclosedasAppendix2.
Usingsoundingsextractedfromamesoscalesimulationof theNovember26,1991cirrusevent,theradiative
effectsonvapordeposition/sublimationf icecrystalswasstudiedusingatwo-dimensionalc oud-resolving
model(CRM)versionof RAMS,coupledto anexplicitbin-resolvingmicrophysics.
TheCRMsimulationsof theNovember26,1991cirruseventdemonstratehattheradiativeimpactonthe
diffusionaigrowth(orsublimation)of icecrystalsissignificant.Inthiscase,theiceparticlesexperienced
radiativewarming.Modelresultsshowthatradiativefeedbacksin thediffusionalgrowthof iceparticlescan
beverycomplex.Radiativewarmingof aniceparticlewill restrictheparticle'sdiffusionalgrowth.In the
caseof radiativewarming,iceparticleslargerthanacertainsizewill experiencesomuchradiativewarming
thatsurfaceicesaturationvaporpressuresbecomelargeenoughtocausesublimationof thelargercrystals,
whilesmallercrystalsaregrowingbyvapordeposition.However,icemassproductioncanbeenhancedin
thecaseof radiativecoolingof aniceparticle.FortheNovember26,1991cirrusevent,radiativefeedback
resultsinsignificantreductionin thetotalicemass,especiallyin theproductionof largeicecrystals,and
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consequently,bothradiativeanddynamicpropertiesof thecirruscloudaresignificantlyaffected.A
completedescriptionof thisresearchasbeensubmittedasapaperto theJournalofAtmosphericScience
(Wuetal., 1999),andincludedasAppendix3.
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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION
NUMERICAL MODELING STUDY OF THE NOVEMBER 26, 1991 CIRRUS EVENT
The Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS) with mesoscale interactive
nested- grids and a Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) version of RAMS, coupled to two-
moment microphysics and a new two-stream radiative code are used to investigate the
dynamic, microphysical, and radiative aspects of the November 26, 1991 cirrus event. The
mesoscale nested grids successfully simulate the large scale circulation which compares very
well to the Mesoscale Analysis and Prediction System's (MAPS) analyses and some other
observations. Three cloud bands which match nicely to the three cloud lines identified
in observational study (Mace et al.) are predicted on Grid # 2 of the nested grids, even
though the mesoscale simulation predicts a larger west-east cloud width than what was
observed.
Initialized with soundings extracted from the mesoscale nested- grids, the LES suc-
cessfully predicts a single cloud laver corresponding to an inactive and shallow cloud band.
With a simulated sounding extracted from a deep and active cloud band, the LES sim-
ulates a two-layer cloud structure which matches very well to the observed deep (:loud
system. The LES studies demonstrate that interaction among various processes (dynamic,
microphysical, and radiative) can be very complex and active turbulent motions can be
supported, especially deep in the cloud layer. The), also suggest that latent heating effects
can be a significant factor in modulating cirrus cloud evolution.
Radiative effects on ice particle's diffusional growth (or sublimation) are studied using
a two- dimensional cloud- resolving model (CRM) version of RAMS, coupled to an explicit
bin resolving microphysics. The CRM results demonstrate that the radiative impact on the
diffusional growth (or sublimation) of ice crystals is significant. For the November 26, 1991
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cirrus event,radiative feedbacksin thediffusionalgrowth calculationsresult in significant
reduction in the total ice mass,especiallyin the production of large ice crystals, and
consequently,both radiativeand dynamicpropertiesof the cirrus cloudaresignificantly
affected.
Ting Wu
Departmentof AtmosphericS(,ience
ColoradoStateUniversity
Fort Collins,Colorado80523
Spring1999
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The climatic importance of cirrus clouds has been recognized for a long time. Cirrus
clouds, which cover about 20% of the globe on average, are believed to have profound
impacts upon the planetary energy budget due to their radiative effects. Even though
the radiative properties of cirrus in the infrared spectral region are of special interest,
absorption of solar radiation by cirrus mav also significantly influence the stratification of
the upper troposphere. As it was noted by Liou (1986), high level cirrus clouds, which
contain a significant amount of large, nonspherical ice crystals, are normally optically thin
and nonblack and the influence of optically thin and nonblack cirrus on the radiation field
of the earth-atmosphere system, and hence on weather and climate components, depends
on both the solar and thermal IR radiative properties which, in turn, are modulated by
the compositions and physical locations of the cirrus in the atmosphere. In order to
assess the validity of cloud predictions from global general circulation models, and also,
in general, to better understand the effects of cloud radiative forcing and feedbacks on
climate, investigation of cirrus cloud properties is urgent (Sassen, et al., 1995). But this
investigation is not an easy task because cirrus clouds represent a particularly difficult
cloud category to detect and categorize due to their special compositions and locations in
the atmosphere.
As is well known, the radiative properties of a (:loud are determined by the cloud
microphysical characteristics (e.g., cloud particle size, shape, phase, number concentration
and distribution) and the microphysical properties of a cloud are essentially controlled
by the dynamical processes taking place within the cloud system. Knowledge of cirrus
cloud dynamics is essential in our understanding of the climatic impact of cirrus clouds.
Thesedynamicsincludethe environmentand processesresponsiblefor cirrus fbrmation.
maintenance,and dissipation.
1.1 Observational Studies of Cirrus
The study of the microstructure of cirrus clouds was initially carried out in the early
70s. Based on observational measurements in the early 70s, Heymsfield and Knollent_erg
(1972) found that the average ice crystal concentration for crystals longer than 15pro ill
cirrus generating cells was 10-25L -1 . The mean crystal length from their observation was
fbund to be 60 - 1000pro with an ice water content of 0.15 - 0.25grn -3. The predominant
partMe habits were found to be columns, bullets, rosettes, and plates.
In a series of research papers, Heymsfield (1975a, 1975b, 1975c, 1977) reported obser-
vations of ice characteristics for cirrus uncinus and cirrostratus. According to his study, file
predominant ice crystal types were polycrystalline bullet rosettes, single bullets, banded
columns, and plates. The ice water content was found to be generally less than 0.2gin -3.
Strong evidence for the temperature dependence of particle sizes and concentrations was
suggested. He also illustrated that the ice water content and mean length of the ice crystal
could be correlated with temperature. Also based on some comprehensive aircraft mea-
surements, Heymsfield suggested several plausible physical mechanisms for the formation of
cirrus uncinus clouds and Heymsfield and Platt (1984) depicted parameterization equations
for the ice crystal concentration as a function of the maximum dimension and temperature
for a 5°C interval from -20°C to -60°C. The results derived from their analyses has had
a significant impact on the research in this field from the point of view of radiative transfer
computations as well as the computation of ice content in a numerical model.
Liou (1986) reviewed and documented the understanding and knowledge of the com-
position and structure of cirrus clouds before the middle 80s. He pointed out that cirrus
clouds are one of the most important, yet least understood atmospheric elements in our
weather and climate system. He also pointed out that in order to construct a reliable
numerical model for weather and climate prediction, the dynamic and radiative properties
of cirrus clouds must be treated accurately within the context of a model setting.
Sincethemiddleof 1980s,observationsfromFIRE I (First ISCCP(InternationalSat¢q-
lite CloudClimatologyProject)RegionalExperiment)andFIRE II havegreatlyincreased
our knowledgeof cirrus cloudpropertiesand characteristics.In situ and remotesensing
instrumentshavedemonstratedsomeimportant microphysical,radiative, and dynamical
propertiesof cirrusclouds(Journalof theAtmosphericScience,vol. 52,1995specialissue).
FIRE sponsoredan intensivefield observation(IFO) for cirrus in Wisconsinduring
Octoberof 1986(FIRE I). Resultsfrom thisexperimentweredescribedin detail in thespe-
cial November1990issueof the Monthly Weather Review. In this special issue, researchers
described the rawinsonde- resolved meteorological conditions associated with a succession
of five distinct mesoscale cirrus cloud regimes (Starr and Wylie, 1990), a five lidar overview
of the cloud structure and evolution (Sassen et al., 1990), cloud microstructure (He.vmsfield
et al., 1990), cloud optical and radiative properties (Grund and Eloranta, 1990: Spinhirne
and Hart, 1990; Minnis et al., 1990), comparison of radiative transfer theory with observa-
tions (Wielicki et al., 1990), cloud spectral properties 'Ackerman et al., 1990). and cirrus
dynamic properties (Smith et al., 1990).
The most significant field observations of cirrus m the early 1990s, FIRE II IFO,
was carried out near Coffeyville, Kansas, during November and December of 1991. One
objective of this field experiment was to quantify the capabilities and limitations of methods
for retrieving physical and optical cirrus cloud properties from satellite observations (Ou
et al., 1995). During the period from late November to early December of 1991, a total of
11 cirrus davs were observed. For IFO, the November 26 and December 3 -5 cases were
well documented (Journal of the Atmospheric Science, vol. 52, 1995 special issue).
Following a separate path but with similar motivation, extensive observations of cirrus
have also been conducted in Europe in the 1980s and earl)" 1990s. During the intensive
International Cirrus Experiment conducted over the North Sea in the fall of 1989, natural
cirrus and contrail-induced cirrus were observed and analyzed from in situ and remote
sensing measurements (lidar and infrared radiometer). Gayet et al. (1996) reported that
these two cloud types primarily formed at the same range of altitude (,-_ 8200m, -37°C).
Their analvses of the measurements depicted distinctive microphysical and optical proper-
ties in these two types of cirrus. Natural cirrus exhibits sheared fallstreaks of ice crystals
Ul)to 750ttrnin sizenearthebaselevel. Fromthe top to the baseof the naturalcirrus, the
meanvaluesof icewatercontentandparticleconcentrationsincreasefrom 15to 5()7_t.qt_-:
and from 26 to 60 L -1, respectively. The corresponding visible optical depth for natural
cirrus is around 2.0. However, greater particle concentrations and smaller ice crystals are
measured at all levels in contrails leading to an optical depth of 0.8 in the denser contrails
despite an ice water content that never exceeds 18 mgm -3. EUCREX 108 was another very
representative and well- observed cirrus case in Europe. The experiment was conducted
in 1993. Small scale convective cells were the most prominant feature of this cirrus case.
The observations showed that some convective cells had vertical velocities on the order of
1 - 2ms -1. No layered structure was observed. The background ice particle number con-
centration was about 50L -1. The generating cells were very distinct with high ice particle
number concentrations and small particle mean sizes. The ice water content (I\VC) was
about 60mgm -3 near the cloud base. The maximum IWC was found to be larger than
lOOmgrn -3. The mean particle size was found to be about 90 - 100/_rn.
1.2 Dynamics of Cirrus
Cirrus clouds which are usually sandwiched between stable layers below and above
assume a variety of forms, depending on the mean vertical velocity,, wind shear, relative
humidity, and static stability (Cotton and Anthes, 1989: Hevmsfield. 1975). The dynamic
processes that control the formation and evolution of cirrus clouds are as varied as the forms
of cirrus themselves. Cirrus clouds can form via upper level frontal lifting, the vertical
motions associated with jet streams, upward propagating orographic waves, ascending
motions in extra-tropical cyclones, and outflow from convective cells. Dense layers of
cirrostratus occur under conditions of gentle, uniform upward motion, saturated air, and
high static stability. With less stability and in the presence of weaker mean upward motion,
convection may form cirrus uncinus which are dense patches of cirrus which produce ice
crystals large enough to acquire appreciable terminal velocities (Cotton and Anthes, 1989).
Observational results and theories have suggested that the atmospheric energy spec-
trum is at least partly produced by quasi-two-dimensional turbulence, especially in the up-
per troposphere and stratosphere (Lilly, 1983; 1989). The extreme environmental stability,
5associatedwith thedevelopmentof cirruscloudsin theuppertroposphereandstratost)here
leadsto thehypothesisof two-dimensionalturbulencein cirrus clouds.
Two-dimensionalturbulencehasbeenstudiedin tile laboratorywith astabh"stratified
fluid. The propertiesof 2D turbulencecanbesummarizedas(Flatauet al.. 1990):
• Small scaleturbulenceundergoesa transition to a quasi two- dimensionalmotion
under theactionof stratification.
• Tile quasitwo-dimensionalmotioncanpersistfor a longtime.
• The verticalmotionmodeis suppressedin comparisonwith horizontalcomponents.
• Becausethecloudshrinksvertically,it maygetvery thin.
• Motionsof individual layersin the fluid aredecoupled.Thereis a tendencytowards
layering.
• Sincehorizontallayersaredecoupledand their motion is not correlated,they may
produceintermittent turbulentpatches.
Eventhough2D turbulenceisoftenassociatedwith cirrusclouds,the cloudexistence
canmakethe turbulent propertiesin cirrus cloudsdifferent (maybeslightly) from tmre
2D turbulencein a stratified fluid. Certainly, the externalsourceof diabatic heat flux
providingthe energyfor mixing, sodominantin the boundaryprocesses,is hard to find
in the caseof cirrus clouds.However.as it is well known,onceicecrystalshaveformed,
they providea mechanismfor the continuousmixing due to interactionwith shortwave
andlongwaveradiativefield, latent heatrelease,and turbulent transport.
Fieldobservationshaveindeedshownsomeindicationof 2D turbulent structuressuch
as laveredstructure and small vertical perturbation velocity variancein cirrus clouds.
On the other hand,asexpected,observationshavealsoindicatedthat threedimensional
turbulent featuresareveryobviousfor smallscalemotions.Besidesthese,the dominance
of the energycontainingeddieswith sizeson theorderof 10km suggeststhe importance
of gravity waves.
The availableobservations uggestthat turbulencein cirrus cloudsis basicalh gov-
ernedby the dynamicsof two-dimensionalturbulenceand gravity waves,with horizontal
spectraof horizontalmotionsdeterminedby 2D turbulenteffects,and verticalspectraand
verticalmotionsmostlycontrolledby wavedynamics.Gravity wavemotionscanbe trig-
geredby either convectiveactivity associatedwith locally unstableor neutral (larg_'scale
forcinggenerallyexists)profilesor windshear.Radiativeeffectsof cirrus cloudscan mod-
ify the turbulent structures, but these effects need to be estimated before a representation
of radiation can be formulated.
1.3 Modeling Studies of Cirrus
Modeling studies of cirrus have been believed to be very difficult due to our limited
knowledge of the processes occurring in cirrus. However, numerical models of middle- and
high-level clouds are useful to determine the quantitative roles of dynamics, microphysics.
and radiation in the life cycle of these clouds (Cotton and Anthes, 1989). Cirrus cloud
modeling studies were initiated in the late 1960s. Harimaya (1968) constructed a micro-
physical model coupled with assumed horizontal winds to quantitatively compute the shape
of cirrus uncinus. Based on numerical computations, he concluded that the shape of cirrus
uncinus depended upon the mass of ice particles and vertical wind shear.
In the middle of 1980s, Starr and Cox (1985) developed a two-dimensional model tot
the simulation of the evolution of cirrus clouds. In addition to accounting for dynamic
and thermodynamic processes including phase changes of water, effects due to micro-
physical composition and radiative processes were also explicitly incorporated into their
model. They found that the structure of cirrus varies dramatically from nighttime to day-
time because radiative processes affect the. organization and bulk properties of the cloud.
Simulations of thin cirrus under midday and nighttime conditions showed, with all other
environmental factors being the same, daytime cirrus takes on a cellular structure with
pockets of high ice water content (IWC) surrounded by regions of considerably lower IWC
while nighttime cirrus exhibits a more layered structure with IWC varying much less within
a given laver. The simulated pattern of long-wave radiative cooling above and warming
7below is the key factor in modulatingthe vertical stability, especiallyfor nighttime cir-
rus. However,for daytimecirrus, the combinationof long-waveand short-waveradiation
modulatesnot only the vertical stability but alsothe horizontalcloud structure because
the presence of pockets of higher IWC results in enhanced absorption of solar radiation.
warming the pocket and inducing more ascending motion (more cellular structure) than
at nighttime.
Lilly (1988) proposed the application of radiative-convective mixed-layer models ro
cirrus clouds. In his study, Lilly made an assumption that latent heating effects can be
ignored because, in cirrus clouds, radiative heating is believed to be the greatest source of
destablization of the cloud layer and result in the production of turbulent kinetic energy in
the cloud layer. Using a theoretically- predicted radiative heating rate profile for a cloud
of 2 km thickness with its top at the level of the tropical tropopause, 17 km, and with an
IWC of 0.02 gm -3, he estimated vertical velocity and time scales for radiativelv-induced
cirrus turbulence, which suggested that they can support active turbulence comparable to
boundary layer clouds.
._Iodeling studies of cirrus has been more active in the 1990s. Some simulation results
have been very promising (Heckman and Cotton, 1993; Thompson, 1993; Jensen et al.,
1994). Using the nonhydrostatic version of the Regional Atmospheric Modeling System
(RAMS) developed at Colorado State University, Heckman and Cotton (1993) simulated
the 28 October 1986 FIRE case. Their simulation resulted in very good agreement between
observed and model predicted dynamics and cloud fields. Jensen et al. (1994) studied
the development of a cirrus cloud event observed on November 1, 1986 during the FIRE
intensive field observations by using a cirrus cloud model which included microphysical,
dynamical, and radiative processes. Sulfate aerosols, solution drops, ice crystals, and water
vapor were all treated as interactive elements in their model. Compared with aircraft
nlicrophysical measurements made over Wisconsin, their simulation generated reasonable
ice water contents, but the predicted ice number densities were too low, especially for
particles with radii less than about 50#m.
Westphal et al. (1996) used observations from a wide variety of instruments and
platforms to validate many different aspects of a three-dimensional mesoscale simulation of
thedynamics,cloudmicrophysicsandradiativetransferof the November26.1991FIRE II
cirrus case.Thesimulationwasconductedusingthe mesoscalemodelversionfour (MM4)
developedat PennState Universityand the National Centerfor Atmospherk:Research
(NCAR). A simplifiedbulk water cloudschemeand a detailedspectralmodelof radiative
transferwereutilized in their study. Detailedcomparisonof their simulationwith radar.
lidar, GOES-retrievedcloud top height, aircraft data, etc., showedthat the sinnflated
distribution and concentrationof ice comparedfavorablywith the observations.Direct
comparisonwasdonebetweenthe radiativetransfersimulationanddata from broadband
and spectralsensorsand inferredquantitiessuchas cloud albedo,optical depth, top-
of-the-atmospherel lpm brightnesstemperature,and the 6.7probrightnesstemperature.
Comparison was also made with theoretical heating rates calculated using the rawinsonde
data and measured ice water size distributions near the central observational site. They
pointed out that the differences between the observed and predicted radiative quantities
were due to errors in the prediction of ice water contents, and not due to the optical
properties or the radiative transfer solution technique.
The interaction of clouds with the general circulation is generally agreed to be the
most important physical process requiring improvement in today's climate model. This
makes cirrus cloud parameterization very important topic in the development of general
circulation models. Nebuda (1995) developed a one-dimensional, upper-level cloud model
which can be nested in time and space in a localized area with limited frequency. The
adaptive cloud model can provide microphysical and radiative information for tim large
scale model. As modeling studies of cirrus clouds proceeds, some other issues become so
important that they must be addressed in order for models to perform realistically in the
sinmlation of cirrus clouds. Since cirrus clouds are located high above the PBL, TKE
dissipation due to friction may not be Ks important as horizontal redistribution through
wave activities. Vertical redistribution of TKE is suppressed due to stable stratification
of the environmental atmosphere. These features may imply that the horizontal boundary
conditions are very important in numerical simulation of turbulence in cirrus clouds. Also,
the turbulent parameterization schemes developed for boundary layer processes may not
be simply appliedto the stud), of cirrus cloudsdue to the markeddifferencein fbrcing
mechanisms.
1.4 Motivations
Cirrus cloud research has taken two paths (Heckman and Cotton. 1993):
• research into the radiative effects
• exploration of cirrus dynamics
However, these two paths are closely tied together. In order to simulate cirrus clouds
successfully, these two aspects should be combined and represented in numerical models.
This research is motivated by the following prominent questions associated with cirrus
clouds.
• What are the properties of small scale dynamic activity (that is turbulence for large
scale models) in cirrus clouds? The potential importance of the dynamical processes
on scales too small to be resolved by mesoscale models and GCMs is an obvious
uncertainty. Based on analysis of high-frequency observations in cirrus, Quante et al
(1990) concluded that waves, quasi-two-dimensional motions and intermittent tur-
bulence were present. Flatau et al. (1990) also showed that the dominant scales of
motion in cirrus clouds are between 1 and 10 kin.
• What is the role of small scale motions in the dynamical processes responsible for the
layered structure frequently observed in cirrus clouds? The tendency for multilayered
cloudiness conflicts with the assumption of a single cloud layer that is often invoked
in the design of cloud retrieval algorithms for application to satellite observations.
Furthermore, if the tendency for multilayered structure and shallow cloud generation
layers is widely prevalent, there are important ramifications for modeling cirrus (Starr
and Wylie, 1990). Observations have indicated that two-dimensional motions under
the action of stratification may be responsible for the suppressed vertical motion
and resultant muttilayer structure in cirrus clouds. However, observations have also
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indicatedthat smallscalemotionshaveobviouslyboth two-and three-dimensional
turbulent properties(Dmitriyev, et al., 1986;Gultepe and Starr, 1994). By the
way,field observationsaregenerallytoo coarseto resolveevensmaller(smallerthan
severalhundredsof meters)scalemotions.Besidethese,thedominanceof tile energy
containingeddieswith sizesonthe orderof 10km suggeststhe importanceof gravity
waveactivity. Theimpactof thesmallscaleturbulentmotionsandgravity waveson
tile largerscale(resolvable)environmentcanbevery important (but not known) in
the generationof layeredstructuresin cirrus. Also,what maybeequallyimportant
in thegenerationof layeredcloudstructureis theevaporativeprocessassociatedwith
precipitationof iceparticles.Harrington'ssimulationsof Arctic stratus suggesthat
evaporationof precipitatingiceparticlescanbe responsiblefor the developmentof
a moist layer belowthe precipitatingcloudlayer above. This moist laver can be
favorablefor the developmentof secondcloudlayer(Harrington,1997).
• What are the dynamicalprocessesresponsiblefor cellular structureswithin cirrus
clouds?Maintenanceof thesestructures,likely initiated byshear-inducedsmallscale
waves,may result from the effectsof latent and radiativeheatingpatterns (Starr
and Wylie, 1990). But, it is important to note that cellular convective-appearing
structure does not always indicate tile presence of free convection although it often
does. This indicates that some other small scale dynamical processes embedded in
the environment may play an important role in the generation of cellular structures
within cirrus clouds.
• The last question, the one which is least tested, is what is the importance of radiative
effects on the diffusional growth and sublimation of ice particles in cirrus clouds.
Clouds play a dual role in the heat budget of the earth and atmosphere. On the one
hand, their high albedo reflects incoming solar radiation in the visible wavelengths,
thus cooling the earth. On the other hand, clouds are often opaque to infrared
(IR) radiation and their presence reduces the loss of IR radiation to space, thus
warming the earth (Cotton and Anthes, 1989). The effect of changes in cloud (:over
on climate depends critically on the cloud temperature, season, and latitude at which
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the changesoccurandon theopticalpropertiesof the clouds.Central to the issueof
climatechangeis theso-calledcloud-climatefeedbackproblem.Oneof the important
aspectsofthis feedbackis thewayin whichcloudsaremodulatedbvtheir surrounding
environment.Thusstudiesof cloudevolution,whichultimateh"invoh,etile physicsof
thegrowthof cloudparticles,holda specialplacein cloud-climatestudies(Stephens.
1983). An important consequenceof the growth of icecrystals in tile atmosphere,
liesin their contributionto the total diabaticheatingor coolingof the atmospheric
environment.Sincecirrusclouds,especiallythin cirrus,havealargeamountof small
icecrystals(smallerthan50#m),diffusionalgrowth,whichis essentialto the growth
of small icecrystals, cannot be considered independent of the radiative transfer that
occurs between the ice crystal and its surrounding environment.
Chapter 2
THE NOVEMBER 26, 1991 CIRRUS EVENT
Detailed observational descriptions of this cirrus event have been presented by some
researchers during the past years (JAS special issue, 1995). This chapter is dedicated
to a summary of the synoptics and kinematics associated with the cirrus formation and
evolution, the microphysical properties of the cirrus cloud bands, and the small scale
dynamics associated with the cloud system.
2.1 Synoptic settings
The cirrus cloud system that was observed on the 26th of November, 1991 developed
in the region of a mobile upper tropospheric trough that was associated with the dynamics
of the exit region of an upper tropospheric jet stream. A meteorological overview for this
cirrus case was discussed in details by Mace et al. (1995). The synoptic setting for the cloud
system is shown in Figure 2.1. Earl3; on the 26th of November 1991, a small amplitude
ridge-trough pattern was established over North America. Northwesterly flow in the upper
troposphere ahead of the offshore ridge existed over the West Coast, while a broad diffluent
trough was over the central United States. A strong jet was embedded in the northwesterly
flow over the western third of the United States. A speed maximum of more than 60ms-1
was observed by radiosondes in southwestern Wyoming and the Pacific Northwest. In the
Kansas- Oklahoma region, wind speeds decreased substantially compared to the west and
the flow became diffluent in the upper troposphere. At the surface the western United
States was dominated by a region of high pressure, while low pressure and an associated
fl'ontal system were situated in the central United States.
By 1200 UTC of 26 November the right, eastern exit region of the jet and an associated
upper level trough entered the western part of Kansas. By 0000 UTC of November 2T,
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a generalamplificationof the long-wavepattern wasnoted. Heightswererising over the
RockyMountainstatesat 300mb, while height fallsoccurredoverthe Pacificcoastand
the central United States.A welldevelopedtrough wasevidentat both 400mb and 300
mb extendingfrom the westernGulf of Mexicointo southernCanada. The northwesrerh"
jet had became firmly established in the region of rising heights over the Rocky Mountain
states. The exit region of the jet had propagated into the region of intensive observations.
and a strong wind gradient existed from east Texas northward to the Dakotas. At the
surface, the low in the north-central United States and the associated frontal svstem had
propagated eastward and filled slightly.
2.2 Cloud fields derived from satellite and surface data
Mace et al. (1995) described this cloud event both regionally and localh, based oi1 the
GOES satellite imagery of the cloud band as it progressed over central and eastern Kansas
and Oklahoma from 1800 UTC of the November 26 to 0000 UTC of the November 27. At
1800 UTC, the cloud system appeared as a linear feature oriented approximately south-
north from central Texas through Oklahoma and into eastern Kansas where the system
broadened into a fairly extensive cloud system centered over Iowa. In north Texas the
band appeared to be composed primarily of middle-level clouds, while the clouds became
progressively brighter and more cirriform in nature from central Oklahoma northward. The
horizontal width of the band increased from approximately 100 km in central Oklahoma to
more than 250 km in northeastern Kansas. Skies cleared considerably in western Kansas
and the panhandle region of Oklahoma and Texas. The system propagated roughly at the
phase speed of the dynamical pattern.
Mace et al. (1995) also calculated the high cloud optical depths at 1800 UTC by
using visible GOES-7 data and the technique of Minnis et al. (1993) (Figure 2.2). Their
results were in good agreement with the results shown in Minnis et al. (1993) (Figure 2.5).
Optically thin cirrus was diagnosed along much of the band through central Oklahoma.
Optical depths increased substantially in southern Kansas.
By 2100 UTC, the entire cloud structure had progressed eastward. The leading edge
of the main cloud band in the infrared imaginary was identified in eastern Texas and
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Oklahoma.Farthernorth in northeasternOklahomaandsoutheastKansas.aseriesof thre_'
southwest-northeastorientedcloudlineswereidentified.Theselinesbecameincreasingly
brighter with time, indicatingactivecirrus generation,and propagatingsoutheastward
towardthe leadingedgeof theprimary cloudsystem.Maceet al. (1995)pointedout that
cloudgenerationwasapparentlyoccurring in a wavelike pattern oriented nearh" parallel
to the weak southwesterly flow aloft. The southwestern portion of these active p;eneration
regions tended to be advected faster toward the east by the advancing jet streak than the
northeastern segments.
By 0000 UTC of the November 27, the leading edge of the main cloud band had passed
eastward into Arkansas and Missouri. The trailing portions of the band were identified over
southeastern Kansas and eastern Oklahoma. The region of clear skies had also progressed
eastward into central Oklahoma and Kansas.
Using a combination of surface and satellite cloud observations during FItlE cirrus
1)hase II, Minnis et al. (1993) derived the cloud fields of the November 26, 1991 cirrus
event. Some of their results are summarized in Figures 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5. The cloud data
from surface reports indicated overcast conditions over much of Nebraska, Iowa, central
and eastern Kansas, and central Texas and Oklahoma. The lowest cloud ceilings observed
from the surface varied from 2000 ft to 25000 ft. Midtevel clouds were the lowest observed
cloud decks over much of Kansas, while high clouds were the only cloud type reported over
central Arkansas, the Texas panhandle, and the area just north of Coffeyville, Kansas.
Cloud fraction derived from GOES data at the same time (Figure 2.3) shows a somewhat
similar picture. A combination of the satellite and surface data yields the contours in
Figure 2.4 which show midlevel clouds extending as far south as central Missouri and
covering much of Kansas. Low clouds were also found over much of Iowa and Nebraska.
Minnis et al. (1993) also derived total and high cloud optical depths from GOES data
at 1800 UTC. The results are shown in Figure 2.5. The western and northern portions
of the large area of satellite-derived high cloudiness where midlevel clouds were observed
from the surface have very high optical depths. The optical depths for the high-cloud-only
regions are less than 4. Thus, they pointed out that the larger high-cloud optical depths
were caused by thick cloud layers underneath the highest cirrus layer.
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2.3 Microphysical obserx_tions
Intrieri et al. (1995)reportedmicrophysicalobservationsof the developing(:loud
system.Theinitial cirruscloudwasdetectedby Dopplerlidar at approximately1615UTC
with the cloudbaselocatedat 10km abovegroundleveland cloud thicknessmeasuring
200m in depth. Within theensuingonehour and 15minutes,from the initial returnsof
Dopplerlidar until 1730UTC,the lidarobservationshowedthat the cirruscloudgradually
deepenedwith cloudbasedescendingto 9km abovegroundlevel(AGL). Thecirrus sx,stem
wasfirst pickedup by both lidar andradarat around1800UTC. By about 1930UTC the
baseof thecirrusdeckdescendedto about6km andretainedits top at around9kin. After
about 2100UTC the cloudbasedescendedto between2 and 3 km. Accordingto Intrieri
et al. (1995),observationsof this cirruscaseweredividedinto threediscretesubsetsthat
weredeterminedby differencesin the simultaneouslidar andradar backscatterreturnsas
follows:
• Period I (1610-1Z_0 UTC). Lidar backscatter returns with no corresponding radar
return. This period was characterized by high, thin, visible (but not detectable by
radar) cirrus clouds.
• Period H (I730-1900 and 2100-2130 UTC. Lidar and radar backscatter returns in
agreement on cloud boundaries. The first part of this period was characterized by
cirrus clouds, and the second part was characterized by deeper mid-level clouds.
• Period III (1900-2100 UTC). Radar returns with corresponding lidar signal attenu-
ation. This period was characterized bv mid-level mixed phase clouds.
During the first period, the integrated liquid water amount was approximately
0.05mm. which is very near the noise level of its retrieval from microwave data. The
retrieved values of water vapor were approximately 1.0crn.
During the times between 1735 and 1900 UTC, and again from 2100 to 2130 UTC,
the lidar and radar received geometrically similar cloud returns with general agreement
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in detected cloud top and base heights. Using techniques developed at NOAA's Environ-
mental Technology Laboratory (ETL), Intrieri et al. (1995) estimated the cirrus particle
sizes for the time period between 1815 and 1855 UTC. They showed that particles with
the largest effective radii (re), between 80 and 90 pro, were located in three regions: 1) at
cloud bottom; 2)in the generator cell or turretlike feature indicative of active cirrus cloud
growth; 3) in the ensuing fall streak feature as the cirrus began to precipitate. PartMes
having the smallest sizes, between 20 and 30 #ra, were located predominantly at cloud top.
Period three was marked by circumstances in which the radar observed most of or
the flfll extent of the cloud and the lidar signal was attenuated before reaching the cloud
top. This period also contains the only times during this case study when liquid water
was observed by the microwave radiometer. During this period, the cloud deepened in
vertical extent from approximately 1.2 to 2.4 km. The size information obtained for a time
period between 2045 and 2054 UTC when the cloud was optically thick showed that the
largest particles (diameter _ 250grn) were located in the lower region of the cloud, and
the smallest-sized particles (diameter < 100#rn) were located in the cloud top region.
The cirrus cloud microphysical properties were also retrieved from radar and lidar
observations by Matrosov et al. (1993) and Intrieri and Feingold (1993). They showed
that particle concentrations near cloud top were in excess of 1000/-1 while concentrations
near cloud base were less than 10/-1. Particles with small mean diameters of about 50#rn
were associated with higher concentrations near cloud top while the low concentrations
near (:loud base were associated with larger mean diameter (-,_ 400_trn) particles. As it
would be expected, they also showed that usually smaller ice water content (IWC) was
associated with smaller particles with higher concentrations near cloud top and usually
higher IWC (up to 0.04gin -a) was associated with larger particles near cloud base.
2.4 Kinematics and dynamics
Using data from the wind profiler demonstration network (WPDN) and a temporally
and spatially augmented radiosonde array', Mace et atl (1995) diagnosed and explained the
evolution of the kinematically- derived ageostrophic vertical circulations and correlated
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tile circulationwith the forcingof anextensivelysampledcloudfield. Tile 10-kinprofiler-
derivedwind field (Figure2.6) indicatesa strongspeedgradientassociatedwith the exit
regionof the northwesterlyjet. A well-definedminimum in horizontalwind speedscan
l_eseenin associationwith the trough axisthat extendedthrough central Oklahoma and
Kansas at 1800 UTC. By 2700 UTC, the main feature in the wind field at 1(} km had
propagated eastward. The region of sharpest cyclonic turning in the wind field at this time
was in extreme western Missouri and Arkansas. The jet axis was identifiable extending
through Colorado into the panhandle region of Oklahoma, and the intense isotach gradiem
between the jet core and trough axis was squarely within the wind profiler network. It was
evident that air exiting the jet core in western Oklahoma experienced rapid deceleration
as it flowed southeastward toward the trough axis.
As it is seen in Figure 2.7, at 1800 UTC, a maximum in positive vorticitv was lo-
cated over the panhandle of Oklahoma with positive values extending eastward to western
.XIissouri and Arkansas. The trough axis that situated in eastern Oklahoma at 1800 UTC
was not clearly delineated in the vorticity field. By 2700 UTC, however, the north-south
oriented axis of positive vorticity was more clearly aligned with the trough axis identifiable
in the wind field. Values near the trough axis had increased during the previous 6 hours.
indicating an overall amplification of the upper-tropospheric wave pattern.
The horizontal divergence at 10 km was also closely coupled to the advancing jet streak
and to the shortwave trough (Figure 2.7). At 1800 UTC, an axis of positive horizontal
divergence was oriented through central Oklahoma. As can be expected, convergence was
diagnosed in the speed gradient from the panhandle region northward. At 2700 UTC, the
southern portion of the divergence axis at 10 km had shifted eastward with the propagating
and evolving wind field, while the more northerly portions had remained stationary. This is
consistent with the jet core advancing into Oklahoma and the trough axis moving eastward.
Since the horizontal divergence is closely coupled to the ageostrophic motions and vertical
velocity, it is critical to cirrus cloud formation on that day.
_k.lace et. al. (1995) further analyzed the ageostrophic winds and their associated
natural coordinate components at 10 kin. They found that a thermodynamically indirect
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vertical circulationexistedin associationwith a jet streakexit region.Thecirculation was
displacedto the cyclonicsideof the jet axisdueto the orientationof the jet exit between
a deepeningdiffiuenttroughanda building ridge. The cloud line formed in the ascending
branch of the vertical circulation, with the most concentrated cloud development occurring
in conjunction with the maximum large-scale vertical motion. The derived maxinmnl
mesoscale kinematic vertical velocity was only slightly greater than 5cms- 1 over Coffevville.
Kansas.
Gultepe et al. (1995) analyzed the vertical velocity fluctuation (Figure 2.8) and studied
the dvnamical characteristics of the cloud system in micro- and meso-)' scales by using
aircraft and radar observations. They made calculations at two different scales because of
significant dynamic activity in the micro (< 1 km) and meso-'y' (< 25 km) scales within
the cloud. Scale separation was chosen to be about 1 km. Coherent structures (e.g.. cells.
vortex) that transferred significant heat, moisture, and turbulence were anah, zed. Flesults
showed that dynamic activity, including w about -t-l.Sms -1. and mean sensible heat fluxes
and latent heat fluxes _ 10Win -2, was estimated for this cirrus case. The size of coherent
structures was estimated from aircraft and radar measurements to be about 0.5 and 3.5
kin.
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Figure 2.1: The synoptic setting for the case study. (a) 300-mb heights and isotachs at
1200 UTC 26 Nov. 1991. (b) Surface pressure analysis at 1800 UTC 26 Nov. 1991. The
contour interval is 4 mb for the surface pressure and 120 m for the thickness. (c) 300-rob
heights isotachs at 0000 UTC 27 Nov. 1991. Plotting convention as in (a). (d) Surface
pressure at 0000 UTC 27 Nov. 1991. Plotting convention as in (b) (From Mace et al.,
1995).
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Figure 2.2: High cloud visible optical depths derived from GOES data at 1800 UTC 26
Nov. 1991 (From Mace et al., 1995).
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Figure 2.3: Cloud fraction derived from GOES data at 1800 UTC on November 26, 1991.
The black areas indicate cloud fractions less than 1% (From Minnis et al., 1993).
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Figure 2.4: Combined satellite and surface derived cloud fraction for November 26, 1991
at 1800 UTC. The black areas denote cloud fractions less than 1% (From Minnis et al.,
1993).
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Figure 2.5: Total and high cloud optical depths derived from GOES data at 1800 UTC on
November 26, 1991. The black areas denote cloud fractions less than 1% (From Minnis et
al., 1993).
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Figure 2.6: Horizontal wind vectors and speeds analyzed from the time-space converted
WPDN data at (a) 1800 UTC 26 Nov. 1991 and (b) 0000 UTC 27 Nov. 1991. The wind
vectors are compass direction, and the vector lengths are proportional to wind speed. The
contours are of wind speed in ms -1. The contour interval is 2ms -l. The solid squares
denote the location of wind profiler observations used in the objective analysis (From Mace
(,t al.. 1995).
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Figure 2.7: 10-km horizontal divergence and relative vorticity: (a) 1800 UTC 26 Nov.
horizontal divergence, (b) 1800 UTC 26 Nov. relative vorticity, (c) 0000 UTC 27 Nov.
horizontal divergence, and (d) 0000 UTC 27 Nov. relative vorticity. The contour interval
in (a) and (c) is 1 x 10-ss -1 and in (b) and (d) 4 x 10-5._ -1 Thick solid lines denote
negative contours (From Mace et al., 1995).
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Figure 2.8: Time series of vertical air velocity fluctuations for the 26 Nov. cirrus case after
removing mean and large-scale trend. Leg number are shown on the right side of each box
(From Gultepe eL al., 1995).
Chapter 3
MESOSCALE SIMULATIONS OF THE 26 NOVEMBER 1991 FIRE II
CIRRUS CASE
3.1 Brief model description
The numerical model used throughout this research is the Regional Atmospheric Mod-
eling System (RAMS) developed at Colorado State University. A general description of
RAMS can be found in Tripoli and Cotton (1982), Cotton et al. (1982), Tremback et
al. (1985), Tripoli (1986), Tremback (1990), and Pielke et al. (1992). RAMS is ideal for
this research because it has the ability to represent a large-scale area and then to nest
progressively to smaller scales. More than one set of telescoping nests can be specified
within a larger-scale grid and user- specified and movable grids can be activated. RAMS
has a non-hydrostatic option so that all meteorologically relevant spatial scales can be
represented.
RAMS uses a standard Arakawa-C grid which is staggered in both the vertical and
horizontal directions. A hybrid time differencing scheme has been used throughout this
research. According to this hybrid time differencing scheme, velocity components and
pressure are updated using leapfrog differencing, and all other prognostic variables are
advanced using forward differencing. Sound-wave terms along with the pressure equation
are time-split and integrated on a short time-step. Radiation calculations are generally
done less frequently, although heating/cooling rates are applied at each time-step. RAMS
utilizes a polar stereographic horizontal coordinate. Vertically, RAMS uses a sigma-z
terrain-following system. The turbulence scheme used in the mesoscale simulations is
the Smagorinsky deformation formulation in which the horizontal diffusion coefficients are
calculated as the product of horizontal deformation rate and a length scale squared, and the
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vertical diffusionis computedfrom a one-dimensionalanalogof the Smagorinskyscheme
in whichverticaldeformationis evaluatedfrom verticalgradientsof horizontalwind.
A new two-momentmicrophysicalparameterizationschemedescribedby Mevers(
1995)is usedthroughoutthe mesoscalesimulations.This new microphysicalparameter-
ization schemepredictsthe mixing ratio and numberconcentrationof rain, pristine ice
crystals,snow,aggregates,graupeland hail. The generalgammadistribution flmction is
the basisfunction usedfor eachhydrometeorspecies.Somehighlightsof the new micro-
physicalmodelinclude
• r_ is diagnosed as rt --rliq --rice --rv_ (here, rc, rt,rliq,rice, and r_._ are cloud water
mixing ratio, total cloud mixing ratio, liquid water mixing ratio, ice water mixing
ratio, and saturation water vapor mixing ratio, respectively).
• pristine ice crystals (Din < 125#rn) can only convert to snow by vapor deposition
(no riming) based on an analytical flux equation.
• heterogeneous ice nucleation follows Meyers et al. (1992) and homogeneous ice nu-
cleation of cloud and haze particles follows DeMott et al. (1994).
• predictive equations are used for ice nuclei.
• crystal habit is diagnosed based on temperature and saturation.
• all mass and number tendencies due to collection are solved by look-up tables from
the analytical solutions of the stochastic collection equation.
• collection of pristine ice crystals, snow crystals and or aggregates results in a source
for the aggregates.
• evaporation and melting of each species assume that the smallest particles completely
disappear first.
• graupel is defined as a low density, heavily rimed crystal (density of 0.49cm -3) and
hail is high density frozen drops (density of 0.85 -0.909cm-3).
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• meltinggraupelis a sourcefor both rain andhail.
• graupelandhail mustbelargeto shed(0.5era),haveacritical massof waterovertile
icecore'ssurfacebeforesheddingcommences,andsizesof dropsshedareassmned
to be1.0ram.
This microphysicalparameterizationpackageincludesvariousimprovementsoverthe
old versionsof the RAMSmicrophysics.It isbelievedthat this parameterizationimproves
the performancein the simulationsof cirrus cloudsystems(Harrington,1994).
3.2 Initialization
RAMS includes the Isentropic Analysis package (RAMS/ISAN) as an option in the
initialization capability which performs the data analysis tasks for the initial and bound-
ary conditions for larger-scale horizontally inhomogeneous (or variable initialization) runs.
RAMS/ISAN has the ability to combine or blend several data sets in the data analysis
and its modular structure simplifies insertion of nonstandard data sets. The currently
standard RAMS/ISAN code supports the National Meteorological Center (NMC) global-
analysis data set, the ECMWF 2.50 global-analysis data set, and NMC rawinsonde and
surface observation data sets, all of which are archived at the National Center for Atmo-
spheric Research (NCAR), as standard data sources. In this study. RAMS/ISAN code has
been modified to also support the Mesoscale Analysis and Prediction System (MAPS) data
sets from the NOAA Forecast Systems Laboratory (FSL).
MAPS is both a data assimilation system and a primitive equation model. A full
description of MAPS' formulation can be found in Benjamin et al. (1991). The MAPS
datasets contain the following variables: grid relative wind components, pressure, potential
temperature, condensation pressure, and Montgomery streamfunction. Although MAPS
is a primitive equation model, only MAPS analyses are used in this study.
Tile MAPS currently operates on a 3-h analysis cycle and utilizes observations from
commercial aircraft and wind profilers in addition to those from the regular synoptic ob-
serving network. The biggest advantage of the MAPS data sets over the National Mete-
orological Centre (NMC) products is the resolution. MAPS is a hybrid sigma-isentropic
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data_etwith 60km horizontalgrid spacing,while the NMC'sdatasetshavemuchcoarser
resolution.
Anotheradvantageof the MAPS datasetsis the isentropiccoordinate system. Isen-
tropic coordinate system has inherent advantages over other coordinate systems. As it is
known, in the absence of diabatic processes (water phase change, radiation, conduction.
vertical mixing), air flows and mixes along isentropic surfaces. Because of this, atmospheric
f_atures such as fronts, jet streams, and moist and dry tongues usually appear with greater
coherence when viewed in the isentropic framework. The isentropic coordinate system also
has the advantage of providing extra resolution near fronts, and therefore, near associated
wind maxima and moisture features. These characteristics are advantageous not onh" for
quality control and analysis of data but also for numerical modeling (Benjamin et al..
1991).
Because isentropic coordinates are deficient in their resolution of the boundary layer.
also in order to provide a dynamically optimal setting for incorporating the additional air-
craft and Wind profiler information, the numerical prediction model serving as the primary
st)ace-time data integrator in the assimilation package is formulated in "hybrid" vertical co-
ordinate, a combination of isentropic and terrain-following (isentropic/sigma) coordinates.
The sigma vertical coordinate exists as six levels in the lowest 150 mb thus retaining highly
detailed planetary boundary layer information.
Ingesting the MAPS data into RAMS is accomplished in the following manner. First,
MAPS variables are converted to true east and north wind components, potential tempera-
ture. relative humidity and Montgomery streamfunction. Then a horizontal interpolation is
performed transforming variables from MAPS' horizontal grid to RAMS' horizontal grid.
Variables are then vertically- interpolated to RAMS' sigma vertical coordinate system.
This is first performed for the first 6 sigma levels of MAPS, then for the isentropic sur-
faces, beginning with the first isentrope above the top sigma level. In a given column, any
isentropic level information is ignored if the isentrope crosses into the sigma levels below.
Finalh'. Exner function (rr = (p/po)R/cv) values are obtained by a hydrostatic integration
from the MAPS 360 K objectively analyzed streamfunction.
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3.3 Nudging boundary conditions
Assuming the atmosphere does not remain steady-state for long periods, the expected
atmospheric state at later times must be communicated to the model's lateral boundaries
(Thompson, 1993). This is necessary because meteorological conditions outside the model
domain of which the model has no information often influence the meteorological condit ion._
on the model boundaries which have influence on the interior of the model domain. Hence.
the model of limited domain must be told what the boundary tendencies are with time.
This is referred to as time-dependent lateral boundary conditions.
In this study using variable initializations, time-dependent boundary conditions are
accomplished by a method called nudging or Newtonian relaxation (Davies. 1983). In the
imdging scheme, an extra tendency term is added to each prognostic equation which forces
the predicted variable towards the available observation
_)x
-- = y(z) + N(x,y,z,t) . (xo - z) (3.1)Ot
where x is a model prognostic variable, F(x) is the model's physics, N(x, y, z, t) is the
nudging weight, and x0 the observation of the model variable (Pielke et al.. 1992).
For simplicity, if we drop the physical forcing term F(x) from the above equation and
assume ttiat the observational analysis is perfect and time invariant, then
Ox
0--[= N(x, y, z, t) . (Xo - x) (3.2)
which has the solution
x = Xo + (xi - Xo)C -x('-t') (3.3)
where xi is the initial value of x at the start of the nudging period (at ti). Therefore. the
model state approaches the observed state exponentially with an e-folding time of T = _.
This implies that very high frequency fluctuations in the data, as might be available from
wind profilers or Doppler radars will not be retained well unless N is much greater; but
then the nudging term may" not be small compared to some terms of the physical forcing.
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Tile mesoscalesimulationsof this study useMAPS analysesasthe observationsfor
tile nudgingboundaryconditions.It shouldbe notedthat nudgingis onh appliedto tile
boundariesofthe coarse grid and interior nudging is not used. Extensive tests demonstrate
that a nudging time scale of 300 seconds is appropriate for this study.
3.4 Simulation Overview
RAMS mesoscale model with interactively nested grids is used to simulate tile 26
November 1991 FIRE II cirrus case. Atmospheric variables are initialized using a com-
l)ination of the MAPS analysis data, NWS rawinsonde data at 0000 UTC of November
26, 1991. The data used in the initialization processes is obtained from NASA Langley
Distributed Active Archive Center (DAAC). Lateral boundary conditions for the outer
five grid points on the coarse grid are provided by a linear time series created from the
data mentioned above. Topography, vegetation type, land percentage, and sea surface
temperature are read into the grids from RAMS archived datasets.
Mesoscale nested grid simulations with three and four grids have been performed. For
these two simulations, Grids # 1 and 2 have the same configurations. However, the third
grid is centered at different locations in order for the finer grids to focus on different special
areas. Plots of these grids are shown in Figure 3.1. Model setups are shown in Table 3.1. A
variable vertical grid spacing is used for all the grids which have identical vertical domain
as well as vertical levels. A vertical grid spacing of 500 m is used near the surface and tile
model top, while a spacing of 200 m is used within the cloud layer (Table 3.2).
The model is initialized with only one grid, the coarse grid (Grid #1). Grid #2
is spawned after 6 hours into the simulation. As mentioned above, two-way interactive
nesting is used for the nested grids. Grid #3 is nested in at 12 hours into simulation.
Grid # 4 (for Case 1) is activated at 16 hours and runs through the simulation thereafter
with all the other three grids. The first simulation (Case a) which uses four nested grids
is set up to study a weak cloud band associated with the leading portion (the southeast
part) of the observed cloud system. For this case, Grids #3 and #4 are centered at the
ol)servational site, Coffeyville, Kansas. By doing so, the mesoscale structures of the weak
leading band are expected to be well resolved by RAMS.
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Case1 Case2
numberof grids 4 3
x grid points 50, 50, 47. 46 50, 50, 47
y grid points 40, 42, 47, 46 40, 42.47
z grid points 65, 65, 65, 65 65, 65, 65
horizontal
grid spacings (km) 80, 20, 4, 1 80, 20, 4
vertical
grid spacings (m) 200 to 500 200 to 500
Table 3.1: Model setups for Case 1 and Case 2. The vertical grid spacing is the same fbr
every grid.
0.0 300.0 600.0 900.0 1200.0 1500.0
1800.0 2100.0 2400.0 2700.0 3000.0 3300.0
3600.0 3900.0 4100.0 4300.0 4500.0 4700.0
4900.0 5100.0 5300.0 5500.0 5700.0 5900.0
6100.0 6300.0 6500.0 6700.0 6900.0 7100.0
7300.0 7500.0 7700.0 7900.0 8100.0 8300.0
8500.0 8700.0 8900.0 9100.0 9300.0 9500.0
9700.0 9900.0 10100.0 10300.0 10600.0 10900.0
11200.0 11500.0 11800.0 12200.0 12600.0 13000.0
13400.0 13800.0 14200.0 14600.0 15000.0 15500.0
16000.0 16500.0 17000.0 17500.0 18000.0
Table 3.2: Vertical levels used in the mesoscale simulations (in m).
The other simulation (Case b) with three nested grids is set to focus on a deep cloud
svstem following the leading cloud band. This system was observed to the northwest of
the weak cirrus band and observations showed that the deep cloud system had large high-
cloud optical depths which was believed to be caused by thick cloud layers underneath
the highest cirrus. This case is intended to predict the middle latitude multilayered cirrus
cloud. We feel that the high model resolution combined with the detailed microphysics can
yield a thorough investigation of the dynamical and microphysical processes responsible
for the cloud evolution and development.
Since the Large-Eddy Simulations (LES) and cloud- resolving modeling (CI(M) study
of this cirrus event (to be discussed in latter chapters) will be extensions of the mesoscale
modeling study, it is vitally important to show that the mesoscale simulations can rea-
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sonablypredict the observedcloudfieldsin order for the LES and CRM studiesto have
credibility for further analyses.
Thesix-hourmodelforecastof geopotentialheightsat 300mb,400mb, and 50t)mb
is shownin Figure3.2. A ridgeis predictedat the westcoast,whilea largenortheast-
southwestorientedtroughis sitting overthe easternpart of the United States.A strong
upper leveljet associatedwith the northwesterlyflow in the eastsideof the ridge covers
manyof the westernStatesfrom Oregonto the westernpart of Colorado.Thejet hasa
maxinmmwind speedof 60.3m/swhich is predictedat 300mb. Model- predictedwind
speedsdecreasesubstantiallyin theeasternpart of Coloradoand Arizonacomparedto the
west.
Alsoshownin this Figure,a short trough extendingfrom the US-Canadaborder to
north-centralUShaspropagatedto MontanaandWyomingby this time. Largeareasof
ditTluentflowaheadof theshorttroughimply that this troughwill experienceamplification
as it propagateseastward.
Figure3.3showsthe6-hourmodelpredictionofsnowparticlenumberconcentrationon
Grid #1 at 300and400rob. Severalregionsof nonzerosnowparticlenumberconcentration
aredisplayed.Associatedwith the short troughdiscussedabove,there is a broadareaof
snowparticle numberconcentrationcenterednearthe westernborderof SouthDakota.
Tile maximumsnowconcentrationwithin this regionis lessthan 31iter-l. However.there
arenosnowparticlesseencorrespondingto the short troughlocationat 300mb_meaning
that the cloudsystemassociatedwith that troughis still quite shallowand the cloudtop
hasnot reached9000rnlevelby this time.
The short trough propagates lowlyeastward. By 1200UTC, it hasmovedto the
borderbetweenMontanaand the Dakotas(Figure3.4). Associatedwith this trough, the
7040m contour on 400 mb has reached the southwest corner of North Dakota, a clear
indication of amplification of that trough during the past several hours. The northwesterly
jet stream has been very steady with a maximum speed of 59.2ms -1 predicted at 300
rob. The mesoscale vertical velocity predicted at this time on Grid #1 varies from -14 to
12cms-1.
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In associationwith thetroughmovementonthecoarsegrid, theshortwavedisturbance
haspropagatedinto the northwestcornerof Grid #2 by 1200UTC (Figuresnot shown).
Correspondingto the disturbance,areasof iceparticleconcentrationhaveoccupiedt)art
of tile northwestquarterof Grid #2 (Figure3.5). PI concentrationis generallylessthan
6liter -1 while snowparticlenumberconcentrationcanbe as high as 29litc7'-j Higher
mixing ratiosof snowis predictedat lowerlevelswith a maximumvalueof 2.9 x 10-_ at
500mb while PI has its maximumvalueof 4.0x 10-6 at 400mb. "Vertical velocities o11
this grid range from -5 to 12crns -1.
By 24 hours into the simulation, a predicted ridge dominates the western US as shown
on the coarse grid while a deep trough is predicted over the central US extending from the
US-Canada border to the Gulf of Mexico. The leading edge of the northwesterh" jet has
reached the panhandle region. Figures 3.6 and a.7 compare the 24 hour model prediction
of the 400 and 500 mb circulations on the coarse grid (Grid #1) with the corresponding
MAPS analyses at 0000 UTC of the November 27, 1991. As can be seen. the mesoscale
model simulation is quite realistic in predicting the observed large scale features associated
with this cloud system. The model- predicted ridge-trough location is nearly identical
to the corresponding MAPS analyses at the same time. Also evident both in the model
prediction and in the observations is the existence of a strong northwesterly flow at the
upper levels over the central west United States. The Kansas- Oklahoma region is in the
exit region of this strong upper tropospheric jet, resulting in a strong horizontal wind speed
gradient in the observational area. The predicted maximum wind vector on Grid #1 is
within 2ms-1 of the observations. It is also amazing that the model even predicts almost
the same geopotential height fields as the MAPS analyses. The consistency between the
model prediction and the observation indicates that indirect vertical circulations induced
by transverse ageostrophic flow in the jet exit region (as it was analyzed in Mace et al.
(1995)) was precisely what occurred in the present cirrus scenario.
3.5 Detailed simulation results
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3.5.1 Short-wave disturbances on finer grids
The average height on Grid #2 is about 7200 m which is near the midlevel of the cloud
layer. Shown in Figure 3.8, two weak short- wave troughs are discernible near the north
boundary of this grid domain at 1800 UTC. As time goes on. the trailing stronger short-
wave amplifies while the leading one propagates eastward without noticeable development.
By 0000 UTC of November 27, 1991, the model has simulated a dominant trailing short-
wave trough to the north of Oklahoma and the leading trough ha_s propagated to east-
northeast, nearly out of the domain of Grid #2. In response to the short waves, two
distinct bands are predicted with the band to the west showing very active small scale
(:ells, indicating active cloud development. At times, the strong band to the west can be
seen to be composed of two tightly related bands (see Figures 3.9 through 3.13).
Figure 3.14 compares the model- predicted snow mixing ratio field on Grid #2 at 1800
UTC with the retrieved total and high-cloud optical depths at the same time. Generally
speaking, the predicted cloud macrostructure is consistent with satellite and ground-based
remotely sensed cirrus observations for the day. Thin cirrus is simulated over the Cof-
feeville, Kansas, while a thick cloud layer is simulated in southwest to northeast-oriented
bands further to the west. As also can be seen in the top panel of this Figure, three distinct
cloud bands are identified. Two tightly connected bands of the three are associated with
the main cloud system. These predicted bands are also in agreement with the observational
zmalyses done by Mace et. al. (1995) who identified three cloud lines associated with the
(:loud system. However, as it is also obviously seen in this Figure the model- predicted
cloud system is too extensive in the east-west direction compared with the observational
analyses. The predicted cloud width in the east-west direction is about 200 km larger than
tim observed system, even though the synoptic-scale dynamics for the cloud environment
is well simulated. We believe that this shortcoming in the numerical prediction is mainly
due to the uncertainties in the initialization of the moisture field in the upper troposphere
and lower stratosphere. It may also be partially because of the Rocky Mountain effects
which are not well represented in the MAPS analyses used to initialize the model.
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Tile vertical velocity fields shown in Figure 3.13 indicate very active (:ells associated
with the strong cloud band. These convective cells spawn a wide range in st)ectrtml from
the model resolvable scale of about 50 km to about several hundred kilometers. The
maximum vertical air velocity is 1.6ms -1 and the strongest sinking motion is -40cm_ -1.
It is interesting to note that by 0000 UTC of the November 27, 1991, cells associated with
the trailing cloud band have aligned to establish a well defined updraft band with sinking
motions sitting at its front and rear sides.
It is important to point out that the short-wave pattern predicted on this grid can
not be tracked either in the MAPS analyses or in the circulation predicted on Grid #1.
The cloud system predicted on GridS2 follows closely to the short- wave pattern in the
wind fields. Since the simulated cloud system is in good agreement with the available
observations, it is reasonable to speculate that the short-wave circulation pattern is in
fact what happened that day, even though this feature was not captured in the synoptic
observation network (maybe because the observational network is too coarse to capture
this smaller scale circulation feature). Considering the fact that Grid #2 has a domain
size of 1000 km in west- east direction, the short waves predicted have a wave length of
about 400 km or less. As discussed in the previous Chapters, Mace et al. attributed the
cloud bands observed to gravity wave activities involved in the cloud development.
Some of the model prediction on Grid #2 at 300 mb are shown in Figures 3.15 through
3.20. Similar circulation features are seen at this pressure level as well as at 400 nab,
indicating that the short- wave pattern is a deep dynamic disturbance (Figure 3.20 vs.
Figure 3.13). Higher PI number concentration and mixing ratio are found at this pressure
level than at 400 mb while it is opposite for snow. Maximum PI concentration of as large
as 2100liter -1 at 1800 UTC compares well to the observed maximum value of more than
lO001iter -1 (discussed in Chapter 2). As expected, snow particle number concentration
at this level which is on the order of ten is much less than that of PI. PI mixing ratio
contributes dominantly to the total ice mass. The strength of updraft at this level is
generally less than 80crns -1 while the strongest downward motion is about -18cm,.s -1
Figures 3.21 through 3.25 shows the model prediction of PI concentration and mixing
ratio, snow particle concentration and mixing ratio, and vertical velocity fields on Grid #3
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at 1900 UTC for Case a and Case b. Since Grid #3 has a domain size of 184 x l_4km 2. the
model prediction on this grid is nothing interesting but some fractions of the cloud bands
predicted on Grid #2. The inefficiency of diffusion when the grid size is getting small also
results in some accumulation of small scale noise near the outflow boundary, especially in
the vertical velocity field (Figure 3.25). Because of the inefficiency in diffusion with the
finer grids, we feel that much of the effort should be devoted to the detailed analyses of
the model results on Grid #2.
3.5.2 East-west cross sections along Coffeyville, Kansas
Figures 3.26 through 3.30 show east-west cross sectional plots (along Coffeyville_
Kansas) of the model- predicted snow particle concentration, snow mixing ratio, pris-
tine ice number concentration, pristine ice mixing ratio, and vertical velocity fields at 2000
UTC of the November 26 and 0000 UTC of the November 27. Coffeyville, Kansas is lo-
cated at about 500 km along the horizontal coordinate. The middle cloud band seen on
the pressure surfaces shown in the previous Sections can not be seen in these cross sections
because its south boundary is far to the north of this latitude. The leading edge of the
first band has moved to Coffeyville at about 1600 UTC. By 0000 UTC of the November
27, the weak band has already moved out of Coffeyville and propagated to the east while
the trailing band is about to be observed at the observational site.
During the simulation period, the weak band confines its top and bottom boundaries to
be within 5 and 10 km MSL (mean sea level). Snow particles which are generally converted
from pristine ice crystals exist throughout the cloud layer, while as can be expected, large
amounts of pristine ice particles are suspended near the top level of the cloud. As simulation
time goes on, sedimentation of larger ice particles can be traced by the descending of the
cloud base as well as the secondary center of snow particle number concentration (shown
at 2000 UTC) located at about 6 km above the ground. Some indication of multilayer
teatures can also be identified, especially in the pristine ice field.
Associated with this weak cloud band, the maximum snow number concentration is
usually less than 4L-1; the maximum snow mixing ratio is about 3 x 10-2 g/kg; the
maximum pristine ice number concentration is less than 100L-l; the maximmn pristine
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mixing ratio is lessthan 7 x 10.3 g/kg; and the maximummesoscalevertical velocity is
only about 5 cm/s.
Thetrailing cloudband(maincloudsystem)isquitedistinct. Eventhoughthepredic-
tion of this systemlagsbehindthe observationson that day,the modelpredictionindeed
reflectsthe propertiesof the maincloudsystemto the northwestof the weakcloudband.
As shownin thesecross-sectionalplots, the mainsystemis muchstrongerthan the weak
band. This systemwhichextendsfrom 2 km to 10km showsseveralpeaksin particle
numberconcentrationand mixingratio in the vertical, a possibleindication of nmltilay-
eredstructures. The maximumsnowparticle numberconcentrationis lessthan 40L-_:
the maximumsnowmixing ratio is about 0.22g/kg; the maximumpristine ice particle
concentrationis 1800L-l; and the maximum pristine ice mixing ratio is about 0.119 g/kg.
Several distinct convective-like cells can be identified in the vertical velocity field at 0000
UTC. However, the maximum mesoscale vertical velocity is only about 44 cm/s.
3.6 Brief summary
Using RAMS mesoscale nested grids, we have simulated the November 26, 1991 cirrus
event. The model accurately simulates the dynamics associated with the cloud formation
and evolution except that the second short-wave disturbance which modulates the evolution
of the deep cloud system, persists too long. The persistence of that short-wave disturbance
results in a wider west-east direction cloud coverage than the observed cloud system.
The indirect vertical circulations induced by transverse ageostrophic flow in the jet
exit region provided the favorable meso-scale environment for cirrus cloud development.
However, the RAMS simulations reveal that the short-wave disturbances which are pre-
dicted on the finer grid (Grid # 2) are the direct driving force for cloud formation and
evolution, even though these disturbances were not captured in the observational network,
nor predicted in the previous mesoscale simulation of the same case (Westphal et al., 1996).
The model-predicted cloud bands which are modulated by the short-wave disturbance pat-
tern are consistent with the cloud lines identified in the observational studies (Mace et al.,
1995).
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The RAMSsimulationsalsodemonstratethat adding morenestedgrids to the sim-
ulationsdoesnot gainmuch,especiallyfor this cirrus case.In fact, the lackof a suitable
subgrid-scalemodelwhentheresolutionisgettinghigherandhigherreducesthecredibility
of predictionon the finergridswith horizontalresolutionsbetter than severalkilometers.
The secondgrid whichhasa horizontalgrid spacingof 20 km is capable of resolving rile
dynamical properties of this cirrus event.
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Figure 3.1: Grid configurations used for Case I (top) and Case II (bottom).
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Figure 3.2: Model predicted geopotential heights at 300 mb 400 mb, and 500 int) on Grid
#1 at 6 hours into simulation.
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Figure 3.3: 6-hour model prediction of snow particle number concentration on Grid #1 at
300 and 400 mb.
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Figure 3.4: 12-hour model prediction of geopotential heights on Grid #1 at 300 rob, 400
mb, and 500 mb.
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Figure 3.5: 12-hour model prediction of pristine-ice (PI) number concentration at 300 rob,
400 mb, and 500 mb.
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Figure 3.6: Model predicted 400 mb circulation at 0000 UTC of the November 27, 1991
(top) versus the MAPS analvsis (bottom) at the same time.
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Figure 3.7: Model predicted 500 mb circulation at 0000 UTC of the November 27, 1991
(top) versus the MAPS analysis (bottom) at the same time.
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Figure 3.8: Model predicted 400 mb geopotential heights on Grid #2 at 1800 UTC, 2100
UTC of the November 26, and 0000 UTC of the November 27, 1991.
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Figure 3.9: Model predicted 400 mb pristine ice number concentration on Grid #2 at 1800
UTC, 2100 UTC of the November 26, and 0000 UTC of the November 27, 1991.
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Figure 3.10: Model predicted 400 mb pristine ice mixing ratio on Grid #2 at 1800 UTC,
2100 UTC of the November 26, and 0000 UTC of the November 27, 1991.
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Figure 3.11: Model predicted 400 mb snow number concentration on Grid #2 at 1800
UTC, 2100 UTC of the November 26, and 0000 UTC of the November 27, 1991.
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Figure 3.12: Model predicted 400 mb snow mixing ratio on Grid #2 at 1800 UTC, 2100
UTC of the November 26, and 0000 UTC of the November 27, 1991.
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Figure 3.13: Model predicted 400 mb vertical velocity fields on Grid #2 at 1800 UTC
2100 UTC of the November 26, and 0000 UTC of the November 27, 1991.
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Figure 3.14: Model predicted snow mixing ratio (top) at 1800 UTC versus the retrieved
total and high-cloud optical depths (bottom)•
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Figure 3.15: Model predicted 300 mb geopotential heights at 1800 UTC, 2100 UTC of the
November 26, and 0000 UTC of the November 27, 1991.
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Figure 3.16: Model predicted 300 mb pristine ice number concentration at 1800 UTC, 2100
UTC of the November 26, and 0000 UTC of the November 27, 1991.
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Figure 3.17: Model predicted 300 mb pristine ice mixing ratio at 1800 UTC, 2100 UTC of
tile November 26, and 0000 UTC of the November 27, 1991.
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Figure 3.18: Model predicted 300 mb snow number concentration at 1800 UTC, 2100 UTC
of the November 26, and 0000 UTC of the November 27, 1991.
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Figure 3.19: Model predicted 300 mb snow mixing ratio at 1800 UTC, 2100 UTC of the
November 26, and 0000 UTC of the November 27, 1991.
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Figure 3.20: Model predicted 300 mb vertical velocity fields at 1800 UTC, 2100 UTC of
the November 26, and 0000 UTC of the November 27, 1991.
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Figure 3.21: Model predicted 400 mb pristine ice number concentration at 1900 UTC on
Grid #3 for Case a (top) and Case b (bottom).
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Figure 3.22: Model predicted 400 mb pristine ice mixing ratio at 1900 UTC on Grid #3
for Case a (top) and Case b (bottom).
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Figure 3.23: Model predicted 400 mb snow number concentration at 1900 UTC on Grid
#3 for Case a (top) and Case b (bottom).
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Figure 3.24: Model predicted 400 mb snow mixing ratio at 1900 UTC on Grid #3 for Case
a (top) and Case b (bottom).
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Figure 3.25: Model predicted 400 mb vertical velocity fields at 1900 UTC on Grid #3 for
Case a (top) and Case b (bottom).
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Figure 3.26: Model predicted snow concentrations at 2000 UTC (top) of the November 26
and 0000 UTC of the November 27, 1991. Coffeyville, Kansas is located at about 500 km
along the horizontal coordinate.
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Figure 3.27: Model predicted snow mixing ratios at 2000 UTC (top) of the November 26
and 0000 UTC of the November 27, 1991. Coffeyville, Kansas is located at about 500 km
along the horizontal coordinate.
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Figure 3.28: Model predicted pristine ice concentrations at 2000 UTC (top) of the Novem-
ber 26 and 0000 UTC of the November 27, 1991. Coffeyville, Kansas is located at about
500 km along the horizontal coordinate.
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Figure 3.29: Model predicted pristine ice mixing ratios at 2000 UTC (top) of the November
26 and 0000 UTC of the November 27, 1991. Coffeyville, Kansas is located at about 500
km along the horizontal coordinate.
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Figure 3.30: East-west cross sectional plots of the model predicted vertical velocity at
2000 UTC (top) of the November 26 and 0000 UTC of the November 27, 1991. Coffeyville,
Kansas is located at about 500 km along the horizontal coordinate.
Chapter 4
LARGE- EDDY SIMULATIONS (LES) OF THE 26 NOVEMBER 1991
FIRE II CIRRUS CASE
The mesoscale modeling study of the November 26, 1991 cirrus event discussed in
Chapter 3 is encouraging. LES studies of this event is a necessary continuition of this
research towards the goal of understanding the dynamic, microphysical, and radiative
processes occurring within midlatitude cirrus clouds. This chapter is dedicated to LES
studies of this cirrus event. The LES model will be described in the first part of this
chapter, while the last part of this chapter will be devoted to the discussion of two LES
simulations.
4.1 The subgrid-scale (SGS) model
The LES model inherits the framework of RAMS version 3b. However, it includes a
new radiation scheme developed by Harrington (1997). It also includes a new subgrid scale
model developed by Branko (1996) at the University of Colorado.
The subgrid-scale (SGS) model needs to be addressed because the subgrid-scale pa-
rameterization represents a critical component of a successful large-eddy simulation. The
commonly used linear SGS models result in erroneous mean velocity profiles in simulations
of neutrally and stably stratified atmospheric boundary layers (Branko, 1996). In addition,
linear models are absolutely dissipative resulting in relaminarization of the flows subjected
to strong stable stratification (Branko, 1996). Since cirrus clouds in midlatitudes are gen-
erally associated with a stably stratified and strongly sheared atmospheric environment, we
feel that Branko's SGS model, which is capable of reproducing the backscatter of energy a_s
well as the effects of SGS anisotropy characteristics for shear-driven flows, is more suitable
for this study.
7O
Accordingto Branko(1996)'snonlinearmodel,the SGSstressis definedas
i_,lij= -(CsA )2{2(2S,,,nSmn)°'SSij+ Ca (SikSkj -- 1S,_,_Sm,_dij ) + C_( Si_.f_.i - f_,_.S_.j )}
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(4.1)
where Cs is the traditional Smagorinsky constant which is defined as
,8(1 + CB))o.sCs = _ 27-_ (4.2)
3,j is the Kronecker Delta (a scalar quantity which is equal to 1 when i = j and 0 otherwise).
and A is the length scale which is related to the grid-cell size (Moeng, 1984) and is defined
as
1
A = (Ax • Ay • Az)5 (4.3)
where _kx, Ay, and Az are the grid sizes in x, y, and z directions, respectively.
Brank0 suggested that
CB = 0.36 (4.4)
In equation (4.1), Sij and f_ij are strain rate tensors which are defined as
10ui Ou¢
s,j = 5 + (4.5)
1 (Oui auj
flij = _ oxj oxi (4.6)
where ui and uj are the model resolved wind components.
The nonlinear model parameters CI and C2 are determined so that the model provides
correct energy transfer and captures the normal stress effects observed in sheared flows.
The following values for CI and C2 are suggested by Branko (1996)
31CB
C1 = (4.7)7(1 + cs)s(k_)
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S(kc) = 0.5, C1 = C2 (4.g)
This SGS model is implemented into RAMS. However, simulation tests show that
the above suggested values for C1 and C2 are not appropriate because they can cause
computational instability, even if smaller time steps are used. In stead, smaller values are
used throughout this research.
4.2 Nudging LES model
Generally, horizontally homogeneous initialization is used in large-eddy simulation
because of the small horizontal model domain. For this research, since the LES study is an
extension of the mesoscale modeling studies, information from the mesoscale simulations
is communicated with the LES grid domain as much as possible. Nudging the LES model
is implemented into RAMS.
Nudging in this study takes the following form
u(k, i, j, t) = u(k, i, j, t - 1) + (model - forcing - terms) + a * (Uobs(k) - fi(k, t - 1)) (4.9)
where u(k,i,j,t) is the model predicted u value at the end of the current timestep,
u(k, i, j, t - 1) is the model u value at the end of the previous timestep, model- forcing
terms include advection, diffusion, buoyancy, etc., Uobs is the wind field being nudged to
and is a function of the vertical index k, 5(k, t - 1) is the horizontal average of _ at the
end of the previous timestep, and G is the nudging factor which is related to nudging time
scale. Because the nudging contribution is artificial, it must not be a dominant term in
the governing equations and should be scaled by the slowest physical adjustment process
in the model. By the way, using _ instead of u avoids nudging out the fine scale features
developed in the LES.
To do nudging, Uob_ is calculated from the mesoscale simulation outputs by using a
linear interpolation method. In this study, nudging is done for the three-dimensional wind
components (u, v, and w), perturbation Exner function (Td), perturbation ice- liquid-water
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potentialtemperature(8_t),andtotal watermixingratio (rt). Also,nudgingisonh"doneto
the modelboundarieswith the boundarygrid points usedin nudgingbeinguserspecified.
For this study,a valueof 5 isspecified.This meansthat nudgingisappliedto the 5 outer
grid pointsof the modeldomain.
4.3 Initialization and boundary conditions
The LES model is initialized using a sounding taken from the mesoscale simulations
discussed in Chapter 3. The sounding profiles used in the LES studies are shown in Figure
4.1. One of these two soundings is taken from the shallow cloud band near the leading edge
of the mesoscale simulated cirrus cloud system, while the other sounding is taken from a
deep cloud layer in the northwest of the mesoscale simulated cloud. As discussed in the
previous chapters, observations have shown that the leading edge of the observed cloud
system was composed of a shallow, high cloud layer and the cloud layer to the northwest
of the leading edge was deep with middle-level cloud underneath the highest cirrus cloud.
The two LES runs to be discussed in this chapter are designed to simulate the dynamic.
microphysical, and radiative processes in both shallow and deep ice cloud systems in order
to obtain greater insight into the dynamics and physics of the observed cirrus cloud event.
A much finer grid mesh is used: Ax = _.ky = 150m.._%z is used as a variable rangiug
fi'om 50 (within the cloud layer from 6 to 10 km) to 400 m (near the surface). The
model has a horizontal domain of 6 x 6km 2 and a vertical domain of 11.4 km (115 vertical
levels, see Table 4.1). The horizontal boundary conditions are cyclic. The model top is
a rigid lid with a Rayleigh friction layer applied to prevent gravity- wave reflection from
the upper boundary. The lower surface, which is not as important for cirrus clouds as it
is for convective storms, is a material surface across which fluxes of heat, moisture, and
momentum are solved following a theory proposed bv Louis (1979).
4.4 LES results: Case 1-A Shallow Cloud System
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0.0 400.0 800.0 1200.0 1600.0 2000.0
2400.0 2800.0 3200.0 3500.0 3800.0 4100.0
4400.0 4600.0 4800.0 5000.0 5100.0 5200.0
5300.0 5400.0 5500.0 5600.0 5700.0 5800.0
5900.0 6000.0 6050.0 6100.0 6150.0 6200.0
6250.0 6300.0 6350.0 6400.0 6450.0 6500.0
6550.0 6600.0 6650.0 6700.0 6750.0 6800.0
6850.0 6900.0 6950.0 7000.0 7050.0 7100.0
7150.0 7200.0 7250.0 7300.0 7350.0 7400.0
7450.0 7500.0 7550.0 7600.0 7650.0 7700.0
7750.0 7800.0 7850.0 7900.0 7950.0 8000.0
8050.0 8100.0 8150.0 8200.0 8250.0 8300.0
8350.0 8400.0 8450.0 8500.0 8550.0 8600.0
8650.0 8700.0 8750.0 8800.0 8850.0 8900.0
8950.0 9000.0 9050.0 9100.0 9150.0 9200.0
9250.0 9300.0 9350.0 9400.0 9450.0 9500.0
9550.0 9600.0 9650.0 9700.0 9750.0 9800.0
9850.0 9900.0 9950.0 10000.0 10100.0 10200.0
10300.0 10400.0 10600.0 10800.0 11000.0 11200.0
11400.0
Table4.1: "verticallevelsusedin the LES(in m).
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4.4.1 Simulation Overview
This 3D LES (Case 1) covered a two-hour simulation period which is initialized with a
sounding taken at 1700 UTC of the November 26, 1991 (top panel, Figure 4.1). Snapshots
of the vertical cross sections (at X = -0.08km) of PI number concentration, snow number
concentration, and vertical velocity at 1730, 1800, and 1900 UTC are shown in Figures 4.2
through 4.4. The predicted cloud system has-an apparent single cloud layer, even though
some secondary peaks in both PI and snow fields are discernible. Both particle number
concentration and mixing ratio are higher near the cloud top levels than in the levels below.
The maximum PI concentration, PI mixing ratio, snow concentration, and snow mixing
ratio are about 0.6litre -1, 2.1 x lO-4g/kg, O.121itre -1, and 8.0 × lO-4g/kg, respectively.
As can be seen from the plots of vertical velocity (Figure 4.4), the cloud system is
quite turbulent with cells of upward and downward activity. The horizontal sizes of the
cells are found to be ranging from less than 1 km to as large as 3.5 km. Vertical sizes of
the cells are generally less than 1 km. The larger horizontal widths for these cloud cells
(shown as cloud bands in the horizontal cross sections) may imply that the cloud svstem
is modulated dominantly by both shear-driven turbulence and by gravity-wave dynamics.
These sizes of embedded cells are similar to those found in observational studies (Gultepe
et al.. 1995).
Horizontally averaged total water mixing ratio (rt), ice- water mixing ratio (r_c_),
ice-liquid-water potential temperature (0iz), and potential temperature (0) at 30 and 60
minutes into the simulation are shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. It is seen that, as simulation
time goes on from 30 to 60 minutes, the profiles of rt, 0;t, and 0 stay nearly the same
because the cloud system is inactive and sedimentation which can modify the profiles of
rt as well as 0il is not a significant factor. A single layer of high ice water mixing ratio is
predicted just below 9000 m level, with a depth of slightly more than 500 m. The mmximum
horizontally- averaged ice water mixing ratio is on the order of 1.0 × lO-4g/kg throughout
the simulation. Corresponding to the single cloud layer, the profiles of 0it and 0 indicate a
near neutral layer of about 1 km deep between 7 and 8 km levels.
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4.4.2 Statistical Analyses
Vertical profilesof horizontallyaveragedturbulent kinetic energy(TKE) at 30. 60.
and 120minutesof the simulationtime areshownin Figure4.7. Associatedwith cloud
development, the cloud layer is more turbulent in the early stage with a peak TKE of
slightly less than 0.003rn2s -2. The TKE decreases as the cloud evolves into its mature
stage. By the end of the simulation, the maximum horizontally averaged TKE within the
cloud layer is only about 0.0012m2s -2.
Profiles of momentum, ice-liquid water potential temperature (0il), and total water
mixing ratio (rt) fluxes are shown in Figures 4.8 through 4.11. As can be expected, fluxes of
these quantities assume complex profiles because cirrus clouds have generally complicated
internal structure, also because of the complicated processes involved in tile exchanges of
these quantities near the top and the bottom boundaries of the cirrus cloud system. There
are varieties of peaks and local minimums of fluxes within the cloud layer, indicating
decoupling, gravity-wave activities (to be discussed later), and intermittent turbulence
possibly generated by local shear. Since the environmental atmosphere for Case 1 is stable,
turbulence in this environment is generally intermittent and only indirectly related to the
fluxes occurring near the top and bottom boundaries of the cloud system (Mahrt. 1985). It
is worth pointing out that fluxes of these quantities near the top (about 9kTn) and bottom
(at about 5.5kin) of the cloud system can be larger or smaller than that within the cloud
layer, indicating that the complicated entrainment and detrainment processes involved are
of great significance in this case. The IV momentum flux, < H'I,V' >, which is considered a
measure of eddy strength, is strongly related to turbulent activities. The strong radiative
cooling near cloud top can be responsible for the development of a stronger downdraft
which is seen by comparing the central and bottom panels of Figure 4.4. The radiative
effect combined with the gravity wave dynamics results in vigorous cloud scale circulations
deep in the cloud layer which can be observed in the vertical profiles of < H"H" > as is
indicated by the peak near 7.5kin above the ground.
Infrared radiative cooling throughout the whole cloud layer is largely compensated by
solar warming effect, resulting in a maximum cooling of only about 1.2Kday -1 near the
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cloud top (Figures4.12and 4.13).The fine ripplestructure in the radiativeheatingrate'
profilescorrespondsto the non-uniformclouddevelopment.The bottom panels of these
two figures also show that both solar and infrared optical depths peak at about 8.5kin
where the maximum number concentration of ice particles is predicted. Below this level. _-
is much smaller because of the smaller ice particle number concentration and mixing ratio.
In Figure 4.14, vertical profiles of the horizontally averaged heating rates due to total
radiative processes and latent heat release associated with phase change of water are shown
for Case 1. The latent heating rates are peaked at mainly three different levels, implying
development of layered cloud structure commonly observed within cirrus clouds, especially
.forced passive cirrus (to be discussed below). The overall latent heating rate in the cloud
system is much smaller in absolute magnitude than that of radiative cooling effect. No
obvious net evaporation at any level is seen in this case during the first 2-hour simulation
time. The net radiative heating is much stronger throughout most part of the cloud svstem
than latent heating, indicating that this cirrus case is dominantly driven by radiation.
Strong radiative cooling is found through most of the cloud layer with a shallow radiative
warming layer centered at about 5.2kin.
4.4.3 Probability Density Function (PDF) of w
Since the vertical velocity distribution is critical in the parameterization of cloud-scale
physics for large-scale models, such as a general circulation model (GCM), the LES stud),
is used to determine the PDF of w. According to mathematical definition, if P(w)dw is
the probability of w in the interval from w to w + dw, then for continuous w spectrum,
the following integration must be satisfied
o_' P(w)dw = 1 (4.10)
Since the LES model domain contains discrete grid boxes, the following definition of
P(w) (PDF of w) can be used to evaluate the model- predicted distribution of vertical
velocities (Mitrescu, 1998)
P(w)- dN(w) (4.11)
dVdw
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where dN(w) represents the number of grid cells which have vertical velocities in the
interval between w and w + dw, dV is the total number of grid cells within the model
domain, and dw is the sampling threshold. In this study, dw has a value of 0.05ms-1
Figures 4.15 and 4.16 show the PDFs at 5400, 7700, and 9100 m AGL at 30 and 60
minutes into the simulation. It is apparent that the PDFs for this simulation arc, quite
consistent throughout the cloud layer with most of the model- predicted vertical velocities
falling into a narrow w band between -0.1ms -1 and 0.05ms -1. This is because the TKE
level for this cloud system is very low, vertical variation of TKE has no significant impact
on the variation of PDFs. Also, it is clearly seen in these Figures that the PDFs follow an
approximate normal distribution throughout the cloud system.
4.5 LES results: Case 2-A Deep Cloud System
4.5.1 Simulation Overview
Tile two-hour 3D LES for Case 2 is initialized with a sounding taken at 1930 UTC. As
stated above, the sounding used in this simulation is taken from a deep and active cloud
laver predicted from the mesoscale simulation.
Active cells are seen in the vertical cross sectional plots along X = -0.08kin (Figures
4.17 through 4.19). Generally, the cells which, in fact, are horizontal bands as are seen
in the horizontal cross sections (not shown), have widths less than 2 km in the horizontal
and less than 1.5 km in the vertical. This range of the cell sizes is comparable to the
results reported in Gultepe et al. (1995). The comparable horizontal widths and vertical
sizes for the bands may indicate that the eddies are more buoyancy- driven than shear
driven. Also, the horizontal banded structures may indicate that gravity wave dynamics is
involved in the formation and evolution of the cloud system. A deep cloud system extending
from 3.9 to about 9 km is simulated at 2130 UTC. A two-layer vertical cloud structure is
identified at the later stage of the simulation. This compares nicely with the observations
which indicated that this cloud system was composed of high cirrus with middle-level cloud
underneath the highest cirrus layer. The top cloud layer which centered at about _ kin
has larger amounts of PI particles (both in number and mass), while larger snow particle
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numberandmassareassociatedwith the lowercloudlayerwhichhasits bottom boundary
at aslow as3.5km abovethe ground.
The maximumPI particlesnucleatedat theearlystageof thesimulationis 5001itrc-1.
The PI mixing ratio overthe courseof the simulationis 1.8x lO-2g/kg. Snowparticle
numberconcentrationsaregenerallylessthan201itre-1andsnowmixingratiosareaslarge
as1.08x lO-lg/kg. The predictedverticalair velocitiesalongthis crosssectionrangefrom
-2.0ms-1 to 1.1ms-1. This alsocomparesverywellwith the availableobservations.
Shownin Figures4.20and4.21aretheverticalprofilesofrt, rice, Oit, and 0 at 30 and 60
minutes into the simulation. As expected, rt generally decreases with height, even though
its profile is slightly modified due to the existence of condensate in the cloud, tic, profiles
display two distinct cloud layers with the top cirrus layer containing less total ice than in
the laver below. The two-layer cloud structure indicates that the model performs very well
in predicting the desired cloud system because as stated above, this case is designed to
simulate the observed deep cloud system which had a middle-level cloud layer underneath
the highest cirrus. The maximum total ice for the middle-level cloud layer is slightly less
than 0.1g/kg at 60 minutes into the simulation. An unstable layer can be identified in the
0 profile. This unstable layer must be responsible for the active turbulent eddies predicted
in this case.
4.5.2 Statistical Analyses
The TKE profiles in Figure 4.22 show that turbulent eddies are more active in Case 2
than in Case 1. The maximum TKE at one hour into the simulation is about 0.55m2s -2
which is nearly 200 times of the maximum value predicted in Case I. As simulation time
goes on, transport of TKE both upward and downward can be clearly identified.
As can be deduced from Figures 4.23 and 4.24, eddies in this case are more active
than in Case 1. < I/V'W' > has a peak value of slightly more than 0.1m2/s 2 at 60
minutes into the simulation. This may be compared to the corresponding < I.I"I,V' >
for Case 1 shown in Figure 4.8. Except for the significant difference in the absolute peak
values in the fluxes between Case 1 and Case 2, the very small (near zero) momentum
fluxes near the top and bottom boundaries of the cirrus cloud system may indicate that
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contributionsfromentrainmentanddetrainmentprocessesarenot comparableto theeddy
transportandmixingwithin thecloudsystemfor this case. The fine structures at the later
stage of the simulation demonstrate that the eddy transport and mixing are decoupled in
the vertical after the cloud is well developed. This may also be a good indication of the
development of layered cloud structure as discussed above. Consistent with the momentum
flux profi!es, total water mixing ratio (rt) flux near the cloud top is close to zero. The very
small downward flux of rt near the cloud bottom boundary may be related to the weak
precipitation process (see Figures 4.25 and 4.26).
Similar to what is seen in Case 1, infrared cooling dominates over solar warming,
resulting in net radiative cooling in most part of the cloud system (Figures 4.27 and 4.28).
The maximum net cooling near the cloud top is about three times as large as what is found
in Case 1. However, below 8kin, net radiative cooling or warming is very small. Because
a large number of small ice particles are suspended near the cloud top, both 7_o1_,. and
z'_,_r_d are peaked at 8.5kin above the surface.
Vertical profiles of the total radiative and latent heating rates are shown in Figure 4.29.
These profiles may be compared to the corresponding profiles for Case 1 shown in Figure
4.14. The change in scale of the horizontal axis between these two figures demonstrates
that latent heating release plays a much more significant role in Case 2 than in Case 1. The
maximum latent heating rate of about 0.85K/hr in the early stage of the cloud development
is more than two orders larger than that for Case 1 (only about O.05K/hr). Two regions
of net diffusional growth match nicely to the two cloud layers described above. A patch of
net evaporation can be found between the two cloud lavers after about one hour into the
simulation. After all, net latent heating overwhelms the net radiative effect in the cloud
development. Latent heat release can destablize the cloud layer, resulting in formation of
convective cells which are very effective in transporting momentum, heat, and moisture.
By the end of the simulation, net radiative cooling dominates the cloud top region at a
maximum rate of about 3.36Kday -1 and the bottom levels of the cloud are dominated by
net evaporation, even though strong latent heating is still present in the top cloud layer.
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4.5.3 PDFs of w
LES- predicted PDFs of w for this case demonstrate distinct features which are ,lot
found in Case 1. It is shown in Figures 4.30 and 4.31 that in the middle-cloud level (at 77(}0
m), corresponding to active turbulent motions deep in the cloud system PDF demonstrates
a wider distribution than both below and above. Even though the PDFs near cloud base
and top follow an approximate normal distribution with a single peak near w = 0, multiple
peaks are found in the PDF at the middle cloud levels. It should be pointed out that the
wide PDF distribution deep in the cloud system must be modulated by buoyancy driven
turbulent activities because the cloud layer between 7200 and 8500 m levels is unstable,
especially in the early stage of the simulation. At the early stage of the simulation, the
PDF at the middle cloud level covers an even wider w spectrum in the downward motion
regime than that calculated in the later simulation stage. Although the PDF spectrum at
the middle cloud levels narrows down later into the simulation, the multiple peaks and fine
structures indicate that turbulent eddies are very active deep in the cloud system because
both upward and downward motions are of nearly equal importance as can be seen in
Figure 4.31.
4.6 Discussion and Summary
The LES model successfully simulates a single cloud layer for Case 1 and a two-layer
(:loud structure for Case 2. The simulated cirrus clouds display properties similar to that of
the .forced boundary-Layer clouds (Stull, 1985) because of the similarity in their dynamics,
even though cirrus clouds generally have a much larger horizontal coverage than the forced
boundary-Layer clouds. Mid-latitude cirrus clouds usually form in an stably- stratified
environment with large scale forcing. In spite of the latent heat release during phase
change, there is generally insufficient heating for cirrus clouds (such as the cloud predicted
in Case 1) to become positively buoyant. Also, the strong inversion at the tropopause
provides a lid to prevent cirrus clouds from development. As a result, the clouds behave ms
quasi-passive tracers of the top of the troposphere. This kind of cirrus cloud can be named
.forced passive cirrus in order to show its similarities to its boundary layer counterpart.
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However, in some special cases such Case 2 discussed above, positively buoyant cells can
be embedded in the cirrus layers. These cells are so active that the rising updraft induces
its own pressure perturbations that affect the cloud evolution. This kind of cirrus can be
classified as forced active cirrus.
The simulated Case 1 and Case 2 demonstrate that the cirrus cloud system can l_e
modulated, to some extent, by gravity wave dynamics. Gravity waves can be the triggering
mechanism for organized upward and downward motions. After the cloud formation, the
evolution of the cloud system can be dominated by gravity wave dynamics, shear- driven
turbulence which is common in cirrus level, and latent heat release associated with cloud
formation and development.
The gravity waves are believed to be an important mechanism for transporting energy
and momentum. The property of the gravity waves can be estimated based on pure internal
gravity wave dynamics. As it is shown in dynamic meteorology (Holton, 1992), pure gravity
waves are described according to the following relationships:
= v- _k = +Nk/(k 2 + m2) 1/2 (4.12)
i, = +Ncosa, cosa = +k/((k 2 + m2) 1/2 (4.13)
where b, the intrinsic frequency, is the frequency relative to the mean wind (_e is the
wave frequency relative to the ground), N is the buo_lancy frequency (or Brunt-Vaisala
frequency), v is the horizontal mean wind, k and m are horizontal and vertical wave
numbers, a is the angle of the phase lines to the local vertical, and the plus (minus) sign
is to be taken for eastward (westward) phase propagation relative to the mean wind. The
above relationships state that gravity wave frequencies must be less than the buoyancy
frequency and that the tilt of phase lines for internal gravity waves depends only on the
ratio of the wave frequency (Holton, 1992).
The above relationships can be used to estimate the wavelength and intrinsic frequency
predicted in the simulations. As it is shown in the simulations (Figures 4.4 and 4.19),
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the horizontalwavelengthsare muchlarger than the vertical ones(k <<71_).the above
relationshipscanbeapproximatedas:
b =_ v- _k = ±Nk/m (4.14)
i = ±Ncosc_, coso_ = ±L./Ly (4.15)
where f: is used to replace _ in equation (4.12) to indicate that the wave analyses are done
in the plane perpendicular to the x-axis of the model domain, L. and Ly are the vertical
and horizontal wavelengths.
For both Case 1 and Case 2, Icosc_ I can be approximated as 0.06 (the angle of the
phase lines to the local vertical is approximately 86 to 87 degrees), meaning that the
vertical wavelength is less than one tenth of the horizontal. For Case 1, N _ 0.010s -1
(model prediction at z = 9000.0m). According to the above relationships, the absolute
value of the intrinsic frequency is only about 6.0 x 10-4s -1 for the gravity waves associated
with Case 1. For Case 2, the absolute value of the intrinsic frequency is estimated to be
7.8 × 10-4s -1, corresponding to a slightly larger buoyancy frequency approximated at
0.013s -1 (also model prediction at z = 9000.0m).
Latent heat release can play a significant role in the formation and development of
cirrus clouds (Figure 4.29). The release of latent heat can be an energy source for the de-
velopment of upward motions which, in turn, can produce more supersaturation and cloud
development. "Vertical profiles of the total radiative and latent heating rates (Figures 4.14
and 4.29) indicate that for well developed, deep and active cirrus clouds radiative cooling
and latent heating can be comparable on magnitude in the cloudy layer (see bottom panel,
Figure 4.29). This implies that latent heating cannot be neglected in the construction of a
cirrus cloud model, even though Lilly (1988) had reasonable success with his mixed-layer
model in a study of anvil cirrus in which the latent heating effects were ignored. However,
for shallow, optically- thin cirrus clouds, the latent heat release can be much smaller than
tile radiative cooling. In this case, the cloud development and evolution can be modulated
dominantly by the radiative effects and the latent heat effects may be safely neglected in
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cirrus cloudmodeling.Generally,theLESstudiesin this researchsupportStarr and Cox's
modelcalculations(Starr andCox,1985)in whichthe authorsshowedthat latent heating
associatedwith depositionalgrowth and sublimationof icecrystalscanbe a significant
factor in modulatingcirrus cloudevolution.
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Figure 4.1: Soundings for the LES simulations. Top panel shows the sounding for Case 1,
while bottom one shows that for Case 2.
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Figure 4.2: Vertical y - z cross sections of pristine ice number concentration for Casel at
1730, 1800, and 1900 UTC of the November 26, 1991.
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Figure 4.3: Vertical y - z cross sections of snow particle number concentration for Case 1
at. 1730, 1800, and 1900 UTC of the November 26, 1991.
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1900 UTC of the November 26, 1991.
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minutes of simulation time for Case 1.
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Figure 4.17: "vertical y - z cross sections of pristine ice number concentration for Case 2
at 1730, 1800, and 1900 UTC of the November 26, 1991.
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Figure 4.18: Vertical y - z cross sections of snow particle number concentration for Case
2 at 1730, 1800, and 1900 UTC of the November 26, 1991.
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1900 UTC of the November 26, 1991.
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Figure 4.23: Momentum flux profiles at 60 minutes of simulation time for Case 2.
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Figure 4.24: Momentum flux profiles at 2 hours of simulation time for Case 2.
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and 120 minutes of simulation time for Case 2.
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(AGL) at 30 minutes of simulation time for Case 2.
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Chapter 5
RADIATIVE EFFECTS ON THE DIFFUSIONAL GROWTH OF ICE
PARTICLES
In this Chapter, the radiative effect on the diffusional growth of ice particles is inves-
tigated using a two-dimensional cloud resolving model (CRM) which includes a detailed
bin-microphysics. The radiative effects are shown to have a significant impact on the
supersaturation as well as total ice production.
5.1 Background
Once ice crystals are nucleated by some of the primary or secondary nucleation mech-
anisms, they can then grow by vapor deposition if the environment is supersaturated with
respect to ice. The depositional (or diffusional) growth of ice particles is closely related to
the saturation ratio relative to ice which can be written as:
S,- e _ e es _S(eS) (5.1)
ei es ei ei
where S denotes the saturation ratio with respect to water; Si is the saturation ratio
with respect to ice; e, ei, and es denote the environmental vapor pressure, saturation
vapor pressure with respect to ice, and saturation vapor pressure with respect to water,
respectively.
Since the saturation vapor pressure with respect to water is always greater than that
with respect to ice at the same temperature as long as the temperature is below O°C, a
water saturated (S = 1) cloud is always supersaturated with respect to ice (Si > 1) and is
a favorable environment for rapid growth of ice crystals by vapor deposition or diffusion.
The environment will remain favorable for ice crystal growth as long as liquid drops are
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available to evaporate and maintain the saturation vapor pressure relative to water. This
is commonly known as the Bergeron-Findeisen mechanism.
Traditionally, the diffusional growth of ice crystals follows the Fickian diffusion theory
(Rogers and Yau, 1989). If the radiative effects are not considered, the diffusional growth
equation can be written as (symbols in this equation are defined in Appendix (A)):
dmi 41rCflf2(Si - 1)
- (5.2)
dt _ L.( L. -1)
De,,(T) -}- _
However, radiative transfer has shown to have a significant effect on the mass and
heat budgets of both ice crystals and cloud droplets (Roach, 1976; Stephens, 1983). In
a theoretical study to investigate the effect of radiative heating and cooling on the mass
and heat budgets of an ice crystal, Stephens (1983) showed that the effects of radiation
on the growth and evaporation rates of ice crystals can be significant. Particle growth
(evaporation) is enhanced (suppressed) in a radiatively cooled (heated) environment. It was
further demonstrated by Stephens (1983) that the effects of radiative cooling in the upper
regions of a cloud greatly enhances the particle fall distances. It was also demonstrated
that radiation is the principal component in the diabatic heating of the cloud environment
especially when the ice particle dimensions are large.
As shown above, the diffusional growth rate of an ice particle is determined by a
stead)' state balance between heat released due to deposition and the conduction of heat
awav from the particle's surface when the radiative transfer that occurs between the ice
particle and its environment is ignored. If the steady state requires that the heat release
due to sublimation and the energy transferred to the particle by radiation are balanced by
the conduction of heat away from the particle, then the diffusional growth equation can
be written as (see Appendix (B)):
L, dm----ii- R = 47rCK f_ f_(T_ -Too) (5.3)
dt
The total radiative energy absorbed by an ice particle of some characteristic dimension
/R for radiation received over all solid angles w can be determined by (Stephens, 1983)
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_0 °° _0 4rrR = G(IR,w)Qabs()_,IR,w)(J(T2,A,w) - B(Ts, A,w))dwdA (5.4)
In (5.4), Qabs is the particle absorption efficiency which is a function of the wavelength
(A), the refractive index of ice at that wavelength and the particle orientation with respect
to the incident radiation. G(IR, w) is the geometric cross section of the particle normal to
the flow of radiation. J(T2, A, w) is the incoming radiation incident on the particle from the
surrounding environment at some source temperature T r. This temperature is the same
as the environmental temperature Too only for a particle immersed within a blackbody.
B(Ts, )_,w) is the Planck blackbody function and represents the emission by the particle of
temperature T, at the wavelength A. The definition of radiative power absorbed by" an ice
particle as given in (5.4) involves the integral over all possible directions of incidence (w)
and over all wavelengths (A).
Utilizing the two-stream approximation in the above integral one gets R for a spherical
particle of radius r as (Harrington, 1997)
R = 4rrr2Q=b,(r,,k)[rrB(T,,A) - (F + +F-)]d,k (5.5)
where F + and F- are the values of upward and downward fluxes at wavelength _k. For
consistency with the two-stream model, an average value of Qab, for a given spectral band,
i, is used and the above equation becomes
Ri = 4rcr2Qabs,i(rk)Ed,i
1
Ed,i = [TrBi(T,) - [(F, + + Fi-)] (5.6)
where O._b,,i(fk) is the absorption coefficient averaged over spectral band i and computed
at the mean size of microphysical bin number k as to be discussed later in this Chapter;
F, + and F i- are the values of fluxes for band i; Bi(T,) is the band integrated Planck
function evaluated at the particle's surface temperature. The total radiative effect R can
be obtained by, summing up Ri over the total number of microphysical bins.
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Now, it is straightforward to get the total radiative energy absorbed by a particle of
size _=kas
Nbands
n=4r_ _ (_bs,i(_k)Ed,i (5.7)
i=l
where Nbands is the total number of radiation bands used in the radiation model. In order
to evaluate the radiative effects on particle's diffusional growth in the explicit microphys-
i(:al model, the radiative term shown above must be included in the model equations for
supersaturation and for the growth of particle. These equations must be solved together
in a manner that ensures self-consistency.
5.2 Cloud Resolving Model (CRM) Simulations of the November 26 ,1991
Cirrus
5.2.1 The Cloud Resolving Model
The model used to test the radiative effects on ice particle diffusional growth is a cou-
pling of the RAMS with the bin-resolving microphysics model developed at the University
of TelAviv (Tvivion et al., 1987; Tvivion et al., 1989; Reisen, 1995; Reisen et al., 1996).
It is a two-dimensional version of the large eddy simulation model described in detail in
Stevens et al. (1996a) and Feingold et al. (1996a). The strength of this model lies in its
emphasis on both dynamics and microphysics through the coupling of the bin-resolving
microphysical model with a dynamical model that resolves the large eddies. A detailed
description of the coupled code for the liquid phase microphysics can be seen in Stevens
et al. (1996a,b). Reisin (1995; Reisen et al., 1996) provides a detailed description of the
model when both liquid and ice phases are included.
Although the two-dimensional (2D) CRM model does not represent the eddy structure
as well as its three-dimensional (3D) large eddy simulation counterpart, it does include
the essential interactions between large eddies and cloud microphysical properties and
provides a valuable framework for testing hypotheses without enormous computational
expense (Stevens et al., 1997). To accommodate the inclusion of radiative effects, the
current version of the model couples the optical properties of the droplets and ice particles
to an 8-band radiative transfer model discussed in Harrington (1997).
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In this study, both water and ice phasesare includedin the bin-resolvingmicro-
physicswhich is referredto as Level_5.The Level_5bin-microphvsicalrepresentationof
this model requiresthat equationsfor droplet activation, condensational/evaporational
growth, collision-coalescenceof drops,ice nucleation,depositionand sublimation of ice
crystals, collision-coalescence of ice particles, and sedimentation all be explicitly solved.
The decision on which processes are to be included in the model is based upon a number
of factors (Reisin 1995):
• the Importance of the process to the relevant problem studied,
• the availability of relevant data like collision efficiencies, terminal velocities, shape
factors, etc.,
• limitations on computational resources.
Currently, three ice species named pristine ice, snow (aggregate), and graupel are
included in the bin-microphysics representation of the model. Ice crystals in the model
are created by nucleation of ice nuclei (IN) or by freezing of drops smaller that 100 #m in
radius. The specific shape of the ice particles is assumed to be spherical in this study, even
though some other shapes may be specified. Snow particles are formed by aggregation of
ice crystals and are considered to have the minimum density (0.2gcrn -3) compared with
pristine ice crystals ( 0.7gcm -3) and graupel (0.5gcrn-3). Graupel particles are formed by
freezing of drops with radii larger than 100pro and /or by different processes of particle
coagulation.
The particle spectra for any category is divided into 25 bins (xk, k = 1, .... ,25) with
mass doubled in the next larger bin:
zk+l = 2zk (5.8)
The initial mass is xl = 1.598 x 10-11g for any category which corresponding to a
diameter of 3.125#m for drops, 3.520#m for pristine ice crystals, 3.937#m for graupel
particles, and 5.344#m for aggregate particles. The size of each category at bin #25 is
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bin
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
# rain pristine ice graupel aggregate
.31250E-03 .35195E-03 .39373E-03 .53437E-03
.39373E-03 .44343E-03 .49606E-03 .67326E-03
.49606E-03 .55869E-03 .62500E-03 .84826E-03
.62500E-03 .70390E-03 .78745E-03 .10687E-02
.78745E-03 .88686E-03 .99213E-03 .13465E-02
.99213E-03 .11174E-02 .12500E-02 .16965E-02
.12500E-02 .14078E-02 .15749E-02 .21375E-02
.15749E-02 .17737E-02 .19843F_02 .26930E-02
•19843E-02 .22348E-02 .25000E-02 .33930E-02
.25000E-02 .28156E-02 .31498E-02 .42749E-02
.31498E-02 .35475E-02 .39685E-02 .53861E-02
.39685E-02 .44695E-02 .50000E-02 .67860E-02
.50000E-02 .56312E-02 .62996E-02 .85499E-02
.62996E-02 .70949E-02 .79370E-02 .10772E-01
.79370E-02 .89390E-02 .10000E-01 .13572E-01
.10000E-01 .11262E-01 .12599E-01 .17100E-01
.12599E-01 .14190E-01 .15874E-01 .21544E-01
.15874E-01 .17878E-01 .20000E-01 .27144E-01
.20000E-01 .22525E-01 .25198E-01 .34200E-01
.25198E-01 .28380E-01 .31748E-01 .43089E-01
.31748E-01 .35756E-01 .40000E-01 .54288E-01
.40000E-01 .45050E-01 .50397E-01 .68399E-01
.50397E°01 .56759E-01 .63496E-01 .86177E-01
.63496E-01 .71512E-01 .80000E-01 .10858E+00
.80000E-01 .90100E-01 .10079E+00 .13680E+00
Table 5.1: Bin number and particle size relation for the first 25 bins. The particle sizes
are in cm.
800tim for drops, 901pro for pristine ice crystals, 1008pro for graupel, and 1368prn for
aggregate particles. Table 5.1 shows the size-bin information for bins from 1 to 25. The
number of total bins can be larger or smaller than 25, depending upon the specific cases.
These spectra shown in the table are believed to be adequate to mid-latitude cirrus clouds.
The evolution of the supersaturaion with respect to both water and ice is prognosed
according to the equations described in Appendix (B). Radiative effect on the diffusional
growth (or evaporation) of drops and ice particles can be turned on and/or off in order to
test its importance.
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5.2.2 CRM Simulation Results
The CRM simulations to be discussed in this chapter have close relations to the LES
studies discussed in Chapter 4 because the soundings used in the CRM simulations are
the same as what were used in the LES studies. In Chapter 4, a shallow and a deep
cloud system were simulated in the framework of two- moment microphysics, while in this
Chapter, the two corresponding systems will be simulated under the framework of ice-phase
bin-microphysics. Since the bin-microphysics has the advantage of predicting particle size-
dependent supersaturation with respect water as well as ice, it is ideal (at present) to
study the radiative effects on ice crystal's depositional growth (which is a function of
supersaturation) in cirrus clouds.
In order to test the radiative effects on a particle's diffusional growth two simulations
are done for each case. In one of the two simulations, the radiative effect is added to the
particle's diffusional growth equation as well as the supersaturation equation, while in the
other simulation, radiative feedback is turned off.
CRM Results: Case 1-A Shallow Cloud System
Figures 5.1 through 5.5 compare the CRM simulated supersaturation with respect to
ice (SSI), water vapor mixing ratio, PI number concentration, snow (aggregate) number
concentration, and total ice mass. It is seen in Figure 5.1 that a maximum SSI of more
than 23% is produced in the simulation with radiative feedback being added to the relevant
equations, while in the simulation without radiative feedback the maximum SSI predicted
is generally less than 3%. Also, it is apparent that the largest jump in SSI production
occurs in the lower levels of the cloud. In response to greater SSI production, a maximum
PI concentration of nearly 1300/L is predicted near the cloud top at 30 minutes into the
simulation with radiative feedback. This compares to the maximum PI concentration of
about less than 100/L in the simulation without radiative feedback (Figure 5.3) at the
same time. In contrast to the massive production of PI in the simulation with radiative
feedback, Figure 5.4 shows that maximum aggregate number concentration produced in this
simulation has dropped significantly from about 8.0 × IO-_/L (in the simulation without
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radiative feedback) to slightly more than 2.0 x 10-S/L. As the simulation proceeds from
30 to 60 minutes, the number concentration of PI has reduced dramatically while the
maximum snow particle number concentration has increased by a factor of about 6. This
is because the interaction of PI particles results in production of snow. Also evident is
that most aggregate particles in the simulation without radiative feedback reside near tile
cloud base (below 6 km level) while in the simulation with radiative feedback, most of the
aggregate particles are deep in the cloud layer between 5.2 km to 8 km levels.
Even though much more PI crystals are produced in the simulation with radiative
feedback than in the simulation without radiative feedback, the maximum PI mixing ratio
(0.24g/kg) predicted in the simulation with radiative feedback is only about half of the
value (0.42g/kg) produced in the other simulation. Following a similar trend as to the
PI mixing ratio prediction, maximum aggregate mixing ratio predicted in the simulation
with radiative feedback (3 x lO-rg/kg) has reduced by more than one order of magnitude
compared with the prediction in the simulation without radiative feedback (1.5 x 10-S
g/kg) at 30 minutes of simulation time. Figure 5.5 compares the total ice prediction for
the two simulations at 30 and 60 minutes of the simulation time. It is clearly seen that with
the radiative feedback, the model is unable to produce as much ice as in the simulation
without radiative feedback.
The model prediction of ice production seems to be intriguing to some extent because
one would expect to see not only a significant change in the ice production, but also
enhanced ice production when the radiative effect is added to ice particle's diffusional
growth. Explanations to the model performance can be assisted by referring to Figures 5.6
and 5.7. Figure 5.6 shows the particle size- dependent radiative flux toward a particle at
100 time steps for a parcel which has its origin at 4038.0 m, while Figure 5.7 displays the
radiative flux for another parcel whose origin is deep in the cloud layer at 7013.47 m above
the ground. The results shown in these two Figures tell us that radiative warming of ice
particles (see bottom panels of the two Figures) are dominant in the cloud layer. Also it
is clearly shown in these Figures that smaller ice particles tend to experience less radiative
warming than larger particles. It should be noted that radiative warming or cooling for an
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iceparticleisdifferentfromthewarmingorcoolingof theatmosphericenvironmentbecause
onedependson the balancedescribedby equation(5.4) (for a particle) wilile the other
dependson the divergenceof the net radiative fluxes (upwellingplus downwelling).So.
whenthe modelpredictsthat theatmospherexperienceradiativecooling,it is not implied
that eachparticle seesthe sameeffectbecauseas thesetwo Figuresdisplay, radiative
warmingor coolingfor a particle is size-dependent.
Basedupon Figures5.6and 5.7, one can explain the lack of ice production in the
simulation with radiative feedback easily. Production of SSI or haze particles activates
the ice nucleation processes in the bin-microphysics model. The ice particles produced
through nucleation processes are added to the relevant bins (always very small bins) of the
PI category. After the formation of these ice particles, they experience diffusional growth
in an environment of positive SSI. The newly nucleated ice crystals are so small that the
radiative effect is not a significant factor in the early stage of ice particle's diffusional
growth.
As more and more PI crystals are produced, interactions among the ice particles
results in the formation of aggregates. Both aggregates and PI crystals can experience
significant growth through diffusion of water vapor as long as -R in Equation (5.3) is not
enough to balance the right-hand side (note that R is negative for radiative warming). On
attaining a certain size (for example, rzim_t), an ice particles finds itself in a situation in
which the radiation it absorbs is balanced by the diffusion of heat away and from there
on no mass increase through diffusional growth is allowed because the mass added to the
particle through diffusional growth would break the balance described in Equation (5.3).
However, particles larger than rlimit can be produced through some other processes such as
collision and aggregation, but these larger particles can not survive for very long because
the radiation they absorb is more than what the diffusion of heat is able to take away.
Eventually, particles larger than rlimit will warm and experience evaporation which adds
water vapor to the free air, resulting in higher water mixing ratio, especially in the region
between 4 and 6 km levels (Figure 5.2) in the simulation with radiative feedback than in
the simulation without radiative feedback. Since water vapor can be continuously provided
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throughevaporationof large iceparticles,high SSIcanbemaintainedin the simulation
with radiative feedback.It is worth pointing out that the largestwater vapor surplus
between4 and 6 km levelsmatchesnicely the maximumSSIproductionexcess(Figures
5.1and 5.2) betweenthe two simulations.The persistenthigh SSI is the reasonfor the
largenumberof PI productionandthe radiativewarmingresultsin a reductionof icemass
in the simulationwith radiativefeedbackrelativeto the onewithout radiative feedback.
It shouldalsobepointedout that largeiceparticlesin the simulationwithout radiative
feedbackarenot restrictedin their growthby the processestatedabove.This is the key
reasonwhygreatericemassproductionin thesimulationwithout radiativefeedbackthan
in the simulationwith radiativefeedback.
Fluxesof momentum,Oit, and rt are also compared between the simulation with
radiative feedback and that without radiative feedback at 30 minutes and 60 minutes of
simulation time (see Figures 5.8 through 5.11). The two simulations have generally similar
vertical profiles for these fluxes, except that < V'W' > displays significant difference below
6 km level. The larger absolute magnitude in < VIW ' > associated with the simulation
without radiative feedback may indicate that more active entrainment and detrainment
processes are involved. This conclusion may also be supported by the larger < r_W' >
near the cloud base for the simulation without radiative feedback.
Figure 5.12 and the top panels of Figures 5.15 and 5.16 compare the total turbulent
kinetic energy (TKE) and TKE production between the two simulations. The total TKE
profile indicates that the simulation without radiative feedback tends to be more turbulent
than the simulation with radiative feedback, especially in the upper levels of the cloud
system. Generally, the upper levels of the cloud system tend to be negatively buoyant,
while below 7700m, positive buoyancy dominates for the simulation without radiative
feedback. Also, shear production which is not a significant factor compared with buoyancy
production is confined to a very shallow region between 7500 to 7700m for this simulation.
However, for the simulation with radiative feedback, shear production is comparable to
buoyancy, even though it is still limited to a very shallow region similar to that in the
other simulation. The appearance of dominant fine structures in the total as well as
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the buoyancyTKE profilesmayindicatethat the cloudsystemis moredecoupledin the
verticalfor thesimulationwith radiativefeedbackthan for thesimulationwithout radiative
feedback.
Consistentwith thedifferencein icemassproduction,theopticaldepthes(both solaras
well asinfrared)predictedin thesimulationwithout radiativefeedbackaredominantover
that predictedin the simulationwith radiativefeedback(Figures5.13and5.14). The two
peaksnear5 km and6km in theopticaldepthprofilescorrespondverywell to the peaksin
aggregateandPI production,respectively.Sincethemodel-predictedcloudsystemwithout
radiativefeedbackis opticallythick andconsistsof morelargericeparticlesthan the cloud
predictedin the simulationwith radiativefeedback,it is seenthat a patternof upper level
coolingand lower levelwarmingdominatesin the simulationwithout radiative feedback
becausethecloudsystemis ableto absorbmorelong-waveradiation from below(resulting
in warmingnearcloudbase)and emits morelong-waveradiation near cloud top which
results in more radiative coolingabovethan in the simulationwith radiative feedback
(Figures5.15and 5.18). Also it is clearlyseenin theseFiguresthat, in the simulation
with radiativefeedback,sincethemodel-predictedcloudsystemis optically thinner, solar
radiationcanpenetratedeeperin thecloudlayerthan in the simulationwithout radiative
feedback,resultingin a peakof solarwarmingjust below6000m level. Both coolingand
warming in the simulationwithout radiative feedbackare moresignificant than in the
othersimulationjust becauseof the significantdifferencein the optical propertiesof the
model-predictedclouds.
CRM Results: Case 2-A Deep Cloud System
Followingasimilarformatto Case1,modelpredictionsfor Case2areshownin Figures
5.19through5.34.
Similar to Case1, by 30minutesinto thesimulation,the modelhaspredictedsignif-
icantdifferencesin SSIbetweenthe simulationwith radiativefeedbackand that without
radiativefeedback.HighSSIpredictedin thesimulationwith radiativefeedbackisconfined
to a regionnearcloudbase(whichcorrespondsto a regionof larger water vapor mixing
ratio surplusfor the simulationwith radiative feedback(Figure5.20))with a maximum
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domain-averagedvalueaslargeasnearly24%.This is compared
productionof only 1.2%at 30minutesinto thesimulationwithout
ure5.19). Also, it is noticedthat higherSSIregionspredictedin
radiative feedbackarequite disperse.Sincethe SSIproductionin
with the maximumSSI
radiativefeedback(Fig-
the simulation without
the simulationwith ra-
diativefeedbackismuchhigherthan that in the othersimulation,it is not surprisingthat
a lot morePI crystalsareproducedthroughicenucleationwhichis highlydependentupon
the availableSSIin simulation(Figure5.21).Also, asexpected,most PI crystalsremain
suspendednearthe cloudtop becauseof their verysmallterminal velocities.In the sim-
ulation with radiativefeedback,the maximumaggregatenumberconcentrationpredicted
is only about onethird (or evenless)of the correspondingvaluepredictedin the other
simulation(Figure5.22).Mostof the aggregateparticlesproducedarelocatedcloseto the
cloudbase.Both PI andaggregatemixingratiospredictedin thesimulationwith radiative
feedbackaresmallerthan in theothersimulationbecause,asit is discussedin Case 1, pro-
duction of large particles are also prohibited in this Case. The maximum aggregate mixing
ratio predicted in the simulation with radiative feedback is more than 20 times less than
that produced in the other simulation, a good indication of suppressed vapor deposition
of larger ice particles when radiative effects are included (discussed above). For the total
ice mixing ratio, the predicted maximum value in the simulation with radiative feedback is
only about one-half of the maximum value predicted in the other simulation (Figure 5.23).
Statistical profiles (Figures 5.24 through 5.27) display quite similar features for the
two simulations with respect to the fluxes of < U'W' >, < VIW ' >, < Wq4 _ >, < 8_IV' >,
and < r'tW _ >. These similar profiles may imply that the two simulations involve similar
dynamic and microphysical processes. TKE profiles at 60 minutes into the simulation also
indicate quite similar TKE intensity with maximum TKE predicted at about 6500 m above
the ground for both simulations (Figure 5.28. For both simulations, shear production of
TKE is not a factor in TKE generation compared with buoyancy production. The cloud
top region predicted in the simulation with radiative feedback is not as turbulent as that
predicted in the other simulation.
Profiles of both solar and infrared optical depths at 30 and 60 minutes of the simulation
time are compared and shown in Figures 5.29 and 5.30. Also, as expected, the larger ice
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massproductionin the simulationwithout radiative feedbackresults in larger optical
depthsthan in the simulationwith radiative feedback.The peaksin the optical depth
profilescorrespond very well to the peaks in PI and aggregate mixing ratios.
Similar to the model prediction for Case 1, radiative cooling is predicted almost
throughout the cloud system for the simulation with radiative feedback, while for the sim-
ulation without radiative feedback, radiative _varming dominates the cloud system from
the cloud base to the middle cloud levels and cooling dominates from the middle cloud
level to the cloud top (Figures 5.31 through 5.34).
5.3 Brief summary
CRM simulations of the November 26, 1991 cirrus event demonstrate that the radia-
tive effects on ice particle's diffusional growth (or sublimation) can be significant on the
evolution as well as ice mass production of cirrus clouds. Even in a radiatively cooling
atmospheric environment, an ice particle may experience radiative warming because the
total radiation which a particle experiences depends upon a three-way balance among its
total emission and the local upwelling and downwelling radiative fluxes.
Radiative impact on the evolution and properties of cirrus clouds can be very complex.
Radiative warming for an ice particle will restrict the particle's diffusional growth. In the
case of radiative warming, ice particles larger than a certain size at which the radiative
warming is balanced by the diffusion of heat away will have to undergo evaporation, re-
sulting in inefficient production of large ice particles and total ice mass. However, ice mass
production can be enhanced in the case of radiative cooling for an ice particle. In this case,
the latent heat has to balance the diffusion of heat away as well as the outgoing radiation,
speeding up the diffusional growth of the ice particle and theoretically putting no cap on
the particle size which can be attained.
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Figure 5.1: Profiles of domain averaged supersaturation with respect to ice at 30 (top) and
60 minutes (bottom) into the simulations for Case 1 (solid line: with radiative feedback;
dotted line: without radiative feedback).
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Figure 5.2: Profiles of domain averaged water vapor mixing ratio at 30 (top) and 60 minutes
(bottom) into the simulations for Case 1 (solid line: with radiative feedback; dotted line:
without radiative feedback).
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Case 2. Positive flux denotes radiative cooling, while negative denotes radiative warming
effect.
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Figure 5.13: Profiles of solar (rso_ar) and infrared (rinyra,_d) optical depths at 30 minutes
of simulation time for Case 1. The solid line and dotted line are for runs with and without
radiative feedback, respectively.
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Figure 5.22: Profiles of domain averaged SNOW number concentration at 30 (top) and
60 minutes (bottom) into the simulations for Case 2 (solid line: with radiative feedback;
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Figure 5.33: Profiles of total (solid), infrared (dashed), and solar (dotted) radiative heating
rates at 30 minutes of simulation time for Case 2. Top: without radiative feedback on
particles' diffusional growth; bottom: with radiative feedback.
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Chapter 6
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 Summary
The November 26, 1991 cirrus event is investigated. The cloud system is simulated
using RAMS mesoscale nested grids, LES grid, and CRM framework. RAMS mesoscale
nested grids (65 vertical levels) and LES grid (115 vertical levels), coupled to two- moment
microphysics are the most sophisticated numerical models with the highest vertical reso-
lutions (to our knowledge) for any three-dimensional simulations attempted to study the
dynamic, microphysical, and radiative processes in cirrus clouds. Radiative effects on ice
particle's diffusional growth are first investigated under the CRM framework which is cou-
pled to a detailed bin-microphysical model and a new two-stream radiative transfer code.
Results from the RAMS nested grid simulations display considerable agreement with
the observations. The strong agreement between the large scale circulation as well as
cloud bands from RAMS mesoscale nested grid prediction and the observations provides
confidence and lays credible foundation for the LES and CRM studies of this cirrus event.
Listed below is a summary of the significant findings from this research work.
• The ageostrophic circulation associated with the exit region of an upper-level jet
stream provides large scale forcing for the cloud development under favorable mois-
ture conditions.
• The simulated cirrus clouds display properties similar to forced boundary-layer clouds
because of the similarity in their dynamics. In spite of the latent heat release during
phase change, there is insufficient heating for cirrus clouds to become positively buoy-
ant, especially for the shallow cirrus case. As a result, the LES simulated shallow
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cirrus cloud system behaves as a quasi-passive tracer at the top of the troposphere.
However, in some cases, such as the LES simulated deep cloud system, positively
buoyant cells are quite actively embedded in cirrus layers. These active cells signifi-
cantly affect the cloud evolution.
• Latent heating cannot be simply neglected in cirrus cloud models. In fact. it can be
a key factor in the development of layered structures in cirrus clouds. Corresponding
to active cloud development, the maximum latent heating rate can be as large as
0.85K/hr in the early stage of simulation. For thin and passive cirrus clouds, latent
heating can be very small compared with radiative heating (or cooling). However,
latent heating can be as important as radiative heating (or cooling) when clouds are
active and deep.
• The fluxes of momentum, Oit, and rt show strong variation for the LES simulations.
Generally, momentum fluxes have magnitudes less than 0. lm2s -2, Oa fluxes less than
0.1Kms -1, and rt fluxes less than lO-Sk9/k9ms -1. Corresponding to layered cloud
structures which are commonly seen in mid-latitude cirrus clouds, LES studies also
show that eddy transport and mixing can be decoupled in the vertical after the clouds
are well developed.
• LES simulations also display a feature that fluxes of quantities near cloud top can
be quite small compared with the in-cloud fluxes and near cloud base they can be as
large as or even larger than the corresponding in-cloud fluxes. The small magnitude
of fluxes near cloud top may be because of the strong stability there which pre-
vents active transport, mixing, and entrainment while the large ones near cloud base
may indicate that processes occurring near and beneath cloud base (entrainment,
detrainment, and mixing) can have significant influence on the cloud evolution.
• Gravity-waves which are common in a stably stratified atmosphere play an important
role in the cloud evolution. The spectrum of gravity waves which are of interest for
cirrus clouds ranges from several to several hundred kilometers. LES simulations
with very high vertical resolutions also shows that the vertical wavelength for gravity
waves can be less than one tenth of the horizontal one.
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• PDF analysesof vertical velocityshowthat for the shallowcloudlayer,an approxi-
matenormaldistributionof w can be obtained throughout the cloud layer. However,
for the deep cloud layer, the PDF structure can be complex, especially deep in the
cloud layer.
Radiative effects on ice particle's diffusional growth can be of significance on the
microphysical, radiative, and dynamic properties of cirrus clouds. Computations
with the CRM show that with the radiative effects, supersaturation with respect to
ice (SSI) produced in the early stage of simulation can be more than ten times of
that predicted without radiative effects. The high SSI produced in simulations with
radiative effects results in the nucleation of large numbers (on the order of 2000 for
Case 2) of ice crystals.
• Ice particles, especially large ones, tend to experience radiative warming (note that
this is different from radiative cooling or warming of the cloudy environment) which
results in the evaporation of large ice particles, leading to less ice mass production
in the simulations with radiative effects.
6.2 Future Work
Through extensive simulations of the well observed November 26, 1991 cirrus event,
we obtain some insights into middle-latitude cirrus. One should keep in mind that this
study consists of only one cirrus case, even though multiple simulations are performed.
In order to generalize the findings and to obtain general knowledge about mid-latitude
as well as tropical cirrus, this research can be only regarded as the necessary foundation
and the first step towards the long-term goal which is to develop a successful cirrus cloud
parameterization scheme for large scale models. The following extensions in this research
are needed in the future.
• Simulation of other well observed cirrus events, such as the FIRE II December 3-5,
1991 cirrus case. This simulation should be really challenging because this cirrus
event was strongly affected by stratospheric aerosols (Sassen et al., 1995). However,
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the detailed response of cirrus clouds to aerosol concentrations in the lower strato-
sphere is still not clear. This implies that successful simulation of the December 3-5,
1991 cirrus event will rely on knowledge about the cloud-aerosol interactions which,
in turn, must be properly taken into account in the numerical model.
• Simulation of well observed tropical cirrus events is desired. The December 22.
1992 Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response Ex-
periment (TOGA COARE) cirrus case simulated by Mitrescu (1998) did not have
detailed measurements of cirrus structure. Since generally observational data are not
as easily obtained in tropical regions as in mid-latitude, correct representation of the
large scale environment for cirrus cloud development and evolution may be very hard
to generate. For this reason, model initialization can be very difficult and involve
many uncertainties. Even if a model is reasonably initialized, time-dependent model
boundaries can be very hard to provide. Until more extensive observations of tropical
cirrus are available, the difficulties mentioned above will hamper numerical modeling
of tropical cirrus clouds.
• Further sensitivity tests of the radiative effects on ice particle's diffusional growth
should be done under the CRM and LES frameworks. Even though the CRM simu-
lations of this study have shown significant difference between the simulations with
radiative feedback and that without radiative feedback, it should be born in mind
that the simulation results only apply to a specific case. Using the same CRM frame-
work without ice phase microphysics, Harrington (1997) studied the radiative effects
on droplet condensational growth for Arctic stratus clouds (ASC). He found that
drizzle production could occur as much as one hour earlier (because of predicted
spectral broadening) with the radiative effects and that the character of the simu-
lated clouds was not greatly altered. Apparently, the CRM results (for cirrus clouds)
in this study which do not support spectral broadening at all (in fact, production of
large ice particles is suppressed) are not consistent with his results for ASC with re-
spect to the radiative effects on cloud properties. This inconsistency can be explained
only through more extensive sensitivity studies.
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• The trajectory parcelmodel (TPM) which hassomeadvantagesover tile CRM in
studying radiative effects (Harrington, 1997) should be used as an extension of this
research. It may also be necessary that time-dependent parcel information which is
used to drive TPM be extracted from a 3D simulation because, as shown in previous
chapters, 3D LES simulations can produce active eddies which are likely to generate
more realistic trajectories.
Appendix A
DEFINITIONS OF SOME SYMBOLS
C
Cp
D
Csi
CSR_
fx
.h
K
L_
L_
AIi
AA,
Tt_ w
qU
qsi
qs_,
R
Rt,
T
Si
.-kSi
capacity
specific heat at constant pressure
molecular diffusion coefficient
saturation vapor pressure with respect to ice
saturation vapor pressure with respect to water
ventilation factor
gas kinetic factor
thermal conductivity of air
latent heat of condensation
latent heat of sublimation
total ice mass due to depositional growth
total liquid mass due to condensational growth
mass of a single ice particle
mass of a single water droplet
specific humidity (water vapor mixing ratio)
saturation water vapor mixing ratio with respect to ice
saturation water vapor mixing ratio with respect to water
longwave radiative energy
gas constant for water vapor
radius of a particle
saturation ratio with respect to ice
specific humidity surplus with respect to ice
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T
T_
P.S_r
Pst,r
Poo
saturation ratio with respect to water
specific humidity surplus with respect to water
air temperature
temperature at the surface of a particle
environmental temperature (is equal to T)
saturation (to water) vapor density at the surface of a particle
saturation (to ice) vapor density at the surface of a particle
environmental vapor density
Appendix B
DERIVATION OF THE DIFFUSIONAL MASS GROWTH AND
SUPERSATURATION EQUATIONS
B.1 The diffusional mass growth equations for water and ice
The basic equation for diffusional growth of either cloud drops or ice crystals has
been presented by numerous authors. When radiative effects on the diffusional growth of
a particle are added to the mass growth equation, the equation becomes complicated. In
this chapter, we derive the diffusional mass growth equation for a particle with the infrared
radiative effects included.
The basic equations for diffusional growth of a particle are given by
for water drops:
Lcdmw . . .d--_ - R = 47rrK fl f2 (Tr - T_) (B.1)
dT/'_ w
d---t- = 47crDf1 f2 (P_ - Ps:) (B.2)
and for ice particles:
Ls drnid--T - Rice = 47rCK f_ f_(T_ - Too) (B.3)
dmi
dt - 4rrCDflf2(poo - psi,r) (B.4)
It should be noted that, generally, coefficient f needs not be the same for heat and
for vapor transfer. However, for simplicity and as a convenient approximation, we assume
that fl = f_' and f2 = f_ in the following derivations.
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B.1.1 The depositional growth equation for ice particles
Since the surface of the ice particle is assumed to be saturated, the vapor density at
the particle surface is
From (B.5), we can get that
e,i(T )
RvT,. (B.5)
dPsix desi dT,.
= (B.6)
Psi,,- esi T,.
By using Clausius-Clapeyron equation, (B.6) can be rewritten as
dpsi.,. = L....t_s"dT,. dT,. (B.7)
Integrate (B.7) from T,. to Too and assume that _ _ 1. Also, since pp..... (T_)(Tr)and TOOTr
l_ P.... (T_) In.TT_J be expanded according to Taylor series withare close to unity, o,,_ and can
respect to 1 to get the following approximations
inPsi._(T_) _ psi,,.(Too) - psi,r(T_) (B.8)
Psi,r(Tr) psi,r(T_)
Then, we can get
(B.9)
T,. T,.
psi.,-(T_) - psi,,-(T,.) ,_ Ls(T._, - Tr) T_ - Tr m T_ - Tr . ( Ls 1) (B.10)
psi,_(T_) R_,T_T_ T_ T_ RvTo_
Combining (B.10) and (B.3),
psi,,.(T_) - p,i.,-(T,.) = (1 L_ . 1 dmi R,_,) (B.11)
psi,_ (T,.) R_,T_ ) 4r:CKT_ f, f2 (Ls d----F-
From mass growth equation _ = 47rCDfl.f2(poo - psi,,.(T,.)), we know that
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Poo -- Psi,r(Tr) dmi 1
psi,r(Tr) dt 47rCDflf2psi,_(Tr)
Subtracting (B.11) from (B.12) to get
(B.12)
po_. - p_i.r(T_) 1 1 Ls ( Ls dmi Rice L_
p_i,r(T_) - 47rCflf2{[Dp_,r(T_) +-K-_ R_T_, 1)] _ i(Too(R_To: 1)}
(B.13)
Since T_ _ T_ = T and p,i,_(T_) _ psi,r(T_) = _ also note that _ = Si, tileR,,T ' # .... (T)
supersaturation ratio with respect to ice, then we get
Rice( L, 1)= dml. RvT L_ ( L_
47rCf, f2(Si- 1) + _-_ RvT -'_[_) + KT I_.----T - 1)] (B.14)
Following Tzivion et al. (1989), let ASi = q,- q_i and Ci(P,T, mi) = J1%i LDe,,(T) +
L,(Lo 1l,W R,.T -- 1)]- (note that fl, the ventilation factor, is a function of the Reynolds number
which is related to the particle mass). Also, note that Si - 1 = _s, where .SSi is called
qst '
the specific humidity surplus. Then (B.14) can be rewritten as
Riceqsi ( Ls
drnidt -- f2Ci(P,T, mi)[47rC'.XSi + KflI2T R,T 1)] (B.15)
Equation (B.15) approximates the depositional growth of an ice particle with the
radiative effects included.
B.1.2 The diffusional growth equation for water drops
Following similar procedure, the diffusional growth equation for a water drop can be
derived as
drnu. Rq,_ ( Lc
dt - f2C_(P,T,m_,)[47rr_S_ + Kf, f2T R_,T 1)] (B.16)
where C_,(P, T, ra_) is defined as
, RvT L_ (Lc 1)1_ 1 (B.17)
Cw(P,T, mw)= flq2[D_[T ) + t-_ RvT
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B.2 Solutions to the diffusional mass growth equations
B.2.1 Solution to the diffusional mass growth equation for water drops
For water drops, the mass growth equation (B.16) can be rewritten as (similar to
Harrington (1997))
m2/3 ,-, -1/3
w _tqswmw Lc
dmWdt - C_,n_w(P,T, mw) m_1/3 + lo [AS_ + Kflf2TBw (RvT 1)] (B.18)
where B_, is a constant equal to 47r(_3 ) 1/3 and C_ ,e_(P, T, m_) is defined in Tzivion et4rrpw
al. (1989) and equal to C_(P,T, mw)B_. In deriving (B.18), the gas kinetic effect, f2, is
represented by (Clarke 1974a)
m_ 3
f2 - 1/3 (B.19)
m_ + lo
where l0 is a length-scale representing the gas kinetic effects. The radius of a drop is related
to the mass as
2
= (4-_plmw)l/3 (B.20)
r
Replacing the radiative effect R in the above equation according to Harrington (1997),
we get
qs_m,, B,,Ea(m_) L_
dm_. _ C_(P,T,m_) 1/3 5Sw + 1 (B.21)
dt ' m_o + lo Kflf2T
(3)1/3here B_ = _ and Ed(m,,,) is the radiative effect that includes all of the flux terms
(the definition of Ed(m_,) can be found in Harrington (1997)).
Equation (B.21) must be integrated in order to deduce how a water drop grows over
a time step in numerical model. To solve for the analytic solution to (B.21) without the
radiation term, integration is taken for a single time increment At, during which the effect
of changes in C_,,,_e_(P,T, m_o) is assumed to be negligible (Tzivion et al., 1989). Stevens
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et al. (1996)showedthe analytic solution to (B.21) without the radiative term oi1the
right-handsideas
9
rn_(t + 6t) = [((m_(t) 1/3 + lo) 2 + 37) 1/2 -/0] 3 (B.22)
where 7 = ft t+_t C_,n_(P, T, rn_)AS_dt.
With the radiative effects, analytic solution to (B.21) can not be obtained easih, be-
cause a mass related term which multiplies the radiative effect R appears on the right-hand
side. So, the equation must be solved iteratively. Harrington (1997) discussed simplifica-
tion to solving the equation (B.21). By using a mean value of the radiative term for each bin
(for the bin microphysics model), Harrington (1997) showed that acceptable accuracy (the
largest errors never exceed 1.5% under reasonable atmospheric conditions) can be obtained
by comparing the approximations with the solutions obtained using iterative method. By
applying the mean value of the radiative term for each bin and integrating over a single
time step At(= t2 - tl), equation (B.21) becomes
which has the solution
At
(B.23)
rn_(t + At) = + lo) + 'r,. --lo (B.24)
where row(t) and rnw(t + At) stand for the initial and final masses of a droplet; Ed(r:n_,k)
and rh_,k stand for the mean radiative effects and the mean mass for bin number k,
respectively; Tk is the bin- dependent radiative forcing term and Tr the total forcing on the
mass for bin number k.
Detailed discussion about the calculation of the radiative term is available in Harring-
ton (1997).
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B.2.2 Solution to the diffusional mass growth equation for ice particle
The solution to (B.15) is not as easily obtained as that to the diffusional mass growth
equation for water drops because of the electrical capacitance C which can be a complicated
function of the particle dimensions.
For spherical ice particle, equation (B.15) can be written similarly as (B.21) when the
radiative effect R is replaced according to Harrington (1997) and the approximate solution
to (B.15) has the same form as (B.24) except that rr is now replaced by Tr,i which is defined
with respect to ice and can be written as
1/3
= [m,(t+At) mi + lOdm i
Tri = Ti -4- Tki Jrn,(t) m_ 13
t+At= Ci,,_w(P,T, rhl,k) ASidt
dt
_ 113 .
qsimi'k Bi Ed(rhi'k) ( Ls )+Ci'n_(P'T'rhi'k)Kfl(rhi,k)f2(rhi,k)T R_ 1 At (B.25)
where Ci,n_(P,T, mi) is defined as Ci(P,T, mi)Bi and Bi is equal to 4rr(4-_0,)1/3; B* is
(3),/3equal to
For other ice particle habits, the solution should be modified according to the mass-
particle size relation used.
B.3 Supersaturation (specific humidity surplus) equations
Following Tzivion et al. (1989), using equations
qs_ (T) = 0.622 eS_(pT) (B.26)
des_o Loess(T)
dT RoT 2
(B.27)
Oqs_(T) 0.622 Lces_(T) cOT
Ot - P R_T 2 0--[ (B.28)
Oqv_ (OM_ OMiOt --0-[- + --_- )con4_,s,tio,,_,apo_tio, (B.29)
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weget
OT Lc bM_ L, COM_
Ot % Ot +----% cOt (B.30)
cOAS_
Ot
cO(qv - qs_) OM_ COMi 0.622Lce,_(T)- OMw cOMi-
- cot - COt COt _ [L] _ + n_-_--J
0.622L_es_(T) COM_ (1 + 0.622LcLses_(T)) cOMi
= -(1 + R_T2p% ) 0----_- _ -_
= -A(P, T) COMbo cOMi (B.31)
-_ A1 (P, T) COt
Similarly, the time dependence of ASI can be derived as
where
cOASi cOMw A3 (P, T) _-_ (B.32)Ot - A2(P,T)
L_Lcesi(T)
A2(P,T) = (1 + 0.622 R---_T-- _ ) (B.33)
Since
2L_e_i(T)
A3(P,T) = (1 + 0.622R--_-_T2 ) (B.34)
v_M_ dm_
-_ = f --_-n(mw)dm_ (B.35)
cOMi f dmi
-- = --_n(mi)dm_ (B.36)Ot
where n(m) is the distribution function with respect to mass and the right-hand side of
each equation is integrated over the whole spectrum, then we get (assuming spherical ice
particles)
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Ot
- A(P, T) f draw
--_n(mw)dmw- A,(P,T) _ f _n(rni)dmi3
ice species
2/3
f "*_ n(m_)dmw= -A(P,T)AS_ C_,new(P,T,m_) I/3
mw + Io
.... qs_B*_ ( Lc ) f C_,.e_(P,T, mw) 2/3m_ Ed(m,_)n(m_)dmw
-A(/-', '1') _ I_T 1 fl (m,o)
f m_/3 n(mi)dmi-AI(P,T)ASi _ Ci,ne_(P,T, mi) 1/3
ice species m i + lo
-AI(P,T)-_T(_---L T 1)_ B, fCi"_e'(P'T'mi)m:/3Ed(mi'n(mi'drni
ice species fl (mi)
= GlASs, + G_ASi + D1 (B.37)
OASi
Ot - A (P,T)f ---_n(m_o)dmw - A3(P,T) E fatal---_-n( mi )dmi
ice species
f m /3= -A2(P,T)AS_ C_,_e_(P,T,m_) 1/3 n(m_)dm_
mw + lo
. _. qs,oB*
-A2(P"I"_ (_--:-T 1) / Cw"_e_°(P'T'mw'rn_/3Ed(mw,n(mw)dmwfx(m )
-A3(P,T)ASi _ f ci,.e (P,T, mi)
ice species 7t_i + lO
-g3(P,T) qsi ( Ls )1 _ B i*/ Ci'new(P'T'mi) mf/3Ed(mi)n(mi)dmi
"_ _-T _ fl (rni)
ice species
= G3ASw + G4ASi + D2 (B.38)
where D1 and D2 represent the longwave radiative effects on the specific humidity surplus.
Also, the dynamic term (the term representing increase/decrease in specific humidity sur-
plus due to vertical motions) can be easily combined with D1 and D2.
B.4 Solution to the supersaturation equations
Equations (B.37) and (B.38) can be solved analytically if Gl, G2, G3, G4, Dx, and D_
are assumed constants within a timestep. For the bin-microphysics model, the changes of
these variables with time are neglected within a time increment At = t - to. Thus At
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should be small enough so as to justify this assumption. A detailed discussion about this
assumption is available in Tzivion et al. (1989).
In order to solve equations (B.37) and (B.38), we first solve for the eigenvalues of the
following coefficient matrix
G1 G2
[ G3 G4 ] (B.39)
This eigenvalue problem can be easily solved and the eigenvalues are
(G1 q- G4) Jr- 4(G1 -{- G4) 2 - 4(G1G4 - G2G3)
= (B.4o)2
(G1 q- G4) - _/(al q- G4) 2 - 4(GIG4 - G2G3)
A2 = (B.41)2
Then, general solutions to the homogeneous forms of (B.37) and (B.38) can be easily
obtained and written as
AS_ = ae _'_ + be _2_ (B.42)
- )_ - GlASi - )_l Glae:_lt + be _2t (B.43)
G2 G2
where a and b are any constants.
Now, we need to find particular solutions to (B.37) and (B.38) in order to completely
solve these two equations. The particular solutions can be obtained by considering a and
b as functions of t and solving the following two equations
e:_Ltda + e_2tdb = D1 (B.44)
dt dt
)_2 - G1 ),2t db)_l-- Gle)'jtda + = D2
G2 dt G2 e -_ (B.45)
These two equations can be easily solved. A solution for a and b can be written as
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(As - Gl)Dl - GsD_ e__lt
al = AI(A2 - A_) (B.46)
-_-_[D1 (A2 - G1)D1 - G2Dsbl
Substituting al and bl into (B.42) and (B.43) for a and b, we can get the particular
solutions to these two equations. The particular solutions can be written as
AS_= (As-GI)D1-G2D2 1 [D1- (A2-G1)D1-G2D2
AI(A2 - A1) A2 A2 - ),1 ] (B.4S)
/_S_ ---- A1 - G1 (A2 - G1)D1 - G2D2 A2 - G1 1 [D1 (A2 - G1)D1 - G2D2]
G2 AI(A2 - At) G2" As - A'22---)_] (B.49)
The final solutions to (B.37) and (B.38) can be obtained by adding these particular
solutions to (B.42) and (B.43) to get
ASw = ae "xlt + be)'2t + ,5S_ (B.50)
ASi = A1G-_-G1 ae),,, + As G2-G1 be),2_ + AS_ (B.51)
Constants a and b in the above equations can be determined from the initial conditions
at the start of each time step.
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Abstract
At Colorado State University the Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS)
has been used to study the radiative effect on the diffusional growth of ice particles in cirrus
clouds. Using soundings extracted from a mesoscale simulation of the November 26, 1991
cirrus event, the radiative effect was studied using a two-dimensional cloud-resolving model
(CRM) version of RAMS, coupled to an explicit bin-resolving microphysics.
The CRM simulations of the November 26, 1991 cirrus event demonstrate that the
radiative impact on the diffusional growth (or sublimation) of ice crystals is significant.
Even in a radiatively-cooled atmospheric environment, ice particles may experience radiative
warming because the net radiation received by an ice particle depends upon the emission
from the particle, and the local upwelling and downwelling radiative fluxes.
Model results show that radiative feedbacks in the diffusional growth of ice particles
can be very complex. Radiative warming of an ice particle will restrict the particle's diffu-
sional growth. In the case of radiative warming, ice particles larger than a certain size will
experience so much radiative warming that surface ice saturation vapor pressures become
large enough to cause sublimation of the larger crystals, while smaller crystals are growing
by vapor deposition. However, ice mass production can be enhanced in the case of radia-
tive cooling of an ice particle. For the November 26, 1991 cirrus event, radiative feedback
results in significant reduction in the total ice mass, especially in the production of large ice
crystals, and consequently, both radiative and dynamic properties of the cirrus cloud are
significantly affected.
1. Introduction
The climatic importance of cirrus clouds has been recognized for a long time. Cirrus
clouds, which cover about 20% of the globe on average, are believed to have profound
impacts upon the planetary energy budget due to their radiative effects. Even though during
the past decades, the effect of ice clouds on the radiative budget of the earth - atmosphere
system has gained considerable impetus in terms of its importanceto the World Climate
Research Program, studies of cloud evolution, which ultimately involve the physics of the
growth of cloud particles and should hold a special place in cloud-climate research, have
not made significant progress because of the complexity of cirrus clouds.
The growth of ice crystals in cirrus clouds has significant consequence because of its
contribution to the total diabatic heating or cooling of the atmospheric environment. The
microphysical representation of an ice particle's depositional/sublimational growth is usually
based on solutions to a set of coupled differential equations that describe a balance between
latent heat release associated with deposition of water vapor and heat diffusion; the radiative
influence on the particle being ignored.
However, the effects of radiation on the growth of ice particles has been postulated to
be potentially important. In a theoretical study, Stephens (1983) investigated the effect
of radiative heating and cooling on the mass and heat budgets of an ice crystal. In his
study, the radiation budget was solved in terms of upper limits of warming and cooling.
His results showed that the effects of radiation on the growth and evaporation rates of ice
crystals were significant. Particle growth (sublimation) was enhanced (suppressed) in a
radiatively-cooled (heated) environment. It was further demonstrated in his study that the
effects of radiative cooling in the upper regions of the cloud greatly enhanced the particle
fall distances.
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Usingtwomodelingframeworks,acloud-resolvingmodel(CRM) and a trajectory parcel
model (TPM), Harrington et al. (1999) studied the effects of radiative heating (cooling)
on the heat budget, and therefore on the condensational growth, of a population of cloud
droplets within an Arctic stratus cloud. His TPM model analysis showed that the radiative
effect reduced the time required for the onset of drizzle by up to 30 minutes in some cases,
depending on the cloud-top residence time of the parcels, cloud top cooling, and the size of
the activated drops.
In this paper, we examine the influence of the radiative heating on the vapor- deposi-
tionaJ growth (sublimation) of a population of ice crystals simulated in a CRM of cirrus
clouds.
2. Background
Once ice crystals are nucleated by some of the primary or secondary nucleation
mechanisms, they then grow by vapor deposition if the environment is supersaturated with
respect to ice. The vapor-depositional (or diffusional) growth of ice particles is closely
related to the saturation ratio relative to ice which can be written as:
_ e _ (t)
where S denotes the saturation ratio with respect to water; Si is the saturation ratio with
respect to ice; e, ei, and es denote the environmental vapor pressure, saturation vapor pres-
sure with respect to ice, and saturation vapor pressure with respect to water, respectively.
Since the saturation vapor pressure with respect to water is always greater than that
with respect to ice at the same temperature as long as the temperature is below O°C, a
water saturated (5' = 1) cloud is always supersaturated with respect to ice (Si > 1) and is
a favorable environment for rapid growth of ice crystals by vapor deposition or diffusion.
The environment will remain favorable for ice crystal growth as long as liquid drops are
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availableto evaporateand maintain the saturation vapor pressure relative to water. This
is commonly known as the Bergeron-Findeisen mechanism.
Traditionally, the diffusional growth of ice crystals follows the Fickian diffusion theory
(Rogers and Yau, 1989). If the radiative effects are not considered, the diffusional growth
equation can be written as (symbols in this equation are defined in Appendix A).
drn____j_= 41rCflf2(Si - 1) (2)
z_b__tr_.,_ _ 1) •dt _ + KT_R_T
However, it has been shown that radiative transfer can have a significant effect on the
mass and heat budgets of both ice crystals and cloud droplets (Stephens, 1983). In deriving
(2), the diffusional growth rate of an ice particle is determined by a steady state balance
between heat released due to deposition and the conduction of heat away from the particle's
surface. If it is assumed that the heat release due to sublimation and the energy transferred
to the particle by radiation are balanced by the conduction of heat away from the particle,
then the diffusional growth equation can be written as (see Appendix B).
L s dmid--_-- R -- 4_rCg f_]_ (Tr - Too). (3)
The total radiative energy absorbed by an ice particle of some characteristic dimension
IR for radiation received over all solid angles w can be determined by (Stephens, 1983)
fc_ f41rR = C(IR, w)Qabs()_,lR, w)(J(T_,)_,w) - B(Ts,,k,w))dwd)_. (4)
JO JO
In (4), Qabs is the particle absorption efficiency which is a function of the wavelength
()_), the refractive index of ice at that wavelength and the particle orientation with respect
to the incident radiation. G(lR,w) is the geometric cross section of the particle normal to
the flow of radiation. J(Tr., _, w) is the incoming radiation incident on the particle from the
surrounding environment at some source temperature Tr.. This temperature is the same
asthe environmentaltemperatureT_ only for a particle immersed within a blackbody.
B(Ta, _, w) is the Planck blackbody function and represents the emission by the particle of
temperature Ts at the wavelength )_. The definition of radiative power absorbed by an ice
particle as given in (4) involves the integral over all possible directions of incidence (w) and
over all wavelengths ()_).
Utilizing the two-stream approximation in the above integral one gets R for a spherical
particle of radius r as (Harrington, 1997)
I (F++F-)Jd R
where F + and F- are the values of upwelling and downwelling fluxes at wavelength )_. For
consistency with the two-stream model, an average value of Qabs for a given spectral band,
i, is used and the above equation becomes
Ri = 4_r2Qabs,i(fk)Ed,i
Ed,i = [TrBi(Ts) - _(F + + F()] (6)
where Qabs,i(ek) is the absorption coefficient averaged over spectral band i and computed
at the mean size of microphysical bin number k as to be discussed; F + and F( are the
values of fluxes for band i; BI(Ts) is the band-integrated Planck function evaluated at the
particle's surface temperature. The total radiative effect R can be obtained by summing
up R/over the total number of microphysical bins.
Now, it is straightforward to get the total radiative energy absorbed by a particle of
size fk as
Nbands
R=4_rf_ _ (_abs,i(_k)Ed,i (7)
i=l
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whereNbands is the total number of radiation bands used in the radiation model. In order
to evaluate the radiative effects on particle's diffusional growth in the explicit microphysical
model, the radiative term shown above is included in the model equations for supersatura-
tion and for the growth of particle. These equations are solved together in a manner that
ensures self-consistency.
3. Model Description
The model used to examine the radiative effects on ice particle's diffusional growth
is a coupling of the RAMS CRM with the bin-resolving microphysics model developed at
the University of Tel Aviv (Tzivion et al., 1987; Tzivion et al., 1989; Reisin, 1995; Reisin et
al., 1996; Feingold et al., 1996). It is a two-dimensional version of the large eddy simulation
model described in detail in Stevens et al. (1996a) and Feingold et al. (1996). The strength
of this model lies in its emphasis on both dynamics and microphysics through the coupling
of the bin-resolving microphysical model with a dynamical model that resolves the large
eddies. A detailed description of the coupled code for the liquid phase microphysics can
be seen in Stevens et al. (1996a,b). Reisin (1995; Reisin et al., 1996) provide a detailed
description of the mixed-phase microphysics model.
Although the two-dimensional (2D) CRM model does not represent the eddy structure
as well as its three-dimensional (3D) large eddy simulation counterpart, it does include
the essential interactions between large eddies and cloud microphysical processes and pro-
vides a valuable framework for testing hypotheses without enormous computational expense
(Stevens et al., 1997). To accommodate the inclusion of radiative effects, the current version
of the model couples the optical properties of the droplets and ice particles to an 8-band
radiative transfer model developed by Harrington (1997; see also Olsson et al., 1998).
The Level°5 mixed-phase bin-microphysical representation of this model requires that
equations for droplet activation, condensational/evaporational growth, collision-coalescence
of drops,icenucleation,depositionandsublimationof icecrystals,collision-coalescenceof
iceparticles,andsedimentationall beexplicitlymodeled.The decisionon whichprocesses
areto be includedin the modelis basedupona number of factors (Reisin, 1995):
• The importance of the process to the relevant problem studied,
• the availability of relevant data such as collision efficiencies, terminal velocities, shape
factors, etc., and
• limitations on computational resources.
Currently, three ice species named pristine ice, snow (aggregates), and graupel are
included in the bin-microphysics representation of the model. Ice crystals in the model
axe created by nucleation of ice nuclei (IN) or by freezing of drops smaller that 100 pm
in radius. The specific shape of the ice particles is assumed to be spherical in this study.
Snow particles are formed by aggregation of ice crystals and are considered to have the
minimum density (0.2gcm -3) compared with pristine ice crystals ( 0.Tgcm -3) and graupel
(0.5gcm-a). Graupel particles are formed by freezing of drops with radii larger than 100/_m
and/or by different processes of particle coagulation.
The particle spectra for any category is divided into 25 bins (xk,k = 1, .... ,25) with
mass doubled in the next larger bin:
Xk+l = 2Xk. (8)
The initial mass is xl = 1.598 x 10-11g for any category which corresponds to a diameter
of 3.125pm for drops, 3.520#m for pristine ice crystals, 3.937#m for graupel particles, and
5.344/zm for aggregates. The size of each category at bin #25 is 800pro for drops, 901/_m
for pristine ice crystals, 1008pro for graupel, and 1368pm for aggregates: Table B.4 shows
the size-bin information for bins from 1 to 25. The number of total bins can be larger or
smallerthan 25, depending upon the specific cases. These spectra shown in the table are
adequate for simulating mid-latitude cirrus clouds.
The evolution of the supersaturation with respect to both water and ice is prognosed
according to the equations described in Appendix B. The radiative effect on the diffusional
growth (or evaporation) of drops and ice particles can be turned on and/or off in order to
test its importance.
4. CRM Simulation Results
The sounding used to drive the CRM simulations was extracted from a mesoscale
simulation of the November 26, 1991 FIRE II cirrus event (Wu, 1999) and is shown in
Figure 1. Since the bin-microphysics has the advantage of predicting particle size-dependent
supersaturation with respect to water as well as ice, it is quite suitable for the study of the
radiative effects on ice crystal vapor-depositional growth in cirrus clouds.
In order to examine radiative effects on ice particle diffusional growth, two simulations
were performed. In one of the simulations, the radiative effect was added to the particle's
diffusional growth equation as well as the supersaturation equation, while in the other
simulation, radiative feedback was turned off.
Figures 2 through 6 compare the CRM simulated supersaturation with respect to ice
(SSI), water vapor mixing ratio, PI number concentration, snow (aggregate) number con-
centration, and total ice mass. It is seen in Figure 2 that a maximum SSI of more than 23%
is produced in the simulation with radiative feedback, while in the simulation without ra-
diative feedback the maximum SSI predicted is generally less than 3%. Also, it is apparent
that the largest jump in SSI production occurs in the lower levels of the cloud. In response
to greater SSI production, a maximum PI concentration of nearly 1300/L is predicted near
the cloud top at 30 minutes into the simulation with radiative feedback. This compares
to the maximum PI concentration of less than 100/L in the simulation without radiative
feedback(Figure4) at the sametime. In contrastto the massiveproductionof PI in the
simulationwith radiativefeedback,Figure5 showsthat maximumaggregatenumbercon-
centrationproducedin this simulationhasdroppedsignificantlyfrom about 8.0 x 10-5/L
(in the simulationwithout radiativefeedback)to slightly morethan 2.0x 10-5/L. As the
simulationproceedsfrom 30 to 60minutes,the numberconcentrationof PI has reduced
dramaticallywhile the maximumsnowparticle numberconcentrationhas increasedby a
factor of about 6. This is becausevapor depositionof PI particlesresults in production
of snow.Alsoevidentis that mostaggregateparticlesin the simulationwithout radiative
feedbackresidenearthecloudbase(below6km level)whilein thesimulationwith radiative
feedback,mostof the aggregateparticlesaredeepin the cloudlayerbetween5.2 km to 8
km levels.
Even though muchmore PI crystalsare producedin the simulation with radiative
feedbackthan in the simulationwithout radiativefeedback,the maximumPI mixing ratio
(0.24g/kg)predictedin the simulationwith radiative feedbackis only about half of the
value(0.42g/kg)producedin the othersimulation.Followinga similar trend asin the PI
mixingratio prediction,maximumaggregatemixingratio predictedin thesimulationwith
radiativefeedback(3x lO-7g/kg) is morethanoneorderlessthan predictedin simulation
without radiative feedback(1.5 x 10-5 g/kg) at 30minutesof simulationtime. Figure
6 comparesthe total icepredictionfor the two simulationsat 30 and 60 minutesof the
simulationtime. It is evident that muchlessicemassis producedin the simulation with
radiativefeedbackcomparedto the predictionwithout radiativefeedback.
Figure 7showsthe particlesize-dependentradiativeflux towarda particleat 100time
stepsfor a parcelwhich has its origin at 4038.0m, whileFigure8 displaysthe radiative
flux for anotherparcelwhoseorigin is deepin the cloud layerat 7013.47m abovethe
ground.The resultsshowthat radiativewarmingof iceparticles(seebottompanelsof the
two Figures)is dominantin the cloudlayer. Alsosmallericeparticlestend to experience
lessradiativewarmingthan larger particlesin the simulationwith radiative feedback.It
shouldbenotedthat radiativewarmingor coolingfor an iceparticle is differentfrom the
warmingor coolingof the atmosphericenvironmentbecauseonedependson the balance
describedby equation(4) (for a particle)while theotherdependson the divergenceof the
net radiativefluxes (upwellingplus downwelling).So,whenthe modelpredictsthat the
atmosphereexperiencesradiativecooling,it doesnot necessarilyimply that eachparticle
seesthe sameeffectbecauseasthesetwo Figuresdisplay,radiativewarmingor coolingfor
aparticle issize-dependent.
BaseduponFigures7and8,onecanexplainthe lackof iceproductionin thesimulation
with radiativefeedbackeasily. High SSIactivatesthe icenucleationprocessesin the bin-
microphysicsmodel. The ice particlesproducedthrough nucleationprocessesare added
to the relevantbins (alwaysvery small bins) of the PI category.After the formation of
theseiceparticles,they experiencediffusionalgrowth in an environmentof positiveSSI.
The newlynucleatedicecrystalsaresosmall that the radiativeeffectis not a significant
factorin the earlystageof an iceparticle'sdiffusionalgrowth.
As moreand morePI crystalsare produced,collisionand coalescenceamongthe ice
particlesresultsin the formation of aggregates.Both aggregatesand PI crystalscanex-
periencesignificantgrowth through diffusionof water vapor as long as -R in Equation
(3) is not enoughto balancethe right-handside (note that R is negative for radiative
warming). On attaining a certain size (for example, rli,n_t), an ice particle finds itself in a
situation in which the radiation it absorbs is balanced by the diffusion of heat away from
the particle's surface and diffusional growth is substantially retarded because the satura-
tion vapor pressure at the particle's surface is enhanced. However, particles larger than
rl_rnit can be produced through aggregation, but these larger particles can not survive for
very long because the radiation they absorb maintains high values of surface ice saturation
vapor pressures. Eventually, particles larger than rlimit will warm sufficiently to experience
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evaporationwhichaddswater vaporto the freeair, resultingin higherwater mixing ratio
(or supersaturationwith respectto ice),especiallyin theregionbetween4 and6 km levels.
Largeiceparticlesin the simulationwithout radiativefeedback,however,arenot restricted
in their vapordepositionalgrowth by the processestatedabove.This is the reasonwhy
moreicemassproductionis predictedin thesimulationwithout radiativefeedbackthan in
the simulationwith radiativefeedback.
Fluxesof momentum,Pit, and rt are also compared between the simulation with ra-
diative feedback and that without radiative feedback (see Figures 9 through 10). The two
simulations have generally similar vertical profiles for these fluxes, except that < VIW _ >
displays significant difference below 6 km level. The larger absolute magnitude in < VIW _ >
associated with the simulation without radiative feedback may indicate that more active
entrainment and detrainment processes are involved. This conclusion is supported by the
larger < r_W _ > near the cloud base for the simulation without radiative feedback.
Figure 11 compares the total turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) and TKE production
between the two simulations. The total TKE profile indicates that the simulation without
radiative feedback tends to be more turbulent than the simulation with radiative feedback,
especially in the upper levels of the cloud system. Generally, the upper levels of the cloud
system tend to be negatively buoyant, while below 7700m, positive buoyancy dominates for
the simulation without radiative feedback. Also, shear production which is not a significant
factor compared with buoyancy production is confined to a very shallow region between
7500 to 7700m for this simulation. However, for the simulation with radiative feedback,
shear production is comparable to buoyancy in the very shallow region similar to that in
the other simulation. The appearance of layered structures in the total TKE profiles for
the case with radiative feedback suggests that the cloud system is more decoupled in the
vertical for the simulation with radiative feedback than for the simulation without radiative
feedback.
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Consistentwith the differencein ice mass production, the optical depths (both solar
as well as infrared) predicted in the simulation without radiative feedback are larger than
that predicted in the simulation with radiative feedback (Figure 12). The two peaks near
5 km and 6 km in the optical depth profiles correspond very well to the peaks in aggregate
and PI production, respectively. Since the model-predicted cloud system without radiative
feedback is optically thick and consists of larger ice particles than the cloud predicted in the
simulation with radiative feedback, Figure 13 shows that a well-defined pattern of upper
level cooling and lower level warming dominates the simulation without radiative feedback
because the cloud system is able to absorb more longwave radiation from below (resulting
in warming near cloud base) and emits more longwave radiation near cloud top which
results in more radiative cooling above than in the simulation with radiative feedback. In
the simulation with radiative feedback, since the model-predicted cloud system is optically
thinner, solar radiation can penetrate deeper into the cloud layer than in the simulation
without radiative feedback, resulting in a peak of solar warming just below 6000 m level.
Both cooling and warming in the simulation without radiative feedback are more significant
than in the other simulation just because of the significant difference in the optical depth
of the model-predicted clouds.
5. Summary
CRM simulations of the November 26, 1991 FIRE II cirrus event demonstrate that
the radiative effects on ice particle's diffusional growth (or evaporation) can significantly
affect the macro-structure and microstructure of cirrus clouds. However, the radiative
impact on the evolution and properties of cirrus clouds can be very complex. Radiative
warming for an ice particle will restrict the particle's diffusional growth. In the case of
radiative warming, saturation vapor pressure on the surface of ice crystals can increase to
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thepoint that vapordepositiongrowthisretardedor changedto sublimation. However,ice
massproductioncanbeenhancedin the caseof net radiativecoolingof an iceparticle.
Furthersensitivitytestsof theradiativeeffectsoniceparticle'sdiffusionalgrowthshould
bedonefor differentcirruscloudregimesusingtheCRM andLESframeworks.Eventhough
theCRM simulationsof thisstudyhaveshownsignificantdifferencebetweenthesimulations
with radiativefeedbackandthat without radiativefeedback,it shouldbe rememberedthat
the simulationresultsapplyonly to this specificcase.
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APPENDIX A. Definition of Symbols
C
cp
D
esi
esw
fl
12
K
Lc
L8
Mi
Mw
mi
_r_ w
qv
qsi
qsw
R
r
sw
ASw
capacity
specific heat at constant pressure
molecular diffusion coefficient
saturation vapor pressure with resPect to ice
saturation vapor pressure with respect to water
ventilation factor
gas kinetic factor
thermal conductivity of air
latent heat of condensation
latent heat of sublimation
total ice mass due to depositional growth
total liquid mass due to condensational growth
mass of a single ice particle
mass of a single water droplet
specific humidity (water vapor mixing ratio)
saturation water vapor mixing ratio with respect to ice
saturation water vapor mixing ratio with respect to water
Iongwave radiative energy
gas constant for water vapor
radius of a particle
saturation ratio with respect to ice
specific humidity surplus with respect to ice
saturation ratio with respect to water
specific humidity surplus with respect to water
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TP$_T
Psi,r
Poo
air temperature
temperature at the surface of a particle
environmental temperature (is equal to T)
saturation (to water) vapor density at the surface of a particle
saturation (to ice) vapor density at the surface of a particle
environmental vapor density
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APPENDIX B. Derivation of the Diffusional Mass
Growth and Supersaturation Equations
B.1 The diffusional mass growth equations for water and ice
The basic equation for diffusional growth of either cloud drops or ice crystals has been
presented by numerous authors. When radiative effects on the diffusional growth of a
particle are added to the mass growth equation, the equation becomes complicated. In this
chapter, we derive the diffusional mass growth equation for a particle with the infrared
radiative effects included.
The basic equations for diffusional growth of a particle axe given by
for water drops:
Lc drn----2-_- R = 47rrK f_f_ (Tr - Too) (B. 1)
dt
and for ice particles:
draw
dt = 47rrDflf2(poo - Ps,r) (B.2)
dmi
Ls d---t"- Rice = 4_rCKf_f_(Tr - Too) (B.3)
drni _ 47rCD f lf2(poo - p_i,r). (B.4)
dt
It should be noted that, generally, coefficient f needs not be the same for heat and for
vapor transfer. However, for simplicity and as a convenient approximation, we assume that
fl = f_ and f2 = f_ in the following derivations.
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B.1.1 The depositional growth equation for ice particles
Since the surface of the ice particle is assumed to be saturated, the vapor density at the
particle surf_e is
From B.5, we can get that
esi(Tr) (B.5)
dpsi,r __ desi dTr
Psi,r esi Tr
By using Clausius-Clapeyron equation, B.6 can be rewritten as
(B.6)
dpsi,_.__5= L.._2_s" dTr dTr (B.7)
Integrate B.7 from Tr to Too assuming that _T' _ 1. Also, since _Psi'r(T°°) and _Tr are
In p'i'r(T°°} and lnT_, can be expanded according to Taylor series with respectclose to unity,
to 1 to get the following approximations
lnPSi,r(Too) _ Psi,r(Too) - psi,r(Tr) (B.8)
p_,,r(T,) p_,_(T_)
Then, we can get
lnToo___, Too -Tr (B.9)
Tr Tr
psi,r(Too) - Psi,r(Tr) Ls(Too - Tr) Too - Tr Too - Tr . ( Ls 1). (B.IO)
psi,r(Tr ) _ RvTrToo Tr "_" Too RvToo
Combining B.10 and B.3,
psi,,(Too) - psi,r(Tr) = (1 Ls .) 1 dmi
psi,r(Tr) RvToo 47rCKTooflf2 (Ls -_-- - Rice). (B.11)
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Frommassgrowthequation_t = 4rCDflf2(poo - psi,r(Tr)), we know that
Poo - Psi,r(Tr) dmi 1
Subtracting B.11 from B.12 to get
dt 4rCDflf2Psi,r(Tr)"
(B.12)
p_ - Psi,r (Too) 1 1 Ls . Ls dmi Rice Ls
Psi,r(Tr) -- 4rCflf2{[Dps,r(Tr) + -K-_(-_T-_ 1)] dt gToo(RvToo 1)}.
(B.13)
Since Too _ Tr = T and psi,r(Tr) _ Psi,r(Too) = e,dT)R_T' also note that _ = Si, the
supersaturation ratio with respect to ice, then we get
P_ce. L, dmi[ RvT Ls Ls
4_cflI2(si - 1) + -ff-ft-_- T 1) = dt LDe.dT) + -k-_(_T 1)1. (B.14)
-1 R T
Following Tzivion et al. (1989), let ASi = qv - qsi and Ci(P,T, mi) = flqsi [_ +
L___(L_h_
KT x P_T -- 1)] -1 (note that fl, the ventilation factor, is a function of the Reynolds number
which is related to the particle mass). Also, note that Si - 1 = _ where ASi is called
qsi '
the specific humidity surplus. Then B.14 can be rewritten as
dmi Riceqs, ( Ls
dt - f2Ci(P,T, mi)[4_rCASi + K]_2T'RvT 1)]. (B.15)
Equation B.15 approximates the depositional growth of an ice particle with the radiative
effects included.
B.1.2 The diffusional growth equation for water drops
Following similar procedure, the diffusional growth equation for a water drop can be
derived as
_= Rqsw (LcdmWdt f2Cw(P,T, mw)[4rrASw + Kflf2T RvT 1)] (B.16)
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where Cw(P, T, row) is defined as
e_wT(T Lc. LcCw(P,f, mw)= flqs-_[ D ) + -k---f(-R-_vT 1)] -1 (B.17)
B.2 Solutions to the diffusional mass growth equations
B. 2.1 Solution to the diffusional mass growth equation for water drops
For water drops, the mass growth equation (B.16) can be rewritten as (similar to Har-
rington et al., 1999)
-1/3
draw m_/3 Rqswmw"" ( Lc
-_ - C,_,,,ew(P,T, row) m_/3----+lo [ASw + gflf2TBw "R,,T 1)] (B.18)
where Bw is a constant equal to 41r(4--_-p_)1/3 and Cw,ne_( P, T, row) is defined in Tzivion
et al. (1989) and equal to Cw(P,T, mw)B_. In deriving B.18, the gas kinetic effect, f2, is
represented by (Clark, 1973)
m_ 3
(B.19)f2 = I/3
mw q- lo
where 10 is a length-scale representing the gas kinetic effects. The radius of a drop is related
to the mass as
.2
= (4-_pt row) 1/3 (B.20)r
Replacing the radiative effect R in the above equation according to Harrington et al.
(1999), we get
qswmw BwEd(mw) Lc
dmWdt - C_'ne'_(P'T'm'_)ml"3 ASw + -- - 1 (B.21)
3 )1/3here B* : _ and Ed(mw) is the radiative effect that includes all of the flux terms
(the definition of Ed(mw) as found in Harrington et al., 1999).
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EquationB.21mustbeintegratedin orderto deducehowawaterdropgrowsovera time
stepin numericalmodel. To solvefor the analyticsolutionto B.21without the radiation
term, integrationis takenfor a singletime incrementAt, during which the effect of changes
in Cw,new(P, T, rnw) is assumed to be negligible (Tzivion et al., 1989). Stevens et al. (1996a)
showed the analytic solution to B.21 without the radiative term on the right-hand side as
,)
rn_(t + _t) = [((rnw(t) 1/3 +/0) 2 + 3v) 1/2 - 10]3 (B.22)
where 7- = ft+6t Cw,new(P, T, rnw)ASwdt.
With the radiative effects, analytic solution to B.21 can not be obtained easily because a
mass related term which multiplies the radiative effect R appears on the right-hand side. So,
the equation must be solved iteratively. Harrington et al. (1999) discussed simplifications
to solving the equation B.21. By using a mean value of the radiative term for each bin (for
the bin microphysics model), Harrington et al. (1999) showed that acceptable accuracy (the
largest errors never exceed 1.5% under reasonable atmospheric conditions) can be obtained
by comparing the approximations with the solutions obtained using iterative method. By
applying the mean value of the radiative term for each bin and integrating over a single
time step At(= t2 -- tl), equation B.21 becomes
frn mw(t+At) m 1/3 q- lO
_,(t) ---2_ draw =
_w
_t t+AtCw,new(P, T, row,k) ASwdt
- 1/3 . -
qswmw,kBwEd(mw,k) ( Lc+Cw'new(P'T'Vnw'k) K fl(rhw,k)f2(Cnw,k)T _T
= rr = r+7-k
which has the solution
(B.23)
2O
2j1,2}3= +_Tr -lo (B24)
where row(t) and mw(t+At) stand for the initial and final masses of a droplet; Ed(rhw,k) and
rhw,k stand for the mean radiative effects and the mean mass for bin number k, respectively;
vk is the bin- dependent radiative forcing term and _'r the total forcing on the mass for bin
number k.
Detailed discussion about the calculation of the radiative term is available in Harrington
et al. (1999).
B.2.2 Solution to the diffusional mass growth equation for ice particles
The solution to B.15 is not as easily obtained as that to the diffusional mass growth
equation for water drops because of the electrical capacitance C which can be a complicated
function of the particle dimensions.
For a spherical ice particle, equation B.15 can be written similarly as B.21 when the
radiative effect R is replaced according to Harrington et al. (1999) and the approximate
solution to B.15 has the same form as B.24 except that Tr is now replaced by vr,i which is
defined with respect to ice and can be written as
fmi(tTAt) mi .4_ lO
Tri --_ Ti "_- Tki _-- --Jrni(t) 2/3 drni
•11_i
t+At= Ci,new(P,T,_ni,k) ASidt
Jt
_ 1/a . _
qsirni, k B i Ed(mi,k) 1) (B.25)
where Ci,new( P, T, mi) is defined as Ci(P,T, mi)Bi and Bi is equal to 47r ( 3--L-_1/3" B* is
', 4_pi / '
[ 3__L__I/z
equal to \47rm } "
For other ice particle habits, the solution should be modified according to the mass-
particle size relation used.
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B.3 Supersaturation (specific humidity surplus) equations
Following Tzivion et al. (1989), using equations
qsw(T) = 0.622 eSW(pT) (B.26)
desw Lcesw(T)
dT RvT 2
(B.27)
Oqsw(T) 0.622Lcesw(T)OT
Ot P RoT 2 Ot
(B.28)
Oqv . OMw OMi.
Ot = --(---_ q- --_'- )condensation,evaporation (B.29)
we get
OT _ L_ OMw + L..A OMi (B.30)
Ot c_ Ot cp Ot
oAs 
Ot O(qv - qsw) OMw OMi 0.622Lcesw(T)- OMw ___- Ot - Ot Ot RvT2pcp [LI---_ + Ls ]
0.622L_esw(T) OMw (1 + _ _-_= -(1 + RoT2Pc _ )_____ _ 0.622LcLsesw(T))OMi
= -A(P,T) OMw AI(P,T)O0 Mi . (B.31)Ot
Similarly, the time dependence of ASi can be derived as
where
OASi _ A2(P, T) OMw _ A3(P, T) OMi (B.32)
Ot Ot Ot
..... LsLce_i(T)
A2(P, T) = (1 , u.ozz _ ) (B.33)
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Since
.... L2sesi(T) ,
Aa(P,T) = (1 + u.ozz _----f-_%T2 ). (B.34)
OMw f draw (B.35)Ot = ---d--_n(mw)dmw
OMi / dmi (B.36)Ot = --_-n(mi)dmi
where n(m) is the distribution function with respect to mass and the right-hand side of each
equation is integrated over the whole spectrum, we get (assuming spherical ice particles)
0AS_
Ot -- A(P,T) f draw AI(P,T) _ f dmi---_n(mw )dmw - -_--n(mi )dmi
ice species
f m /3= -A(P,T)ASw Gw,new(P,T, mw) 1/3 n(mw)dmw
• mw + lo
-A(P, T) qswB* (_-_T 1) f Cw'new!P'T'mw'm2/3Ea(mw)n(mw'dmw11 (row)
_2/3
f "'ti n(mi)dmi-AI(P,T)ASi Z Ci,new(P,T, rni) 1/3
ice species m i + lO
qsi
-A1 (,, T, _---_ (_---_ 1)Z u_f Ci'new(p'T'mi,m:/3sd(mi)_2(mi)dmi
icespecies :l (mi )
= G1ASw + G2ASi + Da (B.37)
oAsi
Ot - A2(P, T) f draw--_--n(mw)dmw - A3(P,T) _ f dmi-_-[-n( mi )dmi
ice species
f m /3 n(m,Ddm,o
= -A2(P,T)ASto Cw'new(P'T'mw)mW3 +lo
-A2(P, T) qswB_
---R--_(R_-_T QfC_'"_mw'm_/3Ea(m_,,n(mw)dm,,,]1 tmw)
f
-A3(P,T)ASi Z Ci,new(P,T, mi) 1/3 n(mi)dmi
ice species m i + lo
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G3ASw + G4ASi + D2 (B.38)
where D1 and D2 represent the long-wave radiative effects on the specific humidity surplus.
Also, the dynamic term (the term representing increase/decrease in specific humidity surplus
due to vertical motions) can be easily combined with D1 and 02.
B.4 Solution to the supersaturation equations
Equations B.37 and B.38 can be solved analytically if G1, G2, G3, G4, D1, and D2 are
assumed constants within a timestep. For the bin-microphysics model, the changes of these
variables with time are neglected within a time increment At = t -- to. Thus At should be
small enough so as to justify this assumption. A detailed discussion about this assumption
is available in Tzivion et al. (1989).
In order to solve equations B.37 and B.38, we first solve for the eigenvalues of the
following coefficient matrix
G1 G2 ]. (B.39)[ G3 G4
This eigenvalue problem can be easily solved and the eigenvalues are
(GI + G4) + x/(G1 + G4) 2 - 4(G1G4 - G2G3)
A1 = (B.40)2
)_2 ---- (al + G4) - _/(al + G4)22 - 4(G1G4 - G2G3) (B.41)
Then, general solutions to the homogeneous forms of B.37 and B.38 can be easily ob-
tained and written as
ASw = ae x't + be ;_t (B.42)
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__ A2 - G1 beMtA& = A1 - G1 ae_Ut + __ (B.43)
G2 G2
where a and b are any constants.
Now, we need to find particular solutions to B.37 and B.38 in order to completely solve
these two equations. The particular solutions can be obtained by considering a and b as
functions of t and solving the following two equations
e_'tda + e_2tdb = D1 (B.44)
dt dt
A1 - GI ),_tda A2 - G1 _t (B.45)
These two equations can be easily solved. A solution for a and b can be written as
(A2 - G1)D1 - G2D2e_A_ t
al ---- A1("_2 -- )_1)
(B.46)
bl = -_2[D1 - (A2 - G1)D1 - a2D2]e- 2 . (B.47)
Substituting al and bl into B.42 and B.43 for a and b, we can get the particular solutions
to these two equations. The particular solutions can be written as
(A2 - GI)D1 - G2D2 1 (A2 - G1)D1 - G2D21AS_ In, (B.4S)
AI(A2 - A1) A2 A2 - A1 ]
'_1 -- G1 (_2 - G1)Dt - G2D2
/_S2 = -- G2 _1(_2 - _1) A2 - G1 _ _22 ---AT (B.49)02 _-'2[Dl (A2 - G1)D1 - G2D2].
The final solutions to B.37 and B.38 can be obtained by adding these particular solutions
to B.42 and B.43 to get
25
ASw = ae xlt + be )'2t + AS_, (B.50)
ASi = _1 - G._____AlaeXlt+ )_2 - G1 beX_t + AS_. (B.51)
G2 G2
Constants a and b in the above equations can be determined from the initial conditions
at the start of each time step.
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Table 1: Bin number and particle size relation for the first 25 bins. The particle sizes are
in Era.
bin #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
ll
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
22
23
24
25
rain pristine ice graupel aggregate
.31250E-03 .35195E-03 .39373E-03 .53437E-03
.39373E--03 .44343E-03 .49606E,-03
.49606E-03 .55869E-03 .62500E-03
.62500E-03
.78745E-03
.70390E-03
.88686E-03
.78745E-03
.99213E-03
.67326E-03
.84826E-03
.10687E-02
.13465E-02
.99213E-03 .11174E-02 .12500E-02 .16965E-02
.12500E-02 .14078E-02 .15749E-02 .21375E-02
.15749E-02 .17737E-02 .19843E-02 .26930E-02
.19843E-02 .22348E-02 .25000E-02
.25000E-02 .28156E-02 .31498E-02
.31498F_,-02 .35475E-02 .39685E-02
.39685E-02 .44695E-02 .50000E-02
.62996E-02
.33930E-02
.42749E-02
.53861E-02
.67860E-02
.85499E-02
.50000E-02 .56312E-02
.62996E-02 .70949E-02
.79370E-02 .89390E-02
.10000F_,-01 .11262E-01
.12599E-01 .14190E-01
.15874E-01 .17878E-01
.79370E-02 .10772E-01
.10000E-01 .13572E-01
.12599E-01 .17100F_,-01
.15874E-01 .21544E-01
.20000E-01 .27144E-01
.20000E-01 .22525F_,-01 .25198E-01 .34200E-01
.25198E,-01 .28380E-01 .31748E-01 .43089E-01
.31748E-01 .35756E-01 .40000F_,-01
.40000E-01 .45050E-01 .50397E-01
.50397E-01 .56759E-01 .63496E-01
.63496E-01 .71512E-01 .80000E-01
•I0079E+00.80000F__01 .90100E-01
.54288E-01
.68399E-01
.86177E-01
.10858E+00
13680E+00
List of Figures
Fig. 1 Sounding for the CRM simulations.
Fig. 2 Profiles of domain-averaged supersaturation with respect to ice at 30 (top) and 60
minutes (bottom) into the simulations (solid line: with radiative feedback; dotted
line: without radiative feedback).
Fig. 3 Profiles of domain-averaged water vapor mixing ratio at 30 (top) and 60 minutes
(bottom) into the simulations (solid line: with radiative feedback; dotted line: without
radiative feedback).
Fig. 4 Profiles of domain-averaged PI number concentration at 30 (top) and 60 minutes
(bottom) into the simulations (solid line: with radiative feedback; dotted line: without
radiative feedback).
Fig. 5 Profiles of domain-averaged SNOW number concentration at 30 (top) and 60 minutes
(bottom) into the simulations (solid line: with radiative feedback; dotted line: without
radiative feedback).
Fig. 6 Profiles of domain-averaged total ice at 30 (top) and 60 minutes (bottom) into the
simulations (solid line: with radiative feedback; dotted line: without radiative feed-
back).
Fig. 7 Examples of bin dependent radiative flux toward water (top) and ice (bottom) par-
ticles at 100 timestep (_t = 2 seconds) for a parcel originated near the cloud base.
Positive flux denotes radiative cooling, while negative denotes radiative warming (solid
lines: longwave+shortwave; dashed lines: longwave only).
Fig. 8 Examples of bin-dependent radiative flux toward water (top) and.ice (bottom) parti-
cles at 100 timestep (_t = 2 seconds) for a parcel originated deep in the cloud layer.
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Positiveflux denotesradiativecooling,whilenegativedenotesradiativewarming (solid
lines: longwave+shortwave;dashedlines:longwaveonly).
Fig. 9 Momentumflux profilesat 60minutesof simulationtime. Thesolid line and dotted
line arefor runswith andwithout radiative feedback,respectively.
Fig. 10 Profiles of < O_lW' > and < r_W' > at 60 minutes of simulation time. The solid line
and dotted line are for runs with and without radiative feedback, respectively.
Fig. 11 Profiles of total TKE and TKE production terms for the simulations without (top)
and with (bottom) radiative feedback on particle's diffusional growth at 60 minutes
of the simulation time.
Fig. 12 Profiles of solar (Tsolar) and infrared ('rinfrared) optical depths at 60 minutes of sim-
ulation time. The solid line and dotted line are for runs with and without radiative
feedback, respectively.
Fig. 13 Profiles of total (solid), infrared (dashed), and solar (dotted) radiative heating rates
at 60 minutes of simulation time. Top: without radiative feedback on particles' diffu-
sional growth; bottom: with radiative feedback.
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Abstract
Large-eddy simulations (LES) were performed to study the dynamical, microphysi-
cal, and radiative processes in the 26 November 1991 FIRE II cirrus event. The LES model
inherits the framework of the RAMS version 3b developed at Colorado State University. It
includes a new radiation scheme developed by Harrington (1997) and a new subgrid scale
model developed by Kosovic (1996).
The LES model successfully simulated a single cloud layer for Case 1 and a two-layer
cloud structure for Case 2. The simulations demonstrated that latent heat release can play
a significant role in the formation and development of cirrus clouds. For the thin cirrus in
Case 1, the latent heat release was insufficient for the cirrus clouds to become positively
buoyant. However, in some special cases such as Case 2, positively buoyant cells can be
embedded within the cirrus layers. These cells were so active that the rising updraft induced
its own pressure perturbations that affected the cloud evolution.
Vertical profiles of the total radiative and latent heating rates indicated that for well
developed, deep, and active cirrus clouds, radiative cooling and latent heating could be
comparable in magnitude in the cloudy layer. This implies that latent heating cannot be
neglected in the construction of a cirrus cloud model.
The probability density function (PDF) of w was analyzed to assist in the parameteri-
zation of cloud-scale velocities in large-scale models. For the more radiatively-driven, thin
cirrus case, the PDFs are approximately Gaussian. However, in the interior of the deep,
convectively unstable case, the PDFs of w are multi-modal and very broad, indicating that
parameterizing cloud-scale motions for such clouds can be very challenging.
1. Introduction
Although cirrus clouds are an important component of the climate system, they
are not well understood. Cirrus clouds affect the global climate through the cloud-radiation
feedback (Liou 1986). Because of our limited knowledge of the processes in cirrus clouds,
numerical models of middle- and high-level clouds are useful in determining the quantitative
roles of dynamics, microphysics, and radiation in the life cycle of these clouds (Cotton and
Anthes 1989).
In the middle of 1980s, Start and Cox (1985) developed a two-dimensional model for
simulating the evolution of cirrus clouds. Besides dynamical and thermodynamical process-
es (e.g., phase changes of water), effects due to microphysical composition and radiative
processes were also explicitly incorporated into their model. They found that the struc-
ture of cirrus varied dramatically from nighttime to daytime because radiative processes
affected the organization and bulk properties of the cloud. Simulations of thin cirrus under
midday and nighttime conditions showed that, with all other environmental factors being
equal, daytime cirrus takes on a cellular structure with pockets of high ice water content
(IWC) surrounded by regions of considerably lower IWC, while nighttime cirrus exhibits
a more layered structure with less variation of IWC within a given layer. The simulated
pattern of long-wave radiative cooling above and warming below the cirrus cloud is the
key factor in modulating the vertical stability, especially for nighttime cirrus. However, for
daytime cirrus, the combination of long-wave and short-wave radiation modulates not only
the vertical stability but also the horizontal cloud structure because of pockets of high IWC.
These high IWC pockets enhance the absorption of solar radiation, warming the high IWC
pockets, thus inducing more ascending motion (leading to a more cellular structure) than
at nighttime.
Lilly (1988)proposedthe applicationof radiative-convectivemixed-layermodelsto cir-
rusclouds.Lilly ignored latent heating because in cirrus clouds, radiative heating is believed
to be the primary source of destablization of the cloud layer, leading to the production of
turbulent kinetic energy. Using a theoretically-predicted radiative heating rate profile for
a 2 km thick cloud with its top at the level of the tropical tropopause (17 km) and with
an IWC of 0.02 g m -3, Lilly estimated the vertical velocity and time scales for radiatively-
induced cirrus turbulence. Lilly's results suggested that radiatively-induced turbulence in
cirrus could be comparable to the turbulence in boundary layer clouds.
The interaction of clouds with the general circulation is generally agreed to be the most
important physical process requiring improvement in today's climate models. However, the
current general circulation models contain ice cloud (e.g., cirrus) parameterizations that are
far too simplistic (Donner et al. 1997).
Since cirrus clouds are located high above the planetary boundary layer (PBL), turbulent
kinetic energy (TKE) dissipation due to friction may not be as important as horizontal
redistribution through wave activities. Vertical redistribution of TKE is suppressed due to
stable stratification of the environmental atmosphere. These features may imply that the
motion of cirrus clouds may be quasi-two-dimensional. Also, the turbulent parameterization
schemes developed for boundary layer processes may not be applicable to cirrus clouds due
to the marked difference in forcing mechanisms.
This article examines the dynamical, microphyiscal , and radiative processes in cirrus
clouds using large eddy simulation (LES). In LES, the large eddies are simulated, while
the small eddies are parameterized (Meong 1984). Two cases were chosen from a mesoscale
simulation of a cirrus cloud event (Wu 1999) during FIRE II (Journal of Atmospheric Science
special issue, December 1995).
2. Mesoscale Simulation
The cirrus event of interest occurred on 26 November 1991 during FIRE II (Mace et
al. 1995). The synoptic setting of the cirrus event was characterized by a small amplitude
upper-level trough-ridge system over North America on 26 November 1991, with northwest-
erly flow in the upper-levels ahead of the offshore ridge over the West Coast, and broad
diffluent trough in the central United States. The exit region of a strong upper-level north-
westerly jet, covering a third of the Western United States, contributed to the development
of the cirrus cloud system in this study. A more detailed description of this cirrus event
can be found in Mace et al. (1995).
Our strategy is to conduct a mesoscale simulation of the cirrus event. Once we have
verified our mesoscale model results against available observations, we then use the output
from the mesoscale model to provide initial and boundary conditions for the LES (to be
discussed later). The mesoscale model used in this study is RAMS (Pielke et al. 1992) ver-
sion 3b, with a new two-moment microphysical scheme (Harrington et al. 1995) to predict
the mixing ratios and number concentrations of rain, pristine ice crystals, snow, aggregates,
graupel, and hail. The model initial and boundary conditions were provided from Mesoscale
Analysis and Prediction System (MAPS; Benjamin et al. 1991) and National Weather Ser-
vice rawinsonde soundings. The model was initialized at 0000 UTC 26 November 1991.
Figure 1 shows the grids for the mesoscale simulations. Although Grids 1 and 2 were
the same for Case A and Case B, the finer grids were different. In Case A, we attempt to
capture the fine-scale features of a thin cirrus cloud located in the southeast quadrant of
Grid 2, while in Case B, we attempt to capture the fine-scale features of a thicker and more
convective cirrus cloud in the northwest quadrant of Grid 2. The grid configurations for
Case A and Case B are given in Tables 1 and 2.
Figure2 showsthe 500-hPageopotentialheightat 24hours(0000UTC 27 November
1991)into the simulation from Grid 1 as well as the 500-hPageopotentialheight from
MAPSanalysis.The modelcapturedthe large-scaletrough-ridgepattern reasonablywell.
In Figure 3, from the simulated400-hPasnowmixing ratio of Grid 2, we can seethat
themodelreproducedcloudbandsthat couldbe identifiedwith high cloudvisibleoptical
depthmaximaderivedfrom satellitedata (Maceet al. 1995).However,the simulatedCase
A (B) thin (thick) cirrus band wasmore to the northwest,as comparedto the derived
satellitedata. As discussedin Wu (1999),observationshaveshownthat the leadingedge
of the observedcloud systemwascomposedof a shallowand high cloud layer (CaseA),
andthe cloudlayerto the northwestof the leadingedgewasdeepwith middle-levelcloud
underneaththe highestcirrus cloud (CaseB). Overall,RAMSshowedreasonableskill in
simulatingthe 26November1991cirrusevent,thusweusethe mesoscalemodelresultsfor
theLES. Detailsof the mesoscalesimulationsaredocumentedin Wu (1999).
3. The Subgrid-Scale (SGS) Model
The LES model inherits the framework of the Colorado State University RAMS ver-
sion 3b (Pielke et al. 1992), with a radiation scheme by Harrington (1997; see also Olsson
et al. 1998) and a subgrid scale model by Kosovic (1996). The subgrid-scale (SGS) model
represents a critical component of a successful large-eddy simulation. The commonly used
linear SGS models result in erroneous mean velocity profiles in simulations of neutrally and
stably stratified atmospheric boundary layers (Kosovic 1996). In addition, linear models
are absolutely dissipative, resulting in relaminarization of the flows if subjected to strong
stable stratification (Kosovic 1996). Since cirrus clouds in midlatitudes are generally asso-
ciated with a stably stratified and strongly sheared atmospheric environment, we felt that
Kosovic's SGS model, capable of reproducing energy backscatter, as well as the effects of
SGS anisotropy characteristics of shear-driven flows, was more suitable for this study.
Accordingto Kosovic's(1996)nonlinearmodel,the SGSstressis definedas:
Mij -(CsA)2{2(2SmnSmn)°'ssi ' 1
= 3+ C: (S_kSki - "5StunS.,.,_O )+ C2(8,k nkj - a_kSki )}
where Cs is the traditional Smagorinsky constant which is defined as
(1)
_8(1+ cB)_o.5
c_=, :ff._ , (2)
(f0 is the Kronecker delta (a scalar quantity which is equal to 1 when i = j and 0 otherwise),
and A is the length scale defined by Moeng (1984):
A =(Ax. Ay. Az)½
where Ax, Ay, and Az are the grid spacings in x, y, and z directions, respectively.
Kosovic suggested that
(3)
C'B = 0.36. (4)
In equation 1, S 0 and _ij are strain rate tensors which are defined as
1(Oui Ouj)S,j =: _ + ox, (5)
where Hi and uj are the model wind components.
The nonlinear model parameters C: and C2 are determined so that the model provides
the correct energy transfer and captures the normal stress effects observed in sheared flows.
The following values for C1 and C2 are suggested by Kosovic (1996):
31CB
c, = 7(_ + CB)S(k_) (7)
S(kc) = 0.5,C1 = C2. (8)
4. Nudging the LES Model
Generally, horizontally homogeneous initialization is used in large-eddy simulation
because of the small horizontal model domain. Like cloud-resolving models of tropical deep
convection (Moncrieff et al. 1997), cirrus clouds are strongly influenced by larger-scale
motions. We thus chose to perform a mesoscale simulation of RAMS and then nudge the
LES with large-scale forcing from the mesoscale simulation.
The nudging algorithm used takes the following form:
u(k, i, j, t) = u(k, i, j, t - 1) + Fmodet + G * (Uobs(k) -- _(k, t -- 1)) (9)
where u(k, i, j, t) is the model predicted u value at the current timestep, u(k, i, j, t - 1) is the
model u value at the previous timestep, model-forcing terms (Fmo&t) included advection,
diffusion, buoyancy, etc., Uobs is the wind field being nudged to and is a function of the
vertical index k, fi(k,t - 1) is the horizontal average of u at the previous timestep, and
G is the inverse of the nudging time scale. Because the nudging contribution is artificial,
it must not be a dominant term in the governing equations and should be scaled by the
slowest physical adjustment process in the model. Of note, using g instead ofu in the above
equation avoids nudging out the fine scale features in the LES.
To apply nudging, Uobs was calculated from the mesoscale simulation outputs by using a
linear interpolation method. In this study, nudging was performed for the three-dimensional
wind components (u, v, and w), perturbation Exner function (TRY),perturbation ice-liquid-
waterpotential temperature(0_t), and total water mixing ratio (rt). In addition, nudging
was only applied to the five outermost grid points on the lateral boundaries.
5. Initialization and Boundary Conditions
The LES model was initialized with a sounding taken from the mesoscale simulation
described eariler. The sounding profiles used in the LES studies are shown in Figure 4. One
of these two soundings was taken from a shallow cloud band near the leading edge of the
simulated mesoscale cirrus cloud system (Case 1; corresponding to Case A in Figure 3), while
the other sounding is taken from a deep cloud layer northwest of the simulated mesoscale
cloud (Case 2; corresponding to Case B in Figure 3). The two LES runs to be discussed in
this article were designed to simulate the dynamical, microphysical, and radiative processes
in both shallow and deep ice cloud systems to obtain greater insight into the dynamics and
physics of the observed cirrus cloud event.
A much finer grid mesh was used for the LES, with Ax ----Ay = 150 m. Az varied from
50 m (within the cloud layer from 6 to 10 km) to 400 m (near the surface). The model
had a horizontal extent of 6 x 6 km 2 and a height of 11.4 km (115 vertical levels, see Table
3). The horizontal boundary conditions were cyclic. The model top was a rigid lid with
a Rayleigh friction layer to prevent gravity wave reflection from the upper boundary. The
lower surface, which is not as important for cirrus clouds as it is for convective storms,
was a material surface across which fluxes of heat, moisture, and momentum were solved
following a theory proposed by Louis (1979).
6. LES Results: Case 1-A Shallow Cloud System
a. Simulation Overview
The 3D LES in Case 1 covered a two-hour simulation period which was initialized
with a model sounding taken at 1700 UTC 26 November 1991 (Figure 4a). Snapshots
of the vertical crosssections(at X = -0.08 km) of pristine ice (PI) number concentration,
snow number concentration, and vertical velocity at 1730, 1800, and 1900 UTC are shown in
Figures 5 through 7. The predicted cloud system had a single cloud layer (from rice in Figure
8), even though some secondary peaks in both PI and snow number concentrations were
discernible (Figures 5 and 6). Both particle number concentration and mixing ratio were
higher near the cloud top levels than in the levels below. The maximum PI concentration,
PI mixing ratio, snow concentration, and snow mixing ratio were about 0.6 1-1, 2.1 x 10 -4
g kg -1 (figure not shown), 0.12 1-1, and 8.0 x 10 -4 g kg -1 (figure not shown), respectively.
As can be seen from the plots of vertical velocity (Figure 7), the cloud system was
quite turbulent with cells of upward and downward activities. The horizontal extent of
the cells ranged from less than 1 km to as large as 3.5 km. Vertical extent of the cells
were generally less than 1 km. The greater horizontal extent of these cloud cells (bands
in the horizontal cross sections) may imply that the cloud system was modulated by both
shear-driven turbulence and gravity wave dynamics. The sizes of these embedded cells were
similar to those found in observational studies (Gultepe et al. 1995).
Horizontally-averaged total water mixing ratio (rt), ice-water mixing ratio (rice), ice-
liquid-water potential temperature (Oil), and potential temperature (0) at 60 minutes into
the simulation are shown in Figure 8. A single layer of ice water mixing ratio maximum
was predicted just below 9000 m level, with a depth of slightly more than 500 m. The
maximum horizontally-averaged ice water mixing ratio was on the order of 1.0 x 10 -4 g
kg -1 throughout the simulation (figure not shown). Below the single cloud layer, the profiles
of Oit and 0 indicated a nearly neutral layer of about 1 km deep between 7 and 8 km levels.
Vertical profiles of horizontally-averaged turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) at 30, 60, and
120 minutes into the simulation are shown in Figure 9. As the cloud developed, the cloud
layer became more turbulent in the early stage, with a peak in TKE, slightly less than 0.003
m 2 s -2. The TKE decreased as the cloud evolved into its mature stage. By the end of the
simulation,themaximumhorizontally-averagedTKE within thecloudlayerwasonly about
0.0012m2s-2.
Infraredradiativecoolingthroughoutthecloudlayerwaslargelycompensatedby solar
warming,resultingin a maximumcoolingof only about 1.2K day-1 near the cloud top
(Figures10and 11). The fine ripple structurein the radiativeheatingrate profilescorre-
spondedto the non-uniformclouddevelopment.The bottom panelsof thesetwo figures
alsoshowthat both solarand infraredopticaldepthspeakedat about 8.5 km, wherethe
maximumnumberconcentrationof iceparticleswaspredicted. Belowthis level, the solar
and infraredoptical depthsweremuchsmallerbecauseof the smallericeparticle number
concentrationand mixingratio.
In Figure 12, vertical profilesof the horizontally-averagedheatingrates due to total
radiativeprocessesand latentheatreleaseassociatedwith phasechangeof waterareshown
for Case 1. The latent heating rates mainly peaked at three levels, indicating a layered
cloud structure commonly observed within cirrus clouds (Mace et al. 1995), especially forced
passive cirrus (to be discussed below). The overall latent heating rate in the cloud system
was much smaller in magnitude than the radiative cooling effect. No obvious net evaporation
at any level was seen in this case during the first 2-hour simulation. The net radiative heating
was much stronger throughout most of the cloud system than latent heating, indicating
that this cirrus case was mostly driven by radiation and large-scale vertical motion. Strong
radiative cooling occurred throughout most of the cloud layer with a shallow radiative
warming layer centered at about 5.2 km.
b. Probability Density Function (PDF) of w
Since the vertical velocity distribution is critical in the parameterization of cloud-
scale physics for large-scale models, such as a general circulation model (GCM), the LES
study is used to determine the PDF of w. According to the mathematical definition, if
l0
P(w)dw is the probability of w in the interval from w to w + dw, then for a continuous w
spectrum, the following expression must be satisfied:
o ° P(w)dw = 1. (10)
Since the LES model domain contains discrete grid boxes, the following definition of
P(w) can be used to evaluate the model-predicted distribution of vertical velocities (Mitres-
cu 1998):
P(w) - dN(w) (11)
dVdw
where dN(w) represents the number of grid cells which have vertical velocities in the interval
between w and w + dw, dV is the total number of grid cells within the model domain, and
dw is the sampling threshold. In this study, dw has a value of 0.05 m s -1.
Figures 13 and 14 show the PDFs at 5400, 7700, and 9100 m AGL (above ground level)
at 30 and 60 minutes into the simulation. It is apparent that the PDFs for this simulation
were quite consistent throughout the cloud layer with most of the model-predicted vertical
velocities falling into a narrow band between -0.1 m s-1 and 0.05 m s -1. This is because
the TKE for this cloud system was very small, thus vertical variation of TKE had no
significant impact on the variation of PDFs. Also, the PDFs follow an approximately
normal distribution throughout the cloud system for this simulation.
7. LES results: Case 2-A Deep Cloud System
a. Simulation Overview
The two-hour 3D LES for Case 2 was initialized with a sounding taken at 1930 UTC
26 November 1991 (Figure 4b). As stated previously, the sounding used in this simulation
was taken from a deep and active cloud layer from the mesoscale simulation in Wu (1999).
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Active cellsareseenin the verticalcrosssectionalplots alongX = -0.08kin (Figures
15 through 17). Generally, the cells were horizontal bands as seen in the horizontal cross
sections (not shown), with horizontal extent less than 2 km and vertical extent less than
1.5 km. This range of cell sizes is comparable to the results in Gultepe et ai. (1995).
The comparable horizontal and vertical scales for the bands may indicate that the eddies
were more buoyancy-driven than shear-driven. Also, the horizontal banded structures were
probably convective cells (to be discussed later). A deep cloud system extending from 3.9 to
about 9 km was simulated at 2130 UTC. A two-layer vertical cloud structure was identified
at the later stage of the simulation. This compares favorably with the observations which
indicated that this cloud system was composed of a middle-level cloud underneath a high
cirrus layer (Mace et al. 1995). The top cloud layer, centered at about 8 kin, had larger
amounts of PI particles (both in number and mass), while larger snow particle number and
mass were associated with the lower cloud layer which had its bottom boundary as low
as 3.5 km AGL. The maximum number of PI particles nucleated at 30 minutes into the
simulation was 400 1-1. The maximum PI mixing ratio over the course of the simulation was
1.8 x 10-2 g kg -1 (figure not shown). Snow particle number concentrations were generally
less than 20 1-1, and snow mixing ratios were as large as 1.08 x 10 -1 g kg -_ (figure not
shown). The predicted vertical air velocities along the cross section at 30 minutes into the
simulation ranged from -2.0 m s-1 to 0.8 m s -t. This also compares very well with the
available observations (Mace et al. 1995).
Shown in Figure 18 are the vertical profiles of layer-averaged rt, rice, Oil, and 0 at 60
minutes into the simulation. As expected, rt generally decreased with height, even though
the profile was slightly modified due to the existence of condensates in the cloud, ric e profiles
displayed two distinct cloud layers with the top cirrus layer containing less total ice than
in the layer below. The two-layer cloud structure indicates that the model performed very
well in predicting the desired cloud system. The maximum total ice for the middle-level
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cloudlayerwasslightly lessthan0.1g kg-1 at 60minutesinto the simulation.An unstable
layercanbe identifiedin the 0 profile. This unstable layer was responsible for the active
turbulent eddies predicted in this case.
The TKE profiles in Figure 19 show that turbulent eddies were more active in Case 2
than in Case 1. The maximum TKE in Case 2 at one hour into the simulation was about
0.55 m 2 s -2 which was nearly 200 times the maximum value predicted in Case 1 (Figure 9).
As the simulation proceeded, transport of TKE both upward and downward can be clearly
identified.
Similar to what is seen in Case 1, infrared cooling outweighed solar warming, resulting
in net radiative cooling in most of the cloud system (Figures 20 and 21). The maximum
net cooling near the cloud top was about three times that of Case 1. However, below 8
km, net radiative cooling or warming was very small. Because a large number of small ice
particles were suspended near the cloud top, both solar optical depth and infrared optical
depth peaked at 8.5 km AGL.
Vertical profiles of the total radiative and latent heating rates are shown in Figure 22.
The change in scale of the horizontal axis between these two figures demonstrates that latent
heating release played a much more significant role in Case 2 than in Case 1 (Figure 12).
The maximum latent heating rate of 0.85 K h -1 in the early stage of the cloud development
was more than two orders of magnitude greater than that for Case 1 (only about 0.05 K
h-I). Two regions of net diffusional growth corresponded to the two cloud layers described
previously. A patch of net evaporation appeared between the two cloud layers after about
one hour into the simulation. Net latent heating outweighed the net radiative effect in
the cloud development. Latent heat release can destablize the cloud layer, resulting in the
formation of convective cells which are very effective in transporting momentum, heat, and
moisture. By the end of the simulation, net radiative cooling dominated at the cloud top
region at a maximum rate of about 3.36 K day -1, and the bottom levels of the cloud were
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dominatedby net evaporation,eventhoughstrong latent heatingwasstill presentin the
top cloudlayer.
b. PDFs of w
LES-predicted PDFs of w for this case demonstrated distinct features which differed
from those in Case 1. From Figures 23 and 24, at the middle-cloud level (at 7700 m),
corresponding to active turbulent motions deep in the cloud system, the PDF had a wider
distribution than levels above and below. Even though the PDFs near the cloud base and
top followed an approximate normal distribution with a single peak near w = 0, multiple
peaks were found in the PDF at the middle cloud levels. It should be pointed out that
the wide PDF distribution deep in the cloud system was associated with buoyancy-driven
turbulence because the cloud layer between 7200 and 8500 m was unstable, especially in the
early stage of the simulation. At the early stage of the simulation, the PDF at the middle
cloud level covered an even wider w spectrum in the downward motion regime than that
calculated later in the simulation. Although the PDF spectrum at the middle cloud levels
narrowed subsequently in the simulation, the multiple peaks and fine structures indicated
that turbulent eddies were very active within the cloud system because both upward and
downward motions were nearly equal (Figure 24).
8. Discussion and Summary
The LES model successfully simulated a single cloud layer for Case 1 and a two-
layer cloud structure for Case 2. The simulated cirrus clouds displayed properties similar
to that of the forced boundary-layer clouds (Stull 1985) because of the similarity in their
dynamics, even though cirrus clouds generally have a much larger horizontal coverage than
the forced boundary-layer clouds. Mid-latitude cirrus clouds usually form in an stably-
stratified environment with large scale forcing. In spite of the latent heat release during
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phasechange,therewasgenerallyinsufficientheatingfor cirrus cloudsin Case1to become
positivelybuoyant.Also,the strongtemperatureinversionat the tropopauseprovidedalid
to preventcirruscloudsin Case1from developinginto adeepcloud. As a result,theclouds
in Case1behavedasquasi-passivetracersof the top of the troposphere.Thiskind of cirrus
cloudcanbenamedforced passive cirrus because of their similarity to their boundary layer
counterpart. However, in some special cases, such as Case 2, positively buoyant cells can be
embedded in the cirrus layers. These cells in Case 2 were so active that the rising updraft
induced its own pressure perturbations, affecting the cloud evolution. This kind of cirrus
can be classified as forced active cirrus.
To determine whether gravity waves were present in the simulation, we show the time-
height cross section of w near the center of the domain in Figure 25. In Case 1, a slantwise
propagation of the phase of w was evident in the first hour of integration, much like an
internal gravity wave (Holton 1992). The gravity wave in Case 1 was probably caused by
the vertical shear of the horizontal wind around 7.5 km AGL; the level of the vertical shear
of the horizontal wind also corresponded to the level from where the gravity waves emanated
(Figures 25a, 26a). However, in Case 2, gravity waves did not seem to be present; this was
probably due to lower static stability and more turbulence in the flow. Even though there
was vertical shear of the horizontal wind in Case 2, we did not detect gravity waves due to
the effects of strong turbulent motion (Figures 25b, 26b).
Latent heat release can play a significant role in the formation and development of
cirrus clouds (Figure 22). The release of latent heat can be an energy source for the
development of upward motions which, in turn, can produce more supersaturation and
cloud development. Vertical profiles of the total radiative and latent heating rates (Figures
12 and 22) indicate that for well developed, deep and active cirrus clouds, radiative cooling
and latent heating can be comparable in magnitude in the cloudy layer, as in Case 2 (see
bottom panel, Figure 22). This implies that latent heating cannot be neglected in the
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constructionof a cirrus cloud model, even though Lilly (1988) had reasonable success with
his mixed-layer model in a study of anvil cirrus with latent heating ignored. However,
for shallow, optically-thin cirrus clouds, as in Case 1, the latent heat release can be much
smaller than the radiative cooling. In this case, the cloud development and evolution are
modulated mainly by radiative effects, and latent heat effects can be safely neglected in
cirrus cloud models. Gravity waves, however, may provide another uplifting mechanism for
cloud development. Generally, the LES studies in this research support Starr and Cox's
(1985) model calculations in which the authors showed that latent heating associated with
depositional growth and sublimation of ice crystals can be a significant factor in modulating
cirrus cloud evolution.
Finally, we have examined the probability density function of w with an eye towards
parameterizing cirrus cloud-scale vertical velocities in larger-scale models. We find that the
PDFs of w can be approximated by a normal density function for the more radiatively-
driven thin cirrus case. However, in the interior of the deep, convectively unstable case,
the PDFs of w are multi-modal and very broad, indicating that parameterizing cloud-scale
motions for such clouds can be very challenging.
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Table1: Modelsetupsfor CaseA andCaseB of the mesoscalesimulations.The vertical
grid spacingis the samefor everygrid.
Case2C_e 1
numberof grids 4 3
x grid points 50, 50, 47, 46 50, 50, 47
y grid points 40, 42, 47, 46 40, 42, 47
z grid points 65, 65, 65, 65 65, 65, 65
"horizontal
grid spacings (km) 80, 20, 4, 1 80, 20, 4
vertical
grid spacings (m) 200 to 500 200 to 500
Table 2: Vertical levels used in the mesoscale simulations (in m).
0.0 300.0 600.0 900.0 1200.0 1500.0
1800.0 2100.0 2400.0 2700.0 3000.0 3300.0
3600.0 3900.0 4100.0 4300.0 4500.0 4700.0
4900.0 5100.0 5300.0 5500.0 5700.0 5900.0
6100.0 6300.0 6500.0 6700.0 6900.0 7100.0
7300.0 7500.0 7700.0 7900.0 8100.0 8300.0
8500.0 8700.0 8900.0 9100.0 9300.0 9500.0
9700.0 9900.0 10100.0 10300.0 10600.0 10900.0
11200.0 11500.0 11800.0 12200.0 12600.0 13000.0
13400.0 13800.0 14200.0 14600.0 15000.0 15500.0
16000.0 16500.0 17000.0 17500.0 18000.0
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Table3: Vertical levelsusedin theLES (in m).
0.0 400.0 800.0 1200.0 1600.0 2000.0
2400.0 2800.0 3200.0 3500.0 3800.0 4100.0
4400.0 4600.0 4800.0 5000.0 5100.0 5200.0
5300.0 5400.0 5500.0 5600.0 5700.0 5800.0
5900.0 6000.0 6050.0 6100.0 6150.0 6200.0
6250.0 6300.0 6350.0 6400.0 6450.0 6500.0
6550.0 6600.0 6650.0 6700.0 6750.0 6800.0
6850.0 6900.0 6950.0 7000.0 7050.0 7100.0
7150.0 7200.0 7250.0 7300.0 7350.0 7400.0
7450.0 7500.0 7550.0 7600.0 7650.0 7700.0
7750.0 7800.0 7850.0 7900.0 7950.0 8000.0
8050.0 8100.0 8150.0 8200.0 8250.0 8300.0
8350.0 8400.0 8450.0 8500.0 8550.0 8600.0
8650.0 8700.0 8750.0 8800.0 8850.0 8900.0
8950.0 9000.0 9050.0 9100.0 9150.0 9200.0
9250.0 9300.0 9350.0 9400.0 9450.0 9500.0
9550.0 9600.0 9650.0 9700.0 9750.0 9800.0
9850.0 9900.0 9950.0 10000.0 10100.0 10200.0
10300.0 10400.0 10600.0 10800.0 11000.0 11200.0
11400.0
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List of Figures
Fig. 1 The mesoscale grid configuration for a) Case A and b) Case B.
Fig, 2 a) 24-h predicted 500-hPa geopotential height (at contour intervals of 30 m) super-
posed with 500-hPa wind vectors (m s -1) from Grid 1 of the mesoscale simulation
(0000 UTC 27 November 1991). Inset indicates the scale of the horizontal wind vectors
(m s-l); b) 500-hPa geopotential height (at contour intervals of 30 m) from MAPS
analysis at 0000 UTC 27 November 1991.
Fig. 3 a) 18-h predicted 400-hPa snow mixing ratio from Grid 2 of the mesoscale simulation
(1800 UTC 26 November 1991), at contour intervals of 10 X 10 -3 g kg-1; b) high
cloud visible optical depths derived from GOES data at 1800 UTC 26 November 1991
(panel btaken from Mace et al. 1995).
Fig. 4 Skew T-log p diagram for temperature (°C), dew point temperature (°C), and wind
(ms -l) at a) 1700 UTC 26 November 1991 and b) 1930 UTC 26 November 1991 at
37.79 ° N and 97.33 ° W from the mesoscale simulation of Wu (1999). The soundings
in a) and b) are the initial conditions of Case 1 and Case 2 (LES), respectively.
Fig. 5 Vertical y - z cross section (at x = -0.08 km) of pristine ice number concentration (at
contour intervals of 0.3 1-1) for Case 1 (LES) at a) 30 minutes, b) 60 minutes, and c)
120 minutes into the simulation.
Fig. 6 Vertical y - z cross section (at x = -0.08 km) of snow particle number concentration
for Case 1 (LES) at a) 30 minutes (at contour intervals of 6 X 10 -5 1-1) , b) 60 minutes
(at contour intervals of 6 X 10-5 1-1), and c) 120 minutes (at contour intervals of 0.06
1-1) into the simulation.
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Fig. 7 Vertical y - z cross section (at x = -0.08 kin) of vertical velocity (w; at contour
intervals of 1 cm s -1) for Case 1 (LES) at a) 30 minutes, b) 60 minutes, and c) 120
minutes into the simulation.
Fig. 8 Profiles of horizontally-averaged a) total water mixing ratio (rt), b) pristine ice + snow
mixing ratios (rice), c) ice-liquid-water potential temperature (0il), and d) potential
temperature (0) at 60 minutes into the simulation for Case 1 (LES).
Fig. 9 Profiles of horizontally-averaged turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) at 30 (solid), 60
(dotted), and 120 minutes (dashed) into the simulation for Case 1 (LES).
Fig. 10 a) Profiles of radiative heating rate (solid line: total; dashed line: IR; dotted line:
solar) and b) solar (Tsotar) and infrared (Tinlrared) optical depths (dashed line: IR;
dotted line: solar) at 60 minutes into the simulation for Case 1 (LES).
Fig. l l a) Profiles of radiative heating rate (solid line: total; dashed line: IR; dotted line:
solar) and b) solar (Tsolar) and infrared (Tinlrared) optical depths (dashed line: IR;
dotted line: solar) at 120 minutes into the simulation time for Case 1 (LES).
Fig. 12 Profiles of total radiative (solid) and latent (dotted) heating rates at a) 30 minutes,
b) 60 minutes, and c) 120 minutes into the simulation for Case 1 (LES).
Fig. 13 PDF of w at a) 5400 m, b) 7700 m, and c) 9100 m above ground level (AGL) at 30
minutes into the simulation for Case 1 (LES).
Fig. 14 PDF of w at a) 5400 m, b) 7700 m, and c) 9100 m above ground level (AGL) at 60
minutes into the simulation for Case 1 (LES).
Fig. 15 Vertical y - z cross section (at x -- -0.08 km) of pristine ice number concentration
for Case 2 (LES) at a) 30 minutes (at contour intervals of 100 1-1), b) 60 minutes (at
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contour intervalsof 50 1-1),and c) 120minutes(at contourintervalsof 5 1-1) into
the simulation.
Fig. 16 Verticaly - z cross section (at x = -0.08 kin) of snow particle number concentration
for Case 2 (LES) at a) 30 minutes (at contour intervals of 3 1-1), b) 60 minutes (at
contour intervals of 6 1-l), and c) 120 minutes (at contour intervals of 6 l-t) into the
simulation.
Fig. 17 Vertical y - z cross section (at x = -0.08 km) of vertical velocity (w) for Case 2
(LES) at a) 30 minutes (at contour intervals of 40 cm s-i), b) 60 minutes {at contour
intervals of 40 cm cm s-l), and c) 120 minutes (at contour intervals of 10 cm s -1)
into the simulation.
Fig. 18 Profiles of horizontally-averaged a) total water mixing ratio (rt), b) pristine ice + snow
mixing ratios (r_ce), c) ice-liquid-water potential temperature (0it), and d) potential
temperature (0) at 60 minutes into the simulation for Case 2 (LES).
Fig. 19 Profiles of horizontally-averaged turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) at 30 (solid), 60
(dotted), and 120 minutes (dashed) into the simulation for Case 2 (LES).
Fig. 20 a) Profiles of radiative heating rate (solid line: total; dashed line: IR.; dotted line:
solar) and b) solar (Tsolar) and infrared (T_nfrared) optical depths (dashed line: IR;
dotted line: solar) at 60 minutes into the simulation for Case 2 (LES).
Fig. 21 a) Profiles of radiative heating rate (solid line: total; dashed line: IR; dotted line:
solar) and b) solar (7-sotar) and infrared (Tinlrar_d) optical depths (dashed line: IR;
dotted line: solar) at 120 minutes into the simulation time for Case 2 (LES).
Fig. 22 Profiles of total radiative (solid) and latent (dotted) heating rates at a) 30 minutes,
b) 60 minutes, and c) 120 minutes into the simulation for Case 2 (LES).
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Fig. 23 PDF of w at a) 5400m, b) 7700 m, and c) 9100 m above ground level (AGL) at 30
minutes into the simulation for Case 2 (LES).
Fig. 24 PDF of w at a) 5400 m, b) 7700 m, and c) 9100 m above ground level (AGL) at 60
minutes into the simulation for Case 2 (LES).
Fig. 25 The height-time cross section of w (in cm s-1) at x,y = -0.08 km of the model domain
for a) Case 1 (LES) at contour intervals of 0.4 cm s -1 and b) Case 2 (LES) at contour
intervals of 10 cm s-1. Solid (dashed) contours represent positive (negative) values,
and zero-contours are suppressed.
Fig. 26 The height-time cross section of the horizontal wind (in m/s) at x,y--- -0.08 km of the
model domain for a) Case 1 (LES) and b) Case 2 (LES). The scales of the u and v
component of the wind are given at the top of the figure.
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Figure 1 The mesoscale grid configuration for a) Case A and b) Case B.
It
Figure 2 a) 24-h predicted 500-hPa geopotential height (at contour intervals of 30 m) super-
posed with 500-hPa wind vectors (m s -1) from Grid 1 of the mesoscale simulation
(0000 UTC 27 November 1991). Inset indicates the scale of the horizontal wind vec-
tors (m s-l); b) 500-hPa geoptential height (at contour intervals of 30 m) from
MAPS analysis at 0000 UTC 27 November i991.
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a
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Figure 3 a) 18-h predicted 400-hPa snow mixing ratio from Grid 2 of the mesoscale simula-
tion (1800 UTC 26 November 1991), at contour intervals of I0 X 10 .3 g kg-1; b)
high cloud visible optical depths derived from GOES data at 1800 UTC 26 Novem-
ber 1991 (panel b taken from Mace et al. 1995).
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Figure 4 Skew T-log p diagram for temperature (°C), dew point temperature (°C), and wind
(m s -1) at a) 1700 UTC 26 November 1991 and b) 1930 UTC 26 November 1991 at
37.79 ° N and 97.33°W from the mesoscale simulation of Wu (1999). The soundings
in a) and b) are the initial conditions of Case 1 and Case 2 (LES), respectively.
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Figure 8 Profiles of horizontally-averaged a) total water mixing ratio (rt), b) pristine ice
+ snow mixing ratios (rice), c) ice-liquid-water potential temperature (0ii), and
d) potential temperature (O) at 60 minutes into the simulation for Case 1 (LES).
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Figure 9 Profiles of horizontally-averaged turbulent kinetic energy at 30 (solid), 60
(dotted), and 120 minutes (dahsed) into the simulation for Case1 (LES).
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Figure 11 a) Profiles of radiative heating rate (solid line: total; dashed line: IR; dotted
line: solar) and b) solar (1:solar) and infrared (1:infrared) optical depths (dashed
line: IR; dotted line: solar) at 120 minutes into the simulation for Csae 1 (LES).
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Figure 19 Profiles of horizontally-averaged turbulent kinetic energy at 30 (solid), 60
(dotted), and 120 minutes (dahsed) into the simulation for Case 2 (LES).
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Figure 25 The height-time cross section of w (in cm s-1) at x,y=-0.08 km of the model
domain for a) Case 1 (LES) at contour intervals of 0.4 cm s-1 and b) Case 2 (LES) at
contour intervals of 10 cm s -1. Solid (dashed) contours represent positive (negative)
values, and zero-contours are suppressed.
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Figure 26 The height-time cross section of the horizontal wind (in m S-1) at x,y=-0.08 km of
the model domain for a) Case 1 (LES) and b) Case 2 (LES). The scales of the u and
v components of the wind are given at the top of the figure.
